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THE ROGER WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY 2007 2008 PRESIDENTS REPORT 
=>20 STRATEGI 
�20 OBJECTIVES 
1. Position Roger Williams University 
as a top-tier regional liberal arts university 
by maintaining and strengthening our core 
values as the foundation for institutional 
priorities and decisions. 
2. Earn recognition as a global and 
international university, providing a rich 
array of language, study abroad, service 
and career opportunities at home and 
around the world. 
3 . Provide students with a wide-ranging 
selection of opportunities for civil discourse 
and civic engagement in both curricular 
and co-curricular settings, enhancing the 
traditional academic experience. 
4. Inculcate inclusive excellence as an 
institutional imperative that is both qualitative 
and quantifiable, establishing its central 
role in our future success. 
5. Recruit and retain a student body 
that is increasingly diverse, international 
and prepared for success in a rigorous 
and challenging academic environment. 
6. Create more effective synergies 
between the academic schools, colleges 
and departments, resulting in greater 
efficiencies and a more integrative and 
interdisciplinary education. 
7. Review and revise the general 
education curriculum to ensure common 
experiences, content and competencies that 
are relevant for success in an increasingly 
diverse world. 
8. Evaluate, reward and strengthen 
undergraduate teaching excellence, 
recognizing its central role in achieving 
our educational mission. 
9. Create a strong continuing studies 
and adult education program that is mission 
and market driven, innovative and creative, 
enhances our reputation and contributes 
to the University's revenue stream. 
10. Review the role of graduate educa­
tion, its delivery systems and resource 
requirements in relationship to the under­
graduate liberal arts University mission. 
11. Strengthen the Faculty Senate and 
its committees, further establishing their role 
as the elected voice of the faculty on academic 
and other important institutional issues. 
12. Continue to build a strong Board of 
Trustees and school/college advisory councils 
that include individuals with subject expertise 
and regional influence who are committed 
to our core values and academic disciplines. 
13 . Earn recognition as a best-practice 
institution in adherence to all accreditation 
standards, ensuring transparency in operations, 
finance and governance. 
14 ■ Review the administrative structure 
of the University, refining it to reflect greater 
synergy, efficiency and effectiveness and 
to incorporate best practices. 
15. Build a sustainable and techno­
logically sophisticated campus of the future 
that provides a living/learning experience 
reflective of 21st century needs and is 
responsive to the demands of a competitive 
enrollment environment. 
16. Identify and pursue opportunities for 
diversified forms of income such as grants, 
contracts, conferences and summer programs 
in order to supplement tuition revenues. 
17. Develop institutional outcomes-based 
metrics to evaluate excellence in areas such 
as employment, graduate education, student 
satisfaction and alumni giving. 
18. Serve as a leader in addressing 
important social, economic and environmental 
issues consistent with our mission and 
values, building strategic partnerships with 
others in the higher education, business 
and public service sectors. 
19. Continue our path toward becoming 
a national model in campus health and 
wellness through the expansion of existing 
programs and the incorporation of new 
methodologies in the field. 
20. Identify and reinforce the academic 
centers of excellence and targets of oppor­
tunity that link to our mission and markets, 
with the goal of improving our regional 
rankings in these areas. 
I AM PROUD THAT MY UNIVERSITY ��:�., 
IS A PLACE THAT DEVELOPS HARD-WORKING�--:·=:_;,, 
STUDENTS WHO ARE GOOD PEOPLE - r ·:;·: WITH STRONG VALUES AND WHO ., .. ::-'� UNDERSTAND THE WORLD AROUND THEM. }t;.�t-·� -�· 
LEANNE FARRELL, RWWJUNIOR �ND PRESIDENT OF STUDENTS FOR 
RENEWABLE ENERGY�AND ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION 
.. � -;fl_ II ~ 
�·, •"': -;,,\ � 
Dear Friends, 
In the Chinese culture, certain numbers are considered auspicious or inauspicious, 
based largely on how lhat number is pronounced and what word(s) it sounds similar to. 
The pronunciation for the number eight sounds much like "fortune" in some dialects, 
making it a desirable number for whatever its purpose might be. 
In 2008, as I enter my eighth year as the eighth President of Roger Williams 
University, I hold that cultural tradition in high esteem. After all, this is an important 
year for us. This year the University achieved its highest ranking ever in U.S. News & 
World Repori - eighth (how did you guess?) among baccalaureate colleges in the North. 
But even more importantly, it's lhe year that we officially unveiled the 20 strategic 
objectives - all developed via a comprehensive strategic planning process - designed 
to position Roger Williams University as an institution at the forefront of providing 
students with a top-quality liberal arts education. 
We would not be in a position to embark upon such an ambitious strategic plan, 
however, had we not already laid a solid foundation. The growth and progress at 
Roger Williams these past several years has been truly extraordinary and a tribute to 
everyone who has contributed to our success. In 2000, the University enrolled 2,500 
undergraduates and 350 students at the School of L1w. The endowment was modest, and 
debt and deficits saddled the institution. Despite dedicated faculty and staff, acceptance 
rates were too high, graduation rates embarrassingly low and a sense of common 
purpose lacking. 
Through a strategic planning process launched in 2001, which involved nearly 
25 percent of University employees, we were able to develop solutions to many of those 
problems. Less than a decade later, we have record undergraduate applications (nearl)' 
9,000 for an entering class of 1,050); have grown our endowment to more than 
$100 million; and have developed a set of core values that guide our actions and have 
facilitated the development of the University as a very special place. 
Today we are bigger, better and more widely respected. Fellow educators, employers 
and opinion leaders - local, national and international - all share an abiding respect for 
Roger Williams University and the quality of education we provide. 
Whenever I speak with my predeces­
sors like Tony Santoro, Bill Rizzini or Ralph 
Gauvey, I am reminded that institutions 
like ours are a continuum, and each of us 
- faculty or faculty-emeritus, student or 
alumnus, staff or retiree - has had an oppor­
tunity to add our own unique pan to the 
building of this tremendous University. 
This year's President's Report is a part of that continuum. Throughout the report. 
we'll look back at the successful last year and the actions we've taken to confront some 
of the challenges the future will offer. You will sec our core values not only articulated, 
but more importantly exhibited through the efforts of our faculty, staff, students, 
alumni and friends. 
But we'll also look toward the future with a detailed examination of RWU 2020, 
our current strategic plan named for the year in which today's kindergartners will enter 
college. And forward thinking has never been more crucial than now, as we face the 
extraordinary challenges confronting higher education, particularly in the Northeast. 
The demographic downturn in graduating high school students, escalating costs for energy, 
food and building materials, the uncertainty of the economy and declining consumer 
confidence create a perfect storm for younger, entrepreneurial schools like Roger Williams. 
! am confident that we, as a University community, will not only weather this 
storm but will emerge stronger. We will continue our grO\vth and commitment both to 
create a student body reAective of the 21st century and to provide those students an 
education based on outcomes, competencies and values consistent with these global and 
interdependent times. 
As outlined in RWU 2020, the campus of the future will be both technologically 
advanced and designed with sustainability in mind. Campus construction is well 
underway (if you've been here, you know!), and we're thrilled to offer advancements 
like wireless Internet access in all residence halls and new buildings. I was proud 
to sign the Presidents Climate Commitment last spring - pledging to reduce greenhouse 
gases and the University's carbon footprint - and as I write, our first LEED-certifiable 
buildings (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) are being constructed. 
Students are going abroad in record numbers to a record number of locations, and 
the dedication of the Global Heritage Hall, future home for the Peggy and Marc Spiegel 
Center for Global and International Programs and the Robert F. Stoico/Fl RSTFED 
World Languages Center, is scheduled for its fall 2009 grand opening. 
But bricks-and-mortar developments like these merely serve as foundations for 
the future. We're also in the midst of;'reconstructing" the University's curriculum under 
the leadership of Provost Laura de Abruna and a dedicated team of faculty. Together, 
they're working to build an outcomes-based general education course of study that our 
students need to prepare them for life in the 21st century. 
Each and every one of those examples - as well as the countless others you'll 
read about in this publication� are 
wonderful illustrations of how Roger 
Williams University is working to 
fulfill its overriding mission of serving 
its students as a top-tier liberal arts 
institution. 
The President's Report celebrates 
that continuum of excellence and 
the innovation that is part of the Roger Williams heritage. To all of you, thank you for 
being a part of the past and an investor in the future. 





The University established its 
20 strategic objectives following 
a comprehensive analysis 
with input from across campus. 
For any dynamic institution, a strong 
strategic plan is crucial to establish­
ing and sustaining the organization's 
goals and growth. In January 2007, 
the University officially launched 
RWU 2020 - a new strategic plan­
ning process and the second under 
President Nirschel's leadership. 
Faculty and staff from across the 
campus community came together 
to collaborate on strategic planning 
task forces with topics ranging from 
diversity to campus infrastructure, 
global and international programs 
to social and cultural facilities. 
The process had to be inclusive 
in depth and scope, and internal and 
external community leaders including 
students and alumni were invited to 
contribute to conversations. 
Based on that broad participation, 
the University has identified the 
20 key objectives that will serve 
as the foundation of the University's 
strategic plan and mission going 
forward (see inside front cover). 
At the objectives' center are 
the University's core values: love 
of learning as an intrinsic value; 
preparation for careers and future 
study; collaboration of students and 
faculty in research; commitment 
to community service; appreciation 
of global perspectives; and promo­
tion of civil discourse. 
The stories that follow illustrate 
Roger Williams University's com­
mitment to this new strategic plan 
by focusing on some of the strategic 
objectives in depth and examining 
how current mission-related initiatives 
will support the University going 
forward as the next phase of RWU 
2020 begins. 




Task forces organized to'research •·-l 
and make recommendations 
\(Ji 
Co-chairs per task force 
Co-chairs in total 
RWU employees engaged · 
in the planning process 
report submitted to the 
administration 
Pages in the final report produced 
by President Nirschel and the 
vice presidents 
Months of meetings, research 
and reporting 
Resulting strategic objectives 
(see inside front cover) 
A HIGHE 
(EDUCATION) 
While actively engaged in 
reshaping the University's 
curriculum, faculty members 
at Roger Williams stand out 
for their teaching excellence. 
It was a chance encounter that brought 
George Perdrizet ('08) to Assistant Professor 
Avelina Espinosa's biochemistry lab group 
in January 2007 - serendipitous, given that 
he now spends the majority of his time 
calculating chemical equations as part of his 
doctoral work in biochemistry at the 
University of Chicago. 
But when George first came to Roger 
Williams University in fall 2004, he confronted 
the same challenges as most other college 
freshmen: unsure of what he wanted w 
study and more interested in socializing than 
schoolwork. He even missed Dr. Espinosa's 
lab orientation (accidentally, of course). 
His lab work with .. Dr. E." ignited a passion 
for problem solving, however, and after 
a semester of familiarizing himself with lab 
techniques and protocols. George began working 
CALLIN 
on projects with his new mentor. He cominued 
his work throughout the summer momhs, 
presenting his research poster at local and 
international conferences and registering for 
a senior thesis. George even began designing 
some of his own experiments. 
Even more impressive. Dr. Espinosa sa)'S, 
is that George maintained his research at 
the highest levels while double majoring in 
biology and ps)'chology with a minor in 
philosoph)'. In May 2008. George graduated 
from RWU cum laude with his diploma in one 
hand a11d acceptance letters from four esteemed 
doctoral programs in the other. 
Both teacher and student are quick to 
acknowledge the rarity of being accepted 
10 one - let alone four - graduate programs. 
And while George knows his hard work helped 
him get there, he credits Dr. Espinosa for 








Ab assumes her new role 
as senior vice president and 
provost, servmg as RWU's 
chief academic officer and 
a key member of the senior 
management team. 
AUGU' T 1 
In his directorial debut. 
Communications Professor 
£n y premieres "The Times 
A.re Never So Bad: The Life 
of Andre Dubus," at the Rhode 
Island International Film 
Festival, bringrng the life of the 
respected short story writer to 
the big screen. 
AUGUST 24 
RWU debuts its picturesque 
new e,,t , designed 
to aid traffic flow and increase 
pedestrian safety. The entrance 
features a new guardhouse. 
14 bubbling fountains and 
carefully cratted landscaping 
designed to integrate with the 
campus setting. 
AUGUST 2 5  
After spending t h e  morning 
putting the finishing touches on 
dorm rooms during freshman 
move-in, 1 , 136 incoming 
students take the RWU pledge 
of academic integrity and are 
officially welcomed to lhe 
Un iversity community during the 
annual Convocation ceremony. 







teers trek to 
AUGUST 2 7  
77 sites across Rhode Island 
and southeastern Massachusetts, 
completing service projects that 
range from cleaning beaches to 
exercising with the elderly. 





of others at 
AUGUST 30 
RWU, Iraqi refugee Qussay 
AI-Attab1 , a former scholar and 
interpreter for the U.S. Army in 
Baghdad, arrives in Rhode 
Island nine months after fleeing 
his homeland. 
06 
Class of 2008 graduate George Perdrizet hones his skills in  Dr. Espinosa's lab . 
pushing him to do what he couldn't imagine 
himself capable of, and the University for giving 
him the tools rn succeed at the next level. 
"I often think ! have an advantage. coming 
from a smaller lab.'' he says. '"At RWU I didn't 
always have my hand held. and I didn't have 
to compete with grads and post-docs. There 
was more one-to-one interaction, and that was 
really confidence-building." 
While perhaps one of the biggest 
academic success stories in recent years, 
George Perdrizet is just one of many who 
have started on the road to lifelong learning at 
Roger Williams. And despite years worth 
of demonstrable teaching excellence in the 
classroom, the strategic plan for RWU 2020 
offers the ideal opportunity to evaluate the 
state of general education at the University and 
explore ways to strengthen the curriculum 
so that it continues to align with best practices 
in liberal arts education. 
According ta Feinstein College of Arts 
and Sciences Dean Robert Cole, lhis requires 
determining what common body of knowledge 
a person must p0SS<'SS to be well educated 
and well prepared for the 21st century: " I t 's 
not just about what students should know 
in four years, but what they need to know in 
14 years, in 24 years, in 34 years. That's less 
about a general education program that is very 
context-specific and content-heavy. and it's 
more about sprC>ading essential learning 
outcomes across the curriculum." 
Deciding just what those common 
learning outcomes are is the next step in 1he 
general education strategic planning process, 
which will span the next three academic years. 
Undergraduate faculty members will outline 
the learning outcomes during academic 
year 2008-09 through a series of meetings 
facilitated by Provost Laura Niesen de Abruna. 
For some contributing members, their 
experience at a six-day workshop hosted 
by the American Academy of Colleges and 
Universities General Education Institute this 
past summer will inform their recommenda­
tions and final decisions. Mimicking the 
collaborative paradigm of the RWU 2020 
strategic planning process, Roger Williams 
sent a delegation of nine people - one of the 
convention's largest and most professionally 
diverse groups - including the provost. 
academic deans and professors from various 
disciplines in Arts and Sciences. Business, 
Archi1ec1ure, Education and global programs. 
While the improved general education 
model will be fully implemented in time 
for the entering freshman class in 2011. the 
conversation about goals for the reformed 
curriculum is well underway. Among other 
goals yet to be determined , the general 
education curriculum will be more flexible, 
according to School of Architecture. Art and 
Historic Preservation Dean Stephen White. 
''Revising the curriculum with a general 
education model in mind will allow for more 
collaborative initiatives among the faculty and 
result in more of the diverse excellence that 
the faculty members have in separate course 
work, rather than in just five roughly framed 
common courses," he says. "'There will be 
more variety, but still common experiences 
and overall goals.'" 
The general education model of RWU 
2020 will also promot<' the University's values 
of inclusive excellence and global perspectives 
while encouraging civil discourse both inside 
and outside of the classroom. Students will 
no longer be measured solely on the number 
of credit hours they take; they also will 
graduate with competency portfolios in 
a number of areas. 
"Our goal is to educate students who will 
be globally competent citizens with knowledge 
of global issues, processes, trends and systems; 
the skills to apply knowledge to diverse 
cultural frames of reference: and the attitude 
of willingness to seek out global and intercul­
tura! opportunities and tolerate cultural 
ambiguity," says Guilan Wang of RWU's Peggy 
and Marc Spiegel Center for Global and 
International Programs. 
ADAM BRAVER 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF 
CREATIVE WRITING 
The pen is mightier than the sword. they· scif, 
and Associate Professor Adam Braver and a " gfoup 
of students are trying to prove that the old· ildag� 
still holds true today. Professor Braver and_ �it 
class are in the second year of a partnershiP
, .
��h 
the PEN American Center to help free impri�ped 




The students, with Professor Braver's guidance, 
act as case-minders who research and track PEN 
cases related to imprisonment for freedoni_ OJ;, 
expression. This group's current focus is on freeing 
Kareem Amer, an Egyptian blogger and law _stu� ent 
imprisoned in 2007 for insulting Islam and Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak. The students will wO;k�� 
the case for the entire year, cultivating skills·(: ;; 
that range from community outreach and political 
lobbying to media relations and research. 
Profe�r Braver,_ 
who i� an �cc�mplished no�e:lis� :?Jr: 1n add1t1on to being an msp1rat1onal teacher, - .• ' 1 
says he learns as much from his students as th�y :'·r:·,� ·/•:-.; 
do from him. -�-... 
"The students are so passionate about the work they're )-f_ 
doing," he says. "Although they all come from 
varied backgrounds, they truly bond over the cases 
and become a close-knit group. The difference 
in this course is that it's real life - not a theoretical 
course about writing or lobbying. This is actually 
happening, and these prisoners are relying 
on us to make a difference. Ours is a classroom 
without walls." 
ALICIA MERSCHEN-PEREZ 
CLASS OF 2009 
San Francisco native Alicia Merschen-Perez has 
a rather unique combination of study areas: She's 
a political science major with minors in biology, 
environmental science and dance, and her eventual 
goal is to become an environmental lawyer. Alicia 
credits a handful of key faculty members for 
helping her to shape her path of study. One of 
her more memorable courses examined the social 
aspects of biology - "How man is affecting the 
environment," she says. "Al l the problems that 
environmental law addresses." 
But the academic experience at RWU extends 
far beyond the classroom, according to Alicia. 
Highlights of her col lege career run the gamut 
from serving as student coordinator for Community 
Connections to interning at the Environmental 
Protection Agency in Washington. D.C.: representmg 
RWU at College Convention 2008 to researching 
the effects of pesticides on earthworms; addressing 
the incommg Class of 2012 at this fall's Con­
vocation ceremony to working on behalf of Hillel, 
the foundation of Jewish campus life. 
The current president of the RWU Student Senate, 
Alicia says her experience with that organization 
stands alone at the top: "Student Senate is probably 
the single most important thing I've ever done. The 
feeling you get when you really do something to 
help the student body 1s tremendously rewarding. 
And bemg able to mfluence younger senators - I 
know that m three years, I'll come back and they 
will have learned how to be great leaders." 
Through service pro1ects and other initiatives, 
students are makmg an impact off campus, too, 
Alicia says. "RWU may be a small institution m 
Rhode Island, but we're more than a university. 
We're really a ma1or part of that community." 
Re-examining the University's programs 
that extend beyond the 1raditional undergrad­
uate model - continuing studies, graduate 
education. the School of Law - will serve to 
complement that liberal arts focus. The 
synergy of the undergraduate colleges and the 
School of L.1w demonstrates the value of having 
such programs at a liberal arts institution, says 
Professor of Law Michael Yelnosk1', because 
much of what is studied in law courses is 
a continuation of themes studied in the liberal 
arts at the undergraduate level. How to deliver 
continuing education and what programs 
RWU will offer will be researched and deter­
mined as part of the strategic plan's next phase. 
What is most exciting, Dean White Sa)'S, 
is how far these programs will extend the 
traditional undergraduate learning opportuni­
ties. In the past, he says, there has been a 
limit on the amount of what can be taught in 
the undergraduate courses. Extending fields 
of study at the University will remove those 
barriers and increase the diversity among the 
student body and the learning experiences 
available to them. 
Not only are faculty members reshaping 
the liberal arts education at Roger Williams. 
they arc responsible for its delivery, too. It 
is excellence in teaching, President Nirschel 
says, that distinguishes RWU both in its 
general education and discipline-specific 
delivery mechanism - and that teaching 
excellence is what has helped the University 
bolster its academic reputation. 
Associate Professor Tony Hollingsworth 
teaches Classical and Germanic Studies at 
Roger Williams. Part of teaching excellence, 
he finds, is a deep-rooted passion for the 
discipline you are teaching. 
" If  professors are doing something that 
they love,'' he says, "the students are going 
to see it. Even if it's the most mundane or 
the most arcane of topics. if the students see 
the passion of the instructor, they are going 
to be mesmerized by it - there's going to be 
a magnetism there." 
He should know. In the past five years, 
Professor Holl ingsworth has mentored two 
students who have received prestigious 
Fulbright Scholarships, most recently Adrianne 
The annual Community Connections day teaches entering freshmen the value of service to the community. 
LaFrance ('08), who is now studying in 
Germany. Like Dr. Espinosa and George 
Perdrizet, Professor Hollingsworth's work 
with his Fulbright students is a telling 
example of the importance of collaboration 
between faculty and students. 
But faculty-student engagement extends 
far beyond the one-to-one mentoring setting. 
Many, if  not most, faculty members at RWU 
find ways to collaborate with students in larger 
groups. In fall 2007, students in a Project 
Management course at the Gabelli School of 
Business made their way to nearby Riverside, 
R.I., to restore a deteriorating house, learning 
project management and fundraising skills 
while giving back to the community. 
That project is just one example of the 
University's commitmem to community 
service, and service learning opportunities 
are never hard to find. It has become an RWU 
tradition for incoming freshmen to begin 
their RWU experience with a day of service -
Community Connections - coordinated by 
the Feinstein Center for Service Learning and 
Community Engagement. The Feinstein 
Center also connects students with ongoing 
service opportunities. such as the "Bristol 
Reads!" community tutoring and mentoring 
program, the Bristol Good Neighbors Soup 
Kitchen and the campus Peace Corps. 
Board of Trustees 
announces 
the election of 13 new trustees 
including leaders from business, 
education and the international 
community. The new board 
reflects the mcreasmgly diverse 
and global nature of the 
world for which RWU prepares 
its students. 
Ottic1als from Roger Williams 
University and the town of 
Bristol srgn a historic ,, 
• a pact outlmmg a 
system of voluntary Un1vers1ty 
payments to Bristol to help 
offset the cost of emergency 
services provided by the town. 
, E  EMI 
Local nonprofit Tech Collective 
honors RWU with its 
P award, 
recognizing the Un1vers1ty for 
champ1onmg technology and 
innovation m Rhode Island 
through workforce development 
trammg and technology-based 








• author of 
"A Long Way Gone: Memoirs 
of a Boy Soldier," speaks lo 
a filled-to-the-max gymnasium 
crowd about his experiences as 
a child soldier m Sierra Leone. 
OCTOBER 
The University welcomes a 
distinguished group of global 
academics and artists for 
a symposium tilled "New 
Media and II GI! D1 r a" 
The conversation explores 
ways in which new media 
forms have affected displaced 
populations during 20th 





- a leading 
voice in the 
conversation 
OCTOBER 1 0  
surrounding evolution, 
creationism and intelligent 
design - engages a crowd 
of faculty and students, 
challenging creationists to back 
their assertions with scientific 
evidence. 
OCTOBER 1 7  
In a n  effort t o  provide 
educational opportunities, 
internships and ultimately 
lull-time employment for 
students pursuing construction 
management careers, RWU 
agrees to contribute scholarship 
funds as part of a unique 
partnership with the Gilbane 
Building Company, the 
Community College of Rhode 









education and d iversity, delivers 
the keynote speech during 
Homecoming and Family 
Weekend, speaking about his 
career, the value of education 
and social and political issues 
affecting the sports world. 
Faculty members often find ways to 
engage their students in classroom projects 
by asking them to think crit ically from 
multiple perspectives . In his honors sect ion 
of 1-1 istory and the Modern World ,  Professor 
Josh Stein often has his students examine 
the democracy of the U.S. Constitut ion 
and requ ires that they rewrite the document 
to reflect how they would make i t  more 
or less democratic. 
The School of Law also promotes learning 
opportunities that bring the curriculum 
to life, according to Professor Yelnosky. One 
of its most successful programs has been the 
Live-Client Clinics . Under the guidance 
of tenured professors. law students arc placed 
directly into contact with community 
members while working on real cases at the 
Newport and Providence District Courts. 
This type of collaborative learning is not 
relegated to the classroom . In the 2007-08 
academic year, students from the School 
of Engineering, Computing and Construct ion 
Management competed in a variety of nat ional 
and international compet i tions, including one 
focused on building steel bridges and another 
on human-powered vehicles. At the Water and 
Environmental Research Consort ium com­
petit ion, they won both the prestigious Intel 
Members of a winter intersession Senior Seminar came together to restore and 
exhibit 14 architectural models from the Merrall E. Holt collection. 
Award for Design Innovat ion and the 
EPA Innovat ion Technology Travel Award . 
Elsewhere on campus, 24 Roger Williams 
seniors from a variety of academic disciplines 
worked together to clean and restore 14 
architectural models built by late Newport 
hobbyist Merrall E . Hoh. The models were 
later displayed in a communi ty exhibition 
that was, itself. curated , mounted and 
publicized by the students . 
Sometimes, the pass ion for learning that 
students and teachers find in the classroom 
transcends the traditional boundaries. Professor 
Michael Melton continues his CAFE (Center 
for Advanced Financial Educat ion) program, 
giving finance students hands-on training 
in investment portfolio management and 
bringing them to academic conferences. 
Students have even traveled as far as France 
and Germany to experience firsthand 
foreign financial markets . 
These are just a handful in a countless 
array of examples of teaching excellence. 
As the University receives reedback from its 
external peer reviewers and students contmuc 
to take the research projects and original 
knowledge they have yielded in the classroom 
to nat ional and internat ional conventions, 
that excellence will con tinue to grow. 
Dean Cole says. 
The mission , however, will remain the 
same. The engagement or students as act ive 
learners and active partners in the teaching 
and learning process wil l  be a key to cont inued 
success, says Peter Deekle of Academic Affairs. 
"Students need to leave here knowing 
how they know something, because learning 
is progressive and goes beyond four years;· 
he says. "So that passion and the competency 
aligned with that passion is to prepare 
them for lifelong learning. And that 's what 
we want." ■ 
STUDENTS NEED TO LEAVE 
HERE KNOWING HOW 
THEY KNOW SOMETHING, 
BECAUSE LEARN ING 
IS PROGRESSIVE AND GOES 
BEYOND FOUR  YEARS. 
JORGE ELORZA 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW 
';'.� 
Barely into his 30s, Jorge Elorza already has 
a r�sum� that reads like the script ,for a major 
motion picture. Raised by Guatemalan-immigrant 
parents in inner-city Providence, Professor Elorza 
graduated from Classical High Sch.;;;i, _then 
spent an "unfocused" year at community colleg� 
before finding his footing - and he hasn't stopped 
climbing since. After graduating summa cum /aude 
a lucrative job as an auditor for Pricewaterhouse-: 
Coopers in New York City, then left .ii t�
='
ea";n 
a J.D. at Harvard Law School. ,·}JT� ., 
Professor Elorza could have chosen any_rt,�fil..�tM, 
of career paths, but instead returned to hi� �!� ?t'� 
neighborhood, determined to serve the comrr1uni_ty' 
as an attorney with Rhode Island Legal Services, ·;t'. and in 2005 joined the faculty al RWU Law. Now, .,) 
supported by a 2008-09 Presidential Faculty · •t;,�.,'\c 
Fellowship, Professor Elorza has begun developing 
a Rhode Island Latino Policy Institute. 
"The institute will pull together resources from 
universities, business firms and community-based 
organizations throughout the state to provide 
data-driven analysis of issues relating to Latinos 
in Rhode Island," he explains. "As the Latino 
population grows within the state, we hope to 
provide timely and reliable information upon 
which key policymakers may base their decisions." 
Professor Elorza adds that he has always felt 
a keen sense of responsibility to the community 
in Providence and the entire state. 
"I want to contribute to the many advocates, business 
people and community members who are all 
working in different ways to improve our economy 
and make our communities more stable," he says. 
"That's where I get my passion." 
BUILDING 
A DIVERSE 
RWU continues to make strides in 
its mission to create and support an 
inclusive, globa l community. 
MOSAIC 
On Tuesday and Thursday afternoons, 
Roger Williams University junior Meaghan 
Smith could be hanging out with friends, 
catching a movie or shopping at Providence 
Place. Instead, this confident and energetic 
campus leader spends that free time at the MET 
Center in Providence, R . I  . .  teaching math and 
problem-solving skills to a group of 15 high 
school students preparing for the SAT exam. 
"My friends joke that I spend al! my time 
with them," Meaghan says. "My students are 
always calling me or texting me to attend 
their exhibitions and presentations, and I go 
to all of them." 
A mentor for RWU's Bridge to Success 
(BTS) program, Meaghan has spent the past 
two years developing curriculum for ''Math 
with Meaghan ," helping studenls apply 
to colleges {including Roger Williams) and 
keeping their academic skills fresh at the 
summer SAT institute. 
What began 13 years ago as an enrichment 
program for two under-resourced local com­
munities, BTS has grown into a yearlong, seven­
site college prep program for traditionally 
underrepresented student populations, reaching 
out to those students as early as eighth grade. 
Over the past year, BTS has doubled in size, 
both in terms of mentees and the number 
of RWU students serving as mentors. 
"There is a very powerful connection 
being made," says Don Mays, who oversees 
the program at the University. '"BTS is giving 
RWU students an opportunity to connect 
with people of  diverse backgrounds, which 
opens the purview of a world many aren't 
familiar with. They are genuinely bridging 
the world on a local level." 
The School of Architecture, 
Art and Historic Preservation 
celebrates the 
of the architecture program 
by hosting industry leaders 
at a discussion forum, 
"Retro/Prospecta Dialogue, A 
Conversation on the PasUFuture 
of Architecture and the 
RWU Program." 
With the smell of french fry 
fumes wafting through the 
breeze, the University unveils '" 
that runs entirely on canola 
oil recycled from the campus 
Dining Commons. President 
Nirschel takes "Deep Fned Ride" 









atrocities in Darfur by displaying 
40,000 small orange flags 
on the University's quad, each 
representing 10 of the roughly 
400,000 people who have died 
to date in the region's conflict. 








NOVEMBER 1 7  
National Champ1onsh1p, flying 
past Gettysburg College in 
championship play to culminate 
an undefeated season. The win 
immediately earns them an 









adolescent shellfish to reefs in 
Narragansett Bay. culminating 
the second cycle of a joint 
effort between local community 
members and RWU marine 
biology researchers to 
reinvigorate Rhode Island's 
dwindling oyster population. 
At the MET Center in Providence, RWU junior Meaghan Smith (left) started "Math with Meaghan" 
via the University's Bridge to Success mentoring program. 
While just a single program in a 
far-reaching range of initiatives, Bridge to 
Success is perhaps the most illustrative 
example of how Roger Williams is committing 
significant resources to fulfilling rn,o distinct, 
yet closely intertwined goals: attracting 
an increasingly diverse student body and, 
during their years on campus, preparing that 
diverse group of students for life and careers 
in today's global society. 
That commitment to inclusive excellence 
and global engagement - so very central 
to the University's core values of appreciation 
of global perspectives and civil discourse - is 
carefully woven into the fabric of RWU 2020. 
That's not insignificant, according to Lynn 
Fawthrop, who oversees enrollment manage­
ment and retention. As much progress as 
Roger Williams has en acted in these areas in 
recent years, formally establishing them 
as institutional priorities through the strategic 
plan underscores that they'll be rooted as 
University hallmarks for decades to come. 
On the "attracting" side of that dual 
equation , RWU 2020 marks the first instance 
in Roger Williams history in which recruitment 
and financial aid initiatives for traditionally 
underrepresented student populations are being 
defined by a strategic, standardized process. 
Yet the University's enrollment management 
team has continually crafted a forward-
moving plan designed to keep Roger 
Williams front and center even in the face 
of an impending demographic shift that will 
see a precipitous decline in the number 
of graduating high school students from the 
Northeast, the University's traditional market. 
For starters, admissions representatives 
recruit from a set percentage of high schools 
that report a minimum 25 percent of their 
student population as being students of color 
or from depressed socioeconomic areas. 
Admissions counselors also attend regional 
Hispanic admissions fairs, and the University 
has supported the GRRL Tech and Venture 
Scholar programs, both aimed at recruiting 
underrepresented students for academic fields 
related to science, technology, engineering 
and mathematics. Strategic partnerships have 
been developed with the Gilbane Building 
Company and Community College of Rhode 
Island, along with other local institutions, 
to attract students through joint admissions 
planning, easing the burden of private 
university tuition for some. 
And then there's the Intercultural Leader­
ship Award (!LA) program - ask anyone 
involved with RWU 2020 and inclusive 
excellence initiatives to cite the University's 
most significant accomplishment in that area, 
and they're certain to tell you about the ILA. 
Established in 2007, the program provides 
financial and programmatic support to high­
achieving students who are proven community 
leaders and who have overcome a significant 
life challenge while meeting at least one 
of the following three criteria: first-generation 
college student, ethnically diverse or English 
as the second language spoken at home. 
In its initial 2007-08 cycle, Roger Williams 
welcomed 13 11..A students, granting them 
$26,000 scholarships and organizing a struc• 
tured series of co-curricular learning 
opportunities {many of which are available 
to all students, but are non-optional for 
ILA students) .  Program participants joined 
activities that ranged from attending a campus 
presentation by author and former child 
soldier Ishmael Beah to taking in theater on 
campus and in Providence and meeting with 
alumni about how to overcome challenges 
and what to expect after graduation. 
"The whole concept is that we are trying 
to have a program that is structured for 
excellence," says Jason Pina, who co·directs 
the ILA program. "We're not just trying to get 
students to come to college, or just let them 
in. Our expectation is that they excel." 
This past September, the Class of 2012 
joined the ranks of RWU students, among 
them 28 new ILA scholars. The program's 
success, coupled with the University's efforts 
to increase financial support and recruitment 
efforts, has resulted in an increasingly diverse 
blend of student voices and perspectives 
both in the classroom and around campus. 
In 2008, the University increased its 
financial commitment to the !LA program more 
than twofold. While a generous $300,000 
was awarded to ]LA scholars in the 2007-08 
academic year, this year RWU allocated more 
than $1 million of financial support for the 
program - a more than 233 percent increase 
in just a single year. 
Similarly, the Roger Williams University 
School of Law has developed and expanded 
upon its initiatives to recruit students from 
a variety of backgrounds. Just like the 
University as a whole, RWU Law finds itself 
up against the challenge of competing with 
many schools for a small pool of candidates. 
For that reason, the School has increased what 
it terms "pipeline initiatives," reaching out 
to students as early as elementary or middle 
school, according to Lorraine Lalli, RWU 
Law's assistant dean of students. 
One pipeline initiative - the national 
Street Law program - successfully puts RWU 
Law students into contact with high schoolers 
in Rhode Island's urban areas to teach the 
Street Law curriculum. The School of Law is 
just one of 10 schools in the country to receive 
a national grant to sustain the program, which 
also brings high school students to RWU for 
MELISA CARRASQUILLO 
CLASS OF 201 1  
The first time that sophomore Melisa _ 
at Rogers High School in Newport, R:I: It was love 
at first sight. · :: t· 
"In high school, I did Bridge to Success.f�!_ lour 
years," Melisa says. "Every Wednesday._L �e to 
campus and just absolutely fell in love __ �i!!!Ji�U. 
I applied to all of the schools in the area, but I 
definitely knew this was my first choice.·�-��!' 
I got the ILA Scholarship, it sealed the d�_;,;, 
Now a Bridge to Success mentor, she Ch'?� __ t�l� 
year to return to Rogers High to guide so�� ?!!.er 
former schoolmates on their journeys to colleget� 
She also advises students at PAIS High School •.�it: 
Mount Pleasant High School, both in Providenc�·J"'!-� 
In just her second year at RWU, Melisa has clearly 
become one of the most prominent student leader_ 
on campus. In the classroom, she's majoring .., \;,._ . .  t in Anthropology/Sociology; outside the classroom,-· .. •��-­
she's volunteering as a PEER student counselor, · !:"�k·  
a University ambassador and an admissions tour 
guide. While BTS is still her favorite thing to 
do on campus, it's the support of the lntercultural 
Leadership Award program that keeps her going. 
"I LA is really great because I've met a lot of other 
students l ike me with similar experiences, and 
it helps going through the college experience 
with them," she says. "We've had some wonderful 
opportunities and have gotten to meet a lot 
of successful alumni who talk to us about their 
successes after college." 
Even more impressive than her co-curricular resume? 
This standout student has done it all while main­
taining a near perfect 3.9 GPA. 
ROBERT LOWELL 
CLASS OF 2008 
For many Americans, the 9/11 terrorist attacks 
were a life-changing event. Robert Lowell, then 
a high school senior in Warwick, R. I . ,  was no 
exception. Until that point, Rob had paid little 
attention to news beyond state borders, but 
the attacks sparked an interest in international 
affairs and the Middle East in particular. 
Three years later, Rob - by then a Roger Williams 
student - served as one of three RWU student 
hosts to the first delegation of Iraqi students to 
visit the U.S. in 35 years. The group introduced 
the Iraqis to college life in America, led them 
on tours of Ellis Island and the United Nations 
in New York and initiated a cultural exchange that 
continues to this day. 
That weeklong taste was all it took. The next 
fall, with not a minute of formal study in Arabic, 
Rob was off to Amman, Jordan, for a study abroad 
experience that would last a full year. "I just 
wanted to immerse myself in the culture and 
the language and try to understand international 
relations from the Arab perspective," he says. 
The visit only confirmed Rob's suspicions that 
he was headed for a career trying to bridge the 
cultural divide between the West and extremists 
in the Middle East. The 2008 criminal justice 
graduate spent the summer as a program assistant 
for the Middle East Partnership In itiative at Roger 
Williams and now hopes to return to the region 
as quickly as possible to continue his education. 
"On the most basic level, I think the best foreign 
policy is to improve relations through education," 
he says. "That's the only way we' l l  end up slowing 
the extremism that's become so prevalent." 
a day, thanks to support from the Thurgood 
Marshall Society. 
"Street Law covers all aspects of the law, 
from criminal to civil to family law, and it teaches 
students how the law really affects their lives 
in meaningful ways," says Lydia Hanhardt , 
who directs the School's diversity programs. 
And while the pipeline initiatives are 
working to cultivate future generations of law 
students, the School has also worked to 
actively recruit its current generation of law 
students. In Fall 2007, RWU Law launched 
a strategic admissions marketing initiative 
that resulted in a series of diversity postcards 
featuring current law students. The cards 
were mailed to prospective students, and 
corresponding advertisements ran in local law 
journals and major consumer magazines 
including Time, Newsweek and Sports 11/usrrnred. 
In addition to serving as an effective recruit­
ment tool, the diversity cards also received 
tremendous response for their positive 
messages about student/faculty collaboration 
and the students' ability to take ownership 
of their education at RWU Law. 
Recruiting and outreach efforts, however, 
extend far beyond the borders of New England 
and the boundaries of the United States. 
On the undergraduate side, the University 
has committed significant resources to 
international admissions recruiting, sending 
RWU representatives to more traditional 
countries like India and China, but also to less 
frequented areas such as Saudi Arabia, Turkey 
and Vietnam. It is the willingness to go where 
others do not, President Nirschel says ,  that 
separates RWU from the pack. The result has 
been an international student population 
that has nearly doubled in size within a single 
academic year. 
With outreach programs like these, 
Roger Williams is working toward building its 
student body of the future - a diverse, inclusive 
community that can offer the variety of per­
spectives needed to make RWU a stimulating 
place to learn. With all the recruiting and 
outreach in the world , however, the University's 
success would be severely limited without just 
as active a commitment to promoting global 
values once students arrive on campus. That's 
why encouraging global competencies for all 
graduates is an equal priority in RWU 2020. 
RWU Law students teach local high school students about all aspects 
of the law through the national Street Law program. 
-· - -
OUR GRADUATES W 
ENGAGED I N  A WO 
WHO HAVE DIFFE 
OF VIEW THEY 
TO DEBATE A D 
RESPECTFU Y 
WITHOUT BE NG D 
The RWU lntercultural Center looks 
un assuming from the outside. Enter the 
building. however, and the IC (as it's affection­
ately known) buzzes with energy and activity. 
A landing zone for international students ,  
spiritual life, LGBT student advocacy, the 
Multicultural Student Union and Bridge to 
Success, the IC is a "nexus of different social 
identities,'' according to its director, Ande Diaz. 
The lntercultural Center has become 
a high-traffic area for students and employees 
alike. Students are competing for spots in the 
Conversation Partners Program, an init iative 
that pairs native English speakers with inter­
national students to practice conversation 
skills and bridge cultural divides. Man y RWU 
employees also connect with the international 
students by welcoming them into their 
homes as host families. With more than 300 
people in attendance at Global Fest 2007 and 
strong showings at the Center's "An Hour 
With . . .  " culture and spirituality series, the 
campus community is living up to the challenge 
of RWU 2020 to foster a campus culture 
that is inclusive and prepares students to 
be global citizens. 
According to sources from across the 
University, the students are taking seriously 
the charge to be responsible citizen -scholars. 
They are asking questions about diversity issues, 
starting clubs and organizations and partici­
pating in the SOAR student leadership training 
program, among other co-curricular activities. 
In the 2007-08 academic year, RWU students 
and staff logged more than 35.000 hours of 
community service, placing the University on 
the Corporation for National and Community 
Service honor roll "with distinction." 
Says Jason Pina: "We have more and more 
students who are accepting the responsibility 
of creating a campus culture that they can 
be proud of and who will leave a positive legacy 
for future generations of RWU students to 
build upon. It 's critical that they are taking 
ownership of that piece.'" 
But Roger Williams students are not just 
bridging the world in their own backyard. 
They are taking the mission to the ends of the 
earth, everywhere from Australia to Afghani­
stan, Jordan to Jamaica and Czech Republic 
to China. The Peggy and Marc Spiegel Center 
for Global and International Programs reported 
2008 
JANI PY 
The Gabelll School of  Business 
unveils a new cutting-edge, 
interdisciplinary undergraduate 
major called 
S1 . Created with input 
from private and government 
law enforcement and securrty 
professionals, the program 
will prepare students to meet 






part of the 
Civil Discourse series, speaking 
candidly on hot-button poht1cal 
issues such as the 2008 
presidentraJ race. immigratron 
and free trade with China. 
F E B R I  A Y 
As part of the Bateman Case 
Study Competition sponsored 
by the Public Relations Society 
of America, five RWU communi­
cations students visit middle 
schools across Rhode Island 
and launch " ," a campaign 
to promote seat bell �fety 
among children ages ll to 14. 
FEBRUARY 
Roger Williams becomes one 
of just 14 institutions to earn an 
award from the Merck/American 
Association for the Ad'lancement 
of Science Undergraduate 
Science Research Program, 
which provides a 
grant to enhance biology and 
chemistry education through 
student research. 
FEBRUARY 
The University celebrates 
the 50th anniversary of Elie 
Wiesel's poignant memoir. 
"Night," during the eighth 
annual Professor John Howard 
B1rss Jr. Memorial Le ·ture 
Series. An accompanying library 
exhibit includes a collection 
of historic artifacts centered 
on the Holocaust. 
RUAI 




to the U.S., 
analyzes prospects for peace in 
the Middle East, discussing with 
students the war in Iraq, the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict and 
terrorism, among other topics. 
"'11 RC 
The Corporation for National 
and Community Service names 
RWU to the 
◄c R( for the University 's 
exemplary service efforts . Roger 
Williams is one of just 127 
schools in nation to achieve 
"with distinction" designation 
by the Corporation . 
MAR .. H 1 
RWU partners with Tech 
Collective and Raytheon to 
host GRRI , an interactive 
expo to promote careers in 
science and technology 
to high school girls. President 
Nirschel highlights the day's 
events by presenting full four­
year scholarships to two 
Rhode Island high schoolers in 
attendance. 
a record 319 undergraduates studying abroad 
in 2007-08 (a 36 percent increase over 
five years), and the School of Law continued 
its exchange program with the Catholic Uni­
versity of Portugal through its Portuguese­
American Comparative Law Center. 
S tudents like Brittany Krupski blogged 
from Buenos Aires, inspiring other students 
to pursue an international experience. The 
University continues to remove financial 
roadblocks, providing passports to sophomore 
students who maintain a 3.0 GPA and 
awarding Presidential grants to faculty and 
staff who have never been abroad to travel 
for professional development. 
By enriching the campus community 
with such diverse experiences and perspec• 
tives , President Nirschel says, Roger Williams 
will more fully embody the specific core values 
of global perspectives and civil discourse. 
Lynn Fawthrop agrees: ''You can't have a true 
appreciation of a global perspective if you 
have a homogeneous population that doesn't 
allow you to interact with people of different 
ethnic, geographic, religious or socioeconomic 
backgrounds. We need to have a community 
of learners and teachers that is a mosaic 
of what exists in the real world." 
And the world is taking notice. It is the 
intentionality of how the University chooses 
its civil discourse lecturers and the initi ative 
to host the important conversations of the 
21st century - including the internationally 
attended colloquium on intellectual freedom 
in the Middle East - that distinguishes Roger 
Willi ams, President Nirschel says. 
In 2008, RWU was one of only two new 
schools in the country to be awarded a grant 
through the federal government's Middle East 
Partnership Initiative (MEPl). The University 
hosted 16 Middle Eastern college students 
for six weeks this past summer, introducing 
them to American culture, democracy and 
civic engagement. John King, who oversees 
Student Affairs, says that next summer, the 
University intends to increase cross-cultural 
collaboration by having RWU students 
attend the leadership seminars and cultural 
programs with the M EPI students. 
Moving forward with RWU 2020, students 
may be required to complete a global com­
petency portfolio before graduating. While the 
plan is not fully in place, it will likely include 
aspects such as foreign language proficiency, 
an international internship or a study abroad 
experience. Students will also be required 
to complete civic engagement and civil 
discourse portfolios. 
"No matter what they are going to do 
professionally," President Nirschel s ays, "they 
will be engaged in the world with people who 
have different points of view, and they need to 
be able to debate and to reason civilly, respect­
fully and disagree without being disagreeable." 
Sophomores who maintain a 3.0 GPA earn free passports through RWU's 
Passport to Your Future program. 
As the strategic plan moves toward 
its next phase, the University will continue to 
shape a campus community that provides all 
the resources students, faculty and staff need 
to fulfill the vision of RWU 2020. 
Human Resources is strategically 
researching how to recruit a staff that values 
inclusive excellence, and departments across 
the University are using diversity scorecards 
to evaluate their approach and practices. 
Diversity training is available to all members 
of the community, including departments 
and divisions as well as student clubs and 
organizations. 
When the Global Heritage Hall opens 
its doors in fall 2009, students will have the 
world at their fingertips. Heritage classrooms 
- representing the cultural communities 
whose presence has helped shape Rhode 
Island and Southern New England - will 
provide enhanced opportunities for students 
to engage with their course material in new 
and meaningful ways. Cultural series. lectures 
and film screenings will allow faculty members 
to put their students in touch with the world 
outside of the classroom walls , and upgraded 
technology will connect students to their 
peers in other countries while still at RWU. 
It  is not an overnight process, President 
Nirschel points out, but the work will 
continue, and more progress will be made. 
Many in the community agree. 
"It's hard, and it will take a long time," 
says Meaghan Smith ( '10). "But I 've seen 
some change, and we're making people aware 
of being more inclusive and aware of how 
their actions affect others." ■ 
Internationally in-demand faculty merTiber Julian 
Bonder can certainly relate - he rece�tl y�lurned 
from delivering the keynote addresses at'jh;,:; 
Fourth Annual Human Rights Confer�n·�; T� Lima, 
Peru, and the Babi Var Park Memorial i'n D'e"nv�r. 
Col. (both within days of each other), a_ll th:,while 
managing his design studio in Cambridge, Mass./ 
working on his award-winning Mem�rial tcr th� .. , ·� 
Abolition of Slavery in Nantes, France, ��d-'f;ching 
courses at RWU ! ':.«J, .. , 
A descendent of Ukrainian immigrants who escaped 
the Holocaust by moving to Argentina, PrOfeS��· 
Bonder grew up in New York and Buenos �ir� and 
held teaching positions around the world_ bef�r� JI, 
coming to RWU in I 999. A 2008 RWU Presidential 
Fel low, his work and scholarship focus ori th�- ·\}� 
relationship between memory, trauma and public \:.," 
space: "The site always has a story to tell," he>' ?)/;.1:v{ 
says, "and our task is to unearth those stories and 
, ..•. ..,,· ':. ·•· 
bring the voices of those who are silenced to the · -,:.. .  � 
public space." 
As a result of the fellowship, Professor Bonder's 
advanced design studio will explore issues of 
slavery and slave trading in Rhode Island over the 
next two semesters, culminating in a public 
exhibition in spring 2009. "Part of my approach 
to teaching is to always expect more from my 
students, raise the bar to the highest level and be 
supportive," he says. "I  look at my students as 
young colleagues, so I expect the level of commit­
ment and dedication to the work to be equal." 
CR EAT I NG TH E 
CAM PUS OF 
TH E FUTURE 
By building a sustainable, technologically 
advanced campus, the University is investing 
in its students and employees. 
Col lege students who are wholeheartedly 
committed to protecting our environment 
will often let little stand in the way of going 
"green:' That's particularly true for a handful 
of impassioned young women from Roger 
Williams University. Case in point? The 
"Green Girls" calendar. 
With Earth Day approaching last spring, 
students Chelsea FitzSimons-Diaz, Meg 
Gardner, Elizabeth LeMasters. Leanne Farrell 
and others were in search of funds to increase 
recycling options on the RWU campus. 
Forgoing traditional methods of raising money 
for such a project, the group brainstormed and 
came up with a rather unorthodox approach -
they created and designed a calendar called 
"Green Girls." 
The 12-month printed calendar (running 
from Earth Day to Earth Day, of course) 
featured young women &om across the Univer-
siry campus, all posed in scenes designed to 
showcase different ways for students. faculty 
and others to live more eco-friendly lives. The 
shots were playful - Miss April/May (Chelsea) 
posed in biker gear with a pedal-powered 
bicycle in lieu of a Harley-Davidson. "Real 
biker chicks pedal home," the caption read. 
Miss November appeared clad in a dress 
made entirely of recycled newspapers. 
Profits from the calendar were used to purchase 
additional recycling bins for the RWU campus. 
But even more significant])' , the students 
called attention to issues surrounding sustain­
ability and advanced the cause of their 
group. Students for Renewable Energy and 
Environmental Preservation. 
"'The size of Roger Williams makes it 
really easy to get involved in projects like this." 
Elizabeth LeMasters says. "Last year, we 







book after facing the minimum 
21 batters and pitching the 
first perfect game in Roger 
Williams history - JUSt the 14th 
in NCAA Division Ill history. 





Donuts and Baskin-Robbins), 
discusses with Gabelli School 
of Business students his secrets 
for effective branding as part 
of the School's annual Distin­
guished leader Lecture Series. 
A P R I L  7 
Supreme Court Justice 
Antonin Scaha visits RWU law, 
meeting with student leaders, 
participating in  Q&A sessions 
and teaching a Constitutional 
Law class; visit highlights 
historic "Supreme Semester." 
which also includes student 
interactions with the Supreme 
Court's John Roberts and 
Samuel Alita. 
LOREN BYRNE 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY 
LEANNE FARRELL 
CLASS OF 20 I 0 
Growing up in Groton, Mass., Leanne Farrell always 
had a budding interest in the environment. But 
it wasn't until she settled at Roger Williams that 
her curiosity morphed mto a passion: "My interest 
in sustainability has blossomed since coming to 
RWU," she says. "I've really realized how 
important it is to have a clean environment." 
Motivated to teach others how to reduce their 
carbon footprint, the junior environmental science 
major - president of the Students for Renewable 
Energy and Environmental Preservation club and 
student co�chair of the University's Recycling and 
Sustainability Committee ~ has made 11 her m1ss1on 
to raise commumty awareness of the importance 
of being "green." With grants from the National 
WIidiife Federation and the Provost's Office. Leanne 
and Assistant Professor Loren Byrne constructed 
a sustainab1l1ty garden for teaching and learning 
around the existing pond named in memory of 
beloved professor Mark Gould next to the Manne 
and Natural Sciences building this past summer. 
The garden 1s full of locally grown native plants, 
contains no art1f1c1al fertil izers or pest1c1des and 
will use a solar panel to run a waterfall 
Working on the garden has been a rewarding 
experience for both: "With these real-world pro1ects, 
things are very fluid and dynamic so you have 
to deal with problems and issues as they arise," 
Professor Byrne says. "The professor doesn't 
always have the answer nght away, so it's a very 
collaborative process. It's often the student 
teaching the professor as much as the professor 
teaching the student." 
'Green Girls' and worked to get the President 
to sign the Presidents Climate Commitment. 
This year, we're working on ' Recyclemania.' 
This is a small community. so you can really 
get things done.'' 
Without a doubt, the campus of RWU's 
future will be one that's sustainable and gentle 
on the fragile waterfront environment that 
surrounds it. It will also be technologically 
advanced and designed to serve students 
whose expectations have changed compared to 
the student body of last century. And as RWU 
2020 demonstrates. it all starts with a plan. 
At the core of the University's strategy 
for building a campus that will cater to the 
next generation of Roger Williams students is 
a campus master plan. This continually 
evolving blueprint provides a venue for care­
fully developing a campus on which space 
is a precious commodity. And while the master 
plan focuses on that physical campus. its 
impact is far greater. 
If you've visited RWU in the last year or 
two. you have seen plenty of evidence that 
the master planners at the University - senior 
administrators working in conjunction 
with Einhorn Yaffee Prescott Architecture & 
Engineering as well as members of the 
Campus Master Planning commit1ee - have 
placed great emphasis on creating a campus 
that's pedestrian friendly. Over time. vehicular 
traffic is being routed to the outskirts of 
campus, creating an academic core at the 
University's center with residence halls 
(existing and under-construction) surround­
ing and roadways and parking lots farthest 
removed from the core. 
Making significant alterations, improve­
ments and additions involves careful at1ention 
to a host of details, however, including ensuring 
that those changes integrate effectively 
with the natural environment as well as the 
surrounding Bristol community. 
The redesigned main entrance, which 
debuted in August 2007, is a perfect example. 
The University's architects and administrators 
worked closely with officials from the town 
of Bristol to create a design that appropriately 
welcomes visitors to both the RWU campus 
and the town itself - after all, Roger Williams 
University is the first site that travelers lay 
eyes upon after traversing the Mount Hope 
Bridge from the south. Not only is the resulting 
entrance a dramatic aesthetic improvement, 
it also renects the architecture of a quaint 
ew England town and includes carefully 
selected native vegetation that blends with 
the natural environment. 
In other areas on campus, the University 
has taken steps to capitalize upon. but not 
trample the Mount Hope Bay waterfront and 
nearby wetlands. Over the last year. teams 
have carefully carved the initial portion 
of what is to become a wetlands trail and 
shoreline path, opening that waterfront area 
to the student population and to the local 
community as well. 
The under-construction Global Heritage 
Hall - sited at the location of the sentimental 
favorite, but outdated Student Union/New 
Academic Building - will take advantage of 
RWU's pristine waterfront with a three-story 
glass atrium that will encourage open views 
of the bay. On top of that, the building 
will be eco-friendly, as the University builds 
it to sustainability benchmarks that make 
it certifiable by Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design (LEED) standards. 
It's the programming that the new facility 
will encourage, however, that will truly set 
Global Heritage Hall apart. Scheduled to open 
in fall 2009, the new building is destined to 
be the signature academic structure on the 
Roger Williams campus. The 52,000-square­
foot facility will house the humanities, com­
munications and foreign language departments 
and serve as the new home for the Peggy and 
Marc Spiegel Center for Global and Interna­
tional Programs. State-of-the-an technology -
including a newsroom, video production studio 
and multimedia classroom, among myriad 
other tools - will complement that global 
theme and truly help to facilitate the Uni\'er­
sity's mantra of"learning to bridge the world." 
On the northern portion or campus, the 
frame of RWU's newest residence hall is 
starting to take shape. Much more than your 
typical college dorm, the building will serve 
students as a stimulating living/learning 
community. The 350-bed hall will provide 
residential units, study areas, a retail/cafe 
area, lounge space, seminar rooms and other 
facilities. And again, the building will take 
into account current sustainability practices. 
"At Roger Williams University, we are 
stewards of 143 or the most beautiful acres 
of property you'll find on the East Coast;' 
President Nirschel says. "We take that 
responsibility \'Cl'}' seriously. We're construct­
ing buildings that are sustainable, reducing 
our reliance on energy, taking advantage 
of the water that's here and using it in 
a recyclable way. That way we have everyone 
in\'olved in minimLt.mg the community's 
carbon footprint and making this University 
a real model for sustainability." 
Perhaps nothing illustrates that commit-
---
ment to sustainability more than the land­
mark decision last spring to sign lhe American 
College & Univerrny Presidents Climate 
Commnment, a document that provides 
a framework for America's higher education 
institutions to go donate-neutral. By inking 
his name to the agreement, President 
irschel pledged to eliminate greenhouse gas 
emissions on the RWU campus over time. 
That decision to formalize the Unhersit, 
commitment to sustarnable pracuces was 
a direct result of student voices - the push for 
RWU's participation was spearheaded b) 
Students for Renewable Energy and Environ· 
mental Preservation. Already, a number 
of ne\\ programs are working to reduce the 
University's carbon footprinL Among other 
initiatives, RWU runs a shuttle bus entireh- on 
recycled canola oil from the D111ing Commons, 
offers free and discounted public transporta 
tion vouchers, runs a carpool program for 
faculty and staff. and works through Dining 
Services to use local. low-carbon foods. 
Beyond those major ne\\ buildings. other 
capital projects are underway, too. A nC\\ 
A three-story glass atrium with an open-air 
terrace will allow the Global Heritage Hall 
to capitalize on amazing views of Mount 
Hope Bay. That building, an admissions 
center and new living/learning community 
(left to right) are three major capital 







APRIL 1 6  
intellectual freedom, free• 
speech victims and controversial 
news media leaders as part 
of a colloquium titled 
"Intellectual Freedom in the 
Middle East Perspectives and 
Opportumt,es." 
APRIL 1 8  
Assistant Professor Robin 
Stone directs 10 student 
actors and two student 
designers in a successful 
theatre production of "Dead 
Man Walking," the story of 
Sisler Helen Prejean·s 
relationship with a death 
row convict. 
APRIL 22 
To further the University's 
focus on creating a sustainable, 
green campus, President 
Nirschel celebrates E 1rth Day 
by inking his name on the 
American College & University 
Presidents Climate Commitment. 
pledging to work toward 








APRll 2 5  
scholar in RWU history t o  earn 
the prestigious Fulbright 
award. The award sends her to 
Germany after her graduation to 
work on her Fulbright proposal 
on the effects of teaching Latin 
as a living language. 
AS AN UNDERGRADUATE 
I TITUT O , WE'RE MAKING 
EVERY INVESTMENT NECESSARY 
0 CONTI UE TO MAKE 
S R DES I N  STRENGTHENI NG 
CADEM IC CE TERS 
EXCEL E CE. 
admissions center will soon greet campus 
visitors as they pass through the scenic 
entrance. The Marine and Natural Sciences 
building is getting both an expansion and 
a 10,000-square-foot annex building to house 
the Center for Economic and Environmental 
Development. the brainchild behind the 
Universit}"s aquaculture and oyster gardening 
programs. And infrastructure projects like 
parking garage expansions and electrical, 
water and technology updates will allow these 
new buildings to function at full capacity 
once the doors open. 
All of these projects arc investments, 
President Nirschel says: "With these new 
facilities, we're really focused on the long-term. 
As an undergraduate institution , we're not 
seeking to grow in terms of si�e - but we're 
making every investment necessary to 
continue to make strides in strengthening our 
academic centers of excellence. As we look 
forward, I think there's great opporruniry." 
As part of an effort to restore the local shellfish population, RWU students and researchers 
work w1th volunteers to reseed the bay with oysters like these. 
Perhaps just as critical as creating 
new facilities is integrating advances in 
technology into the student experience. 
Technology develops at such an exponential 
pace that it's nearly impossible to predict 
what tools and services will exist five years 
from now, let alone in the year 2020. Yet 
understanding how to adapt to new technolq,,y 
and best apply it to that student experience 
is key. In this arena, Roger Williams has 
demonstrated great capacity. 
Recent changes to the University Library 
serve as a great example. In the months and 
years surrounding Y2K, it became clear that 
the Library was no longer serving students as 
effectively as in years past. Technology, of 
course. had advanced rapidly throughout the 
1990s with major advancements to personal 
computing capability and the widespread 
adoption of the Internet as a practical 
everyday research tool. 
All of these changes meant that libraries 
themselves were morphing - with new tech­
nology-based formats, 1hey were no longer 
just repositories of books - and that studem 
behaviors were shifting, specifically research 
and study habits. Fewer and fewer students 
used the RWU Library on a daily basis , leading 
administrators to conclude that the University 
needed to adapt. A student survey verified 
that changes were needed, and Library staff 
members started researching in earnest the 
Learning Commons model. Now, just a few 
years later, the Library has dramatically trans· 
formed. and statistics indicate that student 
use of the Library has nearly quadrupled. 
"The Learning Commons represents 
a complete paradigm shift 111 libraries," says 
the Library's Elizabeth Learned. "Students are 
less patient than the)· used to be. They want 
answers to technical questions, computer 
questions and reference qucsuons. and they 
really don't sec a difference between any of 
those things. We had to merge these services so 
that we could assist students more efficiently." 
To do that, the Library had to rethink 
its organiuuion on both informational and 
physical levels. To date, Phase I of a com· 
prehensive Learning Commons project has 
been implemented. More than 100 computers 
serve students in an interact ive setting that 
provides students immediate assistance from 
nearby staff members who can help with 
inquiries related to library services, infor­
mation technology and media services. 
The blending of staff, knowledge and skills 
provides a continuum of expertise that, 
to students. is seamless. 
Other upgrades are 111 place or in 
development, as well: Students are looking 
for dis1inct divides between quiet space 
and group stud)' space. so the Librar) offers 
locations for both. Research says that the 
Barnes & Noble model - integrating cafe 
space with books and research - promotes 
successful study habits in the current gen­
eration of students, so RWU plans to 
implement a similar setting in the coming 
years. Beyond the Library, the University has 
jus1 completed a projec1 to install wireless 
Internet capability in all campus residence 
halls - something that's already served 
students as a resource in the Library and 
select academic buildings. 
beginning of the digital age. 
space that encourages learning through collabora­
tion. The Commons combines Library "res0c�i�es 
and research assistance with the latest technology 
to promote learning on a variety of levels'.•i\ 
Susan was a major proponent for the Proj�;��,t 
spending her sabbatical researching best P!�!i·�,J·; 
in similar learning environments in libraries up 2n,dtl 
d�wn the eastern seaboard. As a result, she he1�)-0L? \,,.� 
bnng to light the dramatic shift at the Roger Williams :::::)-1_,,/ / ... � 
Library and has subsequently become recogniz�ci · ·:; :-:�_.
t'., ·'i/ 
as a leading international expert on the Leaming •"\ �: ·_�;'} 
Commons model, presenting at conferences as far 
away as Spain. 
"Changes in curriculum and the way students work 
have driven this process," Susan says . .. The 
introduction of multimedia resources for research 
purposes has changed the traditional use and 
space of libraries nationwide. Our goal is to foster 
student learning - that's what the collaborative 
nature of the Learning Commons is all about." 
ULKER COPUR 
PROFESSOR OF ARCHITECTURE 
When Ulker Copur was a graduate student at 
the University of Oregon, she developed a passion 
for planting trees on her campus. Now, three 
decades later as an architecture professor at RWU, 
she has combined her enthusiasm for environmental 
stewardship with an expertise in architecture and 
urban planning to instill the value of sustainability 
in a new generation of students. 
To familiarize students with the social, cultural, 
ecological and technological aspects of sustainable 
architecture, Professor Copur began teaching 
a course called Sustainable Paradigms in 2001. 
Students prepare case studies of local buildings 
and make design recommendations on how to 
reduce energy consumption and water runoff. Pro• 
fessor Copur makes the student projects accessible 
to anyone who'd like to see them because, she says. 
it's important to educate others about the impor­
tance of going green - and how easy it can be. 
It requires a lifestyle change and a bit of sacrifice, 
she says, but it can be done. She now walks to 
work and uses public transportation as often as is 
possible. She has studied roof gardens in Germany 
and in 2006 helped to develop a master plan for 
a small town in her native Turkey that is at high 
risk for earthquakes. 
More recently, Professor Copur lent her experience 
to the Campus Master Plannmg Committee for 
RWU 2020, working to preserve the green lawn 
next to the main entrance along the way - an 
accomplishment of which she is quite proud. 
"Things don't need to be done all at once," she 
says. "But at least we can contribute. We've been 
taking a lot of green land, but we can give back 
to nature too. What we take, we can give." 
"We arc all about the students - every one 
of us on this campus," Elizabeth Learned says. 
.. So we're trying w change the campus to meet 
student needs." 
Changes are just as dramatic inside the 
cl assroom as new technology leads to shifts in 
teaching and learning as well. The Learning 
Commons features a one-stop digital media 
and technology shop called the Instructional 
Technology Design Cemer. equipped with 
some of the most advanced digital technology 
available for classroom instruction. lnstruc• 
tional technologists train faculty members in 
the new resources, offering them the chance 
10 develop unique course content by blending 
access to a variety of technology. media and 
Library resources into their curricula. 
Professors can augment lessons using an 
array of services including video conferencing, 
video production. classroom capture systems, 
animation and graphics, digital photography 
and multimedia presentation capabilities. 
Once faculty members integrate such tcchno• 
logy, students can take advantage of the 
University's multimedia design center to 
execute assignments. 
And even as Roger Williams makes such 
dramatic upgrades to its on-campus technology. 
the Umversity is looking to use technology 
to reach students beyond the Bristol campus. 
Learning via the Internet is clearly a model 
that works for many students and teachers, 
and the opportunities that medium can offer 
arc limitless. 
"There is great opponunity to really 
develop and expand lifelong learning programs 
at Roger Williams," President Nirschel says . 
"Educa1ion doesn't h ave to stop when you 
turn 22. We have a beautiful campus for 
people who come here, but there is a world 
of opportunities to connect to others beyond 
Rhode Island. Education is no longer place• 
bound, so we like to consider the whole 
world our market." 
Technology is driving that shift. While 
RWU has offered distance learning programs 
in the past, the University has only been 
able to host asynchronous programs in which 
faculty members and students communicate 
in something other than real time. That's 
changed. 
"You can actually have a faculty member 
sitting at home at his or her kitchen table 
teaching a course onlinc in real-time to students 
across the world," says Joseph Pangborn. who 
oversees information technology at Roger 
Williams. ''In effect, this turns us into a global 
campus. It allows us to reach out across 
the world and puts us in a wonderful position 
to expand our marketplace.'' 
But beyond offering enrollment oppor· 
tunitics. the potential benefits of distance 
education hearken back to the University's 
mission and core values: "When you have two­
way communication between people across 
the globe. that allows us to work toward 
an improved cultural understanding,'' Peter 
Wilbur says. 
With all the infrastructure and technology 
updates in the world, however, the University 
would miss the mark if it devoted an)' less 
attention to another aspect that makes a 
college campus such a dynamic environment 
- the people who make Roger Williams the 
University that it is. As evidenced by a number 
of initiatives, RWU is earning recognition 
as an institution that puts the health and 
wellness of its people - students, faculty and 
staff - first. 
"Students wanted a great fitness venue, 
so we built the Campus Recreation Center," 
President Nirschel says . .. They wanted fresh, 
healthy food, so we built the Dining 
Commons and asked Bon Appetit to make 
Roger Williams a model in student dining. 
Health and wellness arc tremendously 
important things that, as an institution, we 
can really influence." 
Perhaps that idea best emphasizes 
the University's overarching goal to create 
a campus to serve the student body, the 
professors who teach those students and 
the staff and administrators who keep the 
institution running. The natural environment 
is key. The physical environment must keep 
pace to effectively cater to all those groups. 
But the human environment is paramount. 
RWU 2020 is working to build a model 
campus - one that will ensure that the health, 
wellness and intellectual development of 
every member of that human environment 
will continue to thrive and to grow. ■ 
Providing students with fresh, locally grown food is a key component of RWU's 
health and wellness campaign. 
MAY 2 
Four RWU undergrads earn 
prestigious 
EP summer research 
fellowships, which allow 
them to complete independent 
marine science research 
pro1ecls. Students begin 
collaborating with !acuity 
members on prOJecls focused 
on zebra fish, oysters, algae 
and other marine Ille. 
MAY 
The University hosts nearly 
2 from the 
BnstolM'arren Regional School 
District. giving them an up­
close look at college hfe The 
kids tour classrooms, dorms 
and other fac1l1t1es hke the 
RWU Wet Lab and discuss the 
significance of education 1n 
working toward future careers. 
MAY 1 1  
A l  
President 
N1rschel steals 
the show with 
his singing, 
and famed Olympic track star 
Jackie Joyner-Kersee imparts 
advice on the importance 
of service; at the RWU Law 
ceremony, New York Times 
reporter Linda Greenhouse 
advises graduates on life after 
law school. 
JUNE 
As a part ol  the upcoming 
200th anniversary of Abraham 
Lincoln's birthday, RWU hosts 
a Lmcolr, 81 nlfn 
for Rhode Island K-12 teachers 
to enable them to bring new 
knowledge about the 16th 
president to their classrooms. 
ENROLLMENT SU MMARY 
If you've read recent reports from the New 
York Times, the Washington Pos1 and nearly 
every other major news outlet in the country, 
you know that the college admissions climate 
has presented students and families with 
a unique set of challenges during 2007-08. 
A range of external factors - the student lending 
crisis, a shaky economy and a demographic 
crunch that's led to record numbers of college 
applications - combined to make this year 
"the perfect storm" in the admissions world. 
Private institutions across the country 
have been striving to meet enrollment goals 
during such challenging times, and Roger 
Williams is no exception. Despite those factors, 
we're proud to report some major successes 
over the past year: 1,050 new students joined 
the RWU community this fall, and 12 percent 
A N N U A L  APPL ICANTS 
A N D  ACCE PTA N C E  RAT E  
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of them arc students of color or international 
students. That's significant progress on a campus 
where inclusive excellence 1s a ma1or focus. 
But it's not just the numbers. Facing 
a climate 1n which most schools are struggling 
just to maintain their academic profile, 
RWU has done much more. With an acceptance 
rate that's declined to 61 percent and SAT 
scores that have climbed steadily to a current 
average of 1103, the academic credentials 
of our students are on the rise. That leads 
to stronger retention rates (a record 82 
percent this year) and ultimately a much 
improved graduation rate. 
These institutional successes would be 
nothing, of course, if we weren't able to 
provide financial support to our students and 
families along the way. But that support has 
been a top priority since day one. and RWU 
has worked hand JO hand with families JO 
a climate where overall consumer confidenn 
in spending tuition dollars 1s lacking. Creatiw· 
financial aid awards and innovative m1t1at1ve 
like our lntercultural Leadership Awards 
(more details on pages 14 15) demonstrate 
that commitment. 
As we look ahead toward a significant 
demographic shift that will affect our 
applicant pool even further, we're enaning 
plans to ensure that Roger W11!1ams expand" 
on the successes it has seen as a top-tier 
liberal ,1ns university. 
Lynn M .  Fawthrop 
Vice Presidenr of Enrollmem Mana�emeni 
and Re1enrion 
2007- 2008 
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TOTAL E N ROLLME NT: 5 1 66 
UNDERGRADUATE: 3,846 
GRADUATE 2 
SCHOOL OF LAW: 587 
FINANCIAL SUMMARY 
Despite contending wilh the various economic 
challenges that have affected individuals and 
inst itutions across the country - increased 
energy costs. fuel prices and health care 
premiums, among others - Roger Williams 
University has again achieved a balanced 
budget for 2007-08. 
While a struggling stock market has im­
pacted the University's endowment - which 
now stands at $104 million - we continue to 
thrive when compared to the national average. 
And thanks to the endowment's unprecedent­
ed growth over the past three years, RWU 
can still boast a 10 percent three-year growth 
average despite the economic climate. 
At Roger Williams, we know that the 
sluggish economy has impacted everyone. 
With that in mind, we've been sensitive to 
the fact that affordability is a daily challenge. 
As we work hard to control rising tuition 
and fees, RWU awarded just over $31 million 
of University-generated financial assistance -
a 6 percent increase over last year. 
The 2007-08 year has also been one 
of preparation. Our contmucd fiscal responsi­
bility and successful growth over the past 
six years has steadied us 10 stand up to the 
challenges that lie ahead. We have prepared 
by reducing the University's anticipated 
surplus, and our goal remains to build a budget 
that supports our strategic plan objectives 
and other mission-focused initiatives. 
Included in this plan are t\vo major capital 
projects: a 350-bed residence hall and 
a new academic center (Global Heritage Hall), 
both of which impact our budget forecast and 
require heavier up-front expenditures. But 
the new buildings arc truly an investment 
in the future. Both will be sustainable, long­
lasting structures, which will allow Roger 
Williams increased control of maintenance 
and operational costs going forward. The 
residence hall will fulfill RWU's goal to provide 
TOTAL E N DOW M E N T  
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comfortable living and learning accommoda­
tions, and the new academic center will 
provide state-of-the-art resources for faculty 
to deliver a strong liberal arts education. 
Moving forward, the University \viii 
continue to maintain its strong portfolio and 
simultaneously provide students the best 
resources available. Thanks to the generous 
support of faculty, staff, alumni, parents and 
friends, Roger Williams is poised to achieve 
the goals of RWU 2020. 
James C.  Noonan 
Vice Presidenr of Finance am/ 
Chief Financial Officer 
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F I N A N C I A L  OPERAT I O N S  H I G H L I G HTS 
Year Ended J u n e  30, 2008 ( i n  mill ions) 
REVENUES 2007- 2008 EXPENDITURES 
Tuition and fees $124.8 Instruction 
Federal grants 2.3 Academic support 
Investment income & gains 1 1 .0 Student services 
Contributions, grants & other income 5.9 Institutional support 
Auxiliary enterprises 38.4 Student aid 
Auxiliary expenses 
Total revenue $ 1 82.4 Total expenses 
Capital projects 
A N N UAL E N DOWM E N T  G ROWTH 
C O M PA R E D  TO THE S&P 500 
- ROGER W I L L I A M S  U N IVERS ITY 
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+ 5 3 .93% 
+48.08% 
U N IVERS ITY SOCI ETY 
$ 1 0,000 OR MORE 
The University Society encompasses an elite and dedicated 
community of University supporters who believe in and are commit­
ted to the advancement of Roger Williams University. Their generous 
contributions show their loyalty to the University and enable 
the University to grow and prosper. On the following pages, we 




Bruce A. and Debra A. August (5+) 
Estate of Luther H . Blount '03H 
Bruce Bookbinder 
Richard L. Bready '08H (Trustee) 
John H. Clark, Jr. (5+) 
Frank P. '03H (Overseer) and lzaline Davidson 
Roger C. and Susan Davidson 
Mario Gabelli '92H (5+) (Trustee) 
Maggie and John Gagliardi {5+) 
Wil l iam J.  Geraghty '78 (5+) (AEC) 
Jerrold L.  (Trustee) and Barbara S. Lavine 
Virginia B. McBride '82 (5+) 
David (Overseer) and Melissa McGraw 
El izabeth E. Meyer '06H and Michael J. 
McCattrey 
John J. McConnel l ,  Jr. 
Sydney L. and Lorraine R. Mi l ler 
Paul M. 'OlH and Sandra Montrone (5+) 
Marc M. '04H (Trustee) and 
Marguerite E.  Spiegel 
Robert F. Stoica (Trustee) (5+) 
Craig A. Warnick and Pamela Abrams-Warnick 
Mary T. White '76 '02H (5+) 
KEY 
(Trustee) - Board of Trustees 
(Overseer) = Board of Overseers 
(AEC) Alumni Executive Council 
{5+) : 5 or more years of consecutive giving 
(LS) : Law School graduate 
H Honorary degree rec1p1ent 
• "' Deceased 
CORPORATIONS. FOUNDATIONS, 
TRUSTS & OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
Adler, Pollock & Sheehan P.C. (5+) 
Anonymous Donor 1 
Anonymous Donor 2 (5+) 
Anonymous Donor 3 
Association of Trial Lawyers of America 
Bank of America Foundation (5+) 
Barnes & Noble Bookstores, Inc. (5+) 
Coca-Cola Bottling Company of New England (5+) 
College Crusade of Rhode Island 
Combined Jewish Phi lanthropies 
Compass Group 
CompUtopia 
Delta Mechanical Contractors 
Charles P. Ferro Foundation (5+) 
The Robert F. Stoico/FIRSTFED Charitable Foundation {5+) 
Gabelli Foundation (5+) 
Margaret and John Gagliardi Charitable Foundation (5+) 
Island Foundation 
The Island Fund 
Jewish Communal Fund 
Kaestle Boos Assoc., Inc. (5+) 
Donald C. McGraw Foundation 
Merck Institute for Science Education 
M i ller Family Fund 
Will iam T. Morris Foundation (5+) 
Narragansett Bay Foundation 
Newport Collaborative Architects 
Penates Foundation (5+) 
D.F. Pray General Contractors 
Pray Family Foundation 
Rhode Island Foundation (5+) 
Sand County Foundation 
Shellfish Restoration Foundation 
United Way 
Idalia Whitcomb Charitable Trust (5+) 
LEADERS 
GIVl�G 




transformed the ceneral contractina 
company into a major regional 
contractor, which now serves all 
of New Ena:land. _' f;"
'"'-
job done. Small enough to care." 
Mr. Pray serves as the c;�n 
of the Ronald H. ta1T Leukem; -� 
Research Foundation, a tru�t,;; �f-ff-�- �.:.;� 
the Leukemia and Lymphoma �iety �";. •-· · 
of Rhode Island and is a member · ,_ -· : · 
of the board of directors for the 




t{,·�'ROBERT F. ST OICO 
; ..;:\ AND THE WORLD 
�-Y LANGUAGES CENTER 
11��} !ff.[�-::_ In December 2007, distincuished 






· University Trustee Robert F. Stoico 
raJ�·; ;'·! made a $1 million &ift to the Uni-'. · i; versity's World Liln1ua1es Center _on 
'.: behalf of his FIRSTFED Charitable 
:· Foundation. 
�+�t The Robert F. Stoico/FIRSTFED 
�
:• Charitable Foundation World 
�- Laneuages Center is slated to open in 
l;the University's under-construction 
I
? Global Herltace Hall in fall 2009. The &�/.· immersion lan1ua1e lab will connect 
'f: students with their peers around the 
.. � world via videoconferencine technology, 
l1..ii1� a key tool in allowin1 the University 
).ff �'"to achieve its mission for students ��-t �-. -.. to develop an appreciation for global 
�--·; · perspectives and understand their 
connectedness to the world•at•larce. 
Mr. Stoico's past citts include the 
Robert F. Sloico/FIRSTFED Tradinc 
Room at the Gabelli School of Business, 
which provides finance students a venue 
to learn valuable tradinc floor skills 
and prepare them for future careers. 
Founder of The Robert F. Stoical 
FIRSTFED Charitable Foundation, 
Mr. Stoica currently serves as its chair• 
man, president and chief executive 
officer. Prior to his retirement he 
served for nearly 30 years as chairman, 
president and chief executive officer 
of FIRSTFED AMERICA BANCORP, 
INC. He holds myriad roles within 
the industry and is an active leader 
in civic and community affairs. 
CHAI RMAN'S SOCI ETY 
$5,000 - $9 ,999 
Major gifts t o  the University b y  members of the Chairman's Society 
make it possib le for sign ificant academic and capital projects 
to move forward. These donors are a beacon for others provid ing 
support and leadership through their substantial contributions. 
INOIVIOUALS 
Anthony E. '74 and Deborah Autiello (5+) 
Timothy E. Bakter '83 (Trustee) 
George N. Bolden, Sr. '74 
Gary R. Chapman '05H (Trustee) 
John and Kathleen Conforti 
Seraphin and Marjorie J. Daponte (5+) 
Bradley P. Dorman (Trustee) 
Joseph and Deborah Healy 
Perry K. Lorenz '86 
Thomas J.  Martin and Carla Collopy 
Sarni S. Nacaroglu (Trustee) 
Allan Shine 
Ernest P. Smith and Susan Kennedy.Smith 
Melvyn A. Topi '05 (LS) 
Orin S.  Wilf '96 (Overseer) 
CORPORATIONS, FOUNDATIONS, 
TRUSTS AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
A. Autiello Construction Co. ,  lnc. (5+) 
American Association for Justice 
Arden Engineering Constructors, LLC 
Associated General Contractors of America 
Birnberg Foundation 
Campagna, Inc. 
Chapel Building Co. 
The John Clarke Trust 
Emma Clyde Hodge Memorial Fund 
Grimshaw-Gudewicz Charitable Foundation (5+) 
Hinckley, Allen & Snyder LLP (5+) 
Keybank National Association 
L.A.W. Foundation, Inc. 
New Mekico State University 
Parnassus Realty 
PNC Institutional Investments 
The S/LJA/M Collaborative 
Edwin S. Soforenko Foundation (5+) 
Tuition Management Systems, Inc. 
Whale Rock Capital Partners, LLP 
Winograd Shine & Zacks, P.C. 
TRUSTEE'S SOCI ETY 
$2,500 - $4,999 
Trustee's Society members, through the ir  generous support a n d  
leadership, enable the University t o  make impressive strides 
in  realizing its ambitious goals. Their contributions strengthen the 
University's abi l ity to enhance the students' educational experience. 
I NDIVIDUALS 
Jack and Louise Birnberg (5+) 
Robert M. Bolton '79 
Russell '71 and Anna Campanelli (5+) 
Michael and Jean M. Celeste 
Jul ia-Ann Cole '99 '04 (LS) (5+) 
Michael Daversa '85 
Augusta Droste 
Lynn M. Fawthrop (5+) 
Brendon P. '00 and Robin H. '00 Giblin (5+) 
Luis F. Gomez '92 (Trustee) 
Peter A. Heard '80 (AEC) 
George R.  Hemond '72 (5+) 
Thomas F. Hudson '76 
Robert B.  Kent 'O 1 H 
Stephen B.  Kistner (5+) 
Henry G. Morgan 
Roy J. N i rschel (Trustee) (5+) 
Helen I .  Ostrowski (Trustee) and 
Richard E. Block 
Michael Redman 
Mark Saccoccio '83 
Anthony J .  Santoro, Jr. 
Arlene Violet (Trustee) 
CORPORATIONS. FOUNDATIONS, 
TRUSTS AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS 
Arpin Van Lines 
Airwick Professiona l Products 
Arden Engineering Constructors 
Awin Management, Inc. (5+) 
BankNewport 
Birnberg Foundation 
Brendon Properties LLC (5+) 




Delta Dental of Rhode Island 
Delta Mechanical Contractors 
Eck MacNeely Architects, Inc. 
Hudson Companies 
Mac Gray Services, Inc. 
Ocean State Job Lot Charitable 
Primeco Painting, Inc. 
RI Heavy & Highway Construction (5+) 
Robinson Green Beretta 
Saccoccio and Associates, Inc. 
Shawmut Design & Construction 
Street Law, Inc. 
Jimmy Stuart Carpet & Upholstery Cleaners, Inc. 
Tedron, Inc. 
Trinet Systems, Inc. 
Wells Fargo Bank N.A. 
LEADERS IR 
GIVl�G 
RICH ARD �- BREADl 
AND THE BREADY 
OPPORTUNITY 
SCHOLARSHIP. 
In May 200B, Richan! L. � -
Chairman of the RWU 8oanl al ;rnlSlles 
- announced a $1 million commibnent 
to the University to establish the 
Bready Opportunity Scholatship Fund 
A 2008 honorary dearee recipient; 
Mr. Bready �!!" the announcement 
Mr. Bready is a proponent of divi!nilj 
and clobal perspectives al !hi 
University, ideals that are cerihal :to 
RWU's core values. The Uni-.ltj 
encouraces students to understand 
how different cultures, philosoplilei 
and historical experiences affect 
the perspectives oi-olhers, and by 
providinc funds for underrepresented 
He serves on numerous other boards, 
includin1 the board of di;-e"ct� (-· 
or trustees of Professional Facilit . ,- r 
Manaeement; Newport International· , •\" ; '�� 
Film Festival; Providence Performinc : , ��{ 
Arts Center; the National Conference -,.� 
of Christians and Jews. He is also 
a corporation member of Rhode 
Island Hospital. 
MARC & PEGGY SPIEGEL, 
THE PRESI DENTIAL 
AMBASSADOR SCHOLAR­
SHIP. AND THE CGIP 
I n  2007, Roe:er Williams University 
Trustee Marc M. Spiece! and his wife, 
Pew, committed $500,000 to the 
University to establish the Presidential 
Ambassador Scholarship. 
�.:.}.;al• 
Lifelon1 proponents of c;lobal edu-· • 
• cation, the Spiegels have consis'tently 
supported the University's mission 
• to produce citizen-scholars who have 
an appreciation of &lobal perspectives. 
In addition to this new scholarship, 
the Spiegels also made a &ift of 
I . $3 million to the University in 2003 







'·.C�nter for Global and International 
,�:t,_.;Programs (CGIP). 
�2j'.�_,., The CGIP will find a permanent 
�i-r-�-;.: home in the under-construction Global 
:ir+•ff"i Heritage Hall, scheduled to open 
�:�1'\:: · ·in fall 2009. While the Center offers 
�.·: 
a variety of internationally focused pro­
grams and initiatives for our students, 
it is also home to the University's 
rapidly expandin& study abroad pro­
eram. Today, RWU offers 43 University­
sponsored study abroad procrams In 29 
countries - up from just seven in 2003. 
Mr. Spieael is president and chief 
executive officer of Academic Centers 
Abroad, which develops study abroad 
programs in prime centers throu1hout 
Europe. A highly decorated officer in 
the U.S. Army, Mr. Spiegel has also 
had a distin1uished career in the audio­
visual industry, where he served as 
a consultant for European affairs to the 
late Jack Valenti, chairman and CEO 
of the Motion Picture Association. 
PRES I DENT'S SOCI ETY 
$ 1 ,000 - $2,499 
The President's Society comprises alumn i, parents, friends and 
companies whose leadership gifts demonstrate a strong commitment 
to the University and set the standard for others to follow. 
INDIVIDUALS 
IJ. Amta Bahr (5+) 
James Bartley 
Robert D. Blais '70 
Carla 0. Bosch '89 and 
William l. McQueen {5+) 
Donald B. and Dorothy W. Budnick 
Harold R. Butler 
Rodney Butler (Trustee) 
Edward S. Cohen '78 'OOH 
Slephanie J. Cohen 
Barry D. Couto '71  
Robert A. D'Aiello '73 
Peter IJ. Deekle 
Raymond S. Deleo, I I  '78 
James C. and Wendy Dolce 
Augusta Droste 
Robert M. Duffy 
Maling Ebrah,mpour (5+) 
IJ. Douglas and Lisa F. Errico 
Mark E. Ferdinando '85 
Charles A. and Sue Fillinger 
Herbert and Ruth Fishman 
Peter L. and Lisa J. Fishman 
Philip and Martha Fttting 
Charles G. Greenhalgh '57 (5+) 
Vincent P. Helfrich '82 
John B. Heller '04 
Robert and Susan Hensley 
Karen Johnson (Trustee) 
Robert B. Kent 'O l H (LS) 
Eric G. Koch '80 (5+) 
Ruth A. Koelle (5+) 
John S. LaScala '01 
Michael A. LaScala '83 (AEC) 
Paul B. Lavallee '76 
Mark T. and Deborah S. Lieberman 
David A. Logan {5+) 
Suzanne Magaziner (Trustee) 
Robert W. McKenna (5+) 
David E. Melchar '76 (5+) 
Roberta I .  Me1char '98 (5+) 
Francis X. and Manon T. Messina 
Henry G. Morgan 
James C. Noonan '06 (5+) 
Kathryn M. Oakford '84 (5+) 
Scott and Deborah O'Connor 
William T. O'Hara 'SSH 
Harold Payson, I l l  
Charles K. and Hazel P.  Pigott 
Barry W. and Ann M. Ridings 
Linda A. Riley 
Gary F. and Sharla Rollins 
Richard C. Sages 
Anthony J. Santoro 
Jess E. and Linda J. Shapiro 
Joseph M. Simon '97 (LS) 
J. Lynn Singleton (Trustee) 
Buddy Sousa 
Jeffrey L. and Jeanne l. Staats (5+) 
Walter R. Stone '07H (LS) (Trustee) 
John W. Stout (5+) 
James Tackach (5+) 
Hala D. Taweel (Trustee) 
Janice B. Taylor '98 
Francis J. Taylor '97 
Ronald E. Tippe '72 (AEC) 
James R. and Mary A. Walsh 
Steven E. Webster '02 
Joseph 0. and Cathleen Whelan 
Stephen E. White 
Patricia 0. Willman (5+) 
Gail I Winson (5+) 
Thomas E. Wright (5+) 
CORPORATIONS, 
FOUNDATIONS, 
TRUSTS ANO OTHER 
ORGAN IZATIONS 
BARCO, L.P. 
Belt Mill Construction Co .. Inc. 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of RI 
Breen Steel, Inc. 
Campus Marketing Specialists 
Crysta l Spring Water 
ESS Group, Inc. 
F & S Electric Incorporated 
Hensel Phelps Construction Co. 
Keeley Family Foundation 
Konica Minolta Business Machines 
KPMG LLP 
Lerner Ladds Bartels Architects, Inc. 
Liberty Travel 
Lighthouse Computer Services, Inc. 
Mercury Print & Mail 
National Wildlife Federation 
Newport Tent Company, Inc. 
Perkins & Will 
Professional Facilities Management 
Rhode Island Bar Association 
Sansone Funeral Home 
Simon Chevrolet-Buick 
Wendell M. Smith Foundation 
BRISTOL SOCI ETY 
$500 - $999 
Members of the Bristol Society 
enable the University to 
strive for excellence and instill 
the confidence that we will 
achieve our goals. 
INDIV IDUALS 
Kyle Adamoms '82 
Michele M. Allaux (5+) 
Megan A. Artz 
Gretchen Beckius-Gauthier '82 (5+) 
Richard A. Bernard, (5+) 
Edward L. Blais 
Edith Blish 
Herman J .  and Laurie Burger (5+) 
Vincent J. Chisholm 
W1ll1am Coffey 
Dianne Comiskey (5+) 
Donna Comolli 
David J. Costa '90 (5+) 
Elizabeth DelPadre 
Attll10 T D1dar10, Jr. 
Sharon M. D1111s ·go (5+) 
Charles A. Duboc 
Leigh-Ann Patterson Durant 
Chris and MaryJane Efstath1ou 
Edward and Laura S. Eng 
Marian M. ExteJt 
Robert E. Ferguson, Jr. '97 
Robert J. Ferranty 
George A. F1conlh (5+) 
Kenneth J_ F1larsk1 
Bryan and Suzanne Fitzpatrick 
Da111d Gagne 
Charles P. Hagenah 
Andrew J. Haus1g '89 
Demse M.  Jenkins (Trustee) 
Kassandra D. Jolley 
M1eko Kamu 
Da111d Kellem 
Hasan-Uddin Khan (5+) 
Daniel Kinder 
Timothy A. Kindle (5+) 
John J. King 
Bruce I .  Kogan (5+) 
George R Kolb (5+) 
Susan E. Lackey-Mello '07 {LS) 
Paul Latra11erse 
Susan Leach Deblasio 
Paul J_ Levenson 
Andre and Helen Levy 
Thomas w Madonna 
Paul S. Man21 '01 
Stephanie Manzi 
Douglas Martin 
Richard P. McMahon 
Keith A. '88 (AEC) and 
Chnsltne Gomes '88 Mills {5+) 
Roxanne M O'Connell 
James O'Leary 
Da111d J Oliveira 
Joseph F. Pangborn 
Richard M. Peirce 
Wendell 8. Pols '71  (5+) 
Harold F. Pomeroy (5+) 
Richard H.  Potter (5+) 
Robert A Potter ( 5+) 
Louis J. Procacc1m (5+) 
Wayne G Rego '86 
David A. Rice (5+) 
Michael B. Rich 
Robert £. Ryan '76 
Carlton E. Sanford '75 (5+) 
Joseph M Schmitt '86 
Andre U. Segatt1 '81 
Steven M. Silverman '90 
Anthony A. S1lv1a 
Jonathan and Cynthia Small 
Jody K Smith '87 {5+) 
Gary and Katherine Stromberg (5+) 
Ronald and Deborah L. '96 
Syl111a (5+) 
0. Rogenee Thompson and 
Michael S. and Ashley Tully 
Joseph D. Ustynosk1 '97 (LS) (5+) 
Michael A. Voccola '97 (LS) (5+) 
Michael '98 (LS) and 
Demse R. '99 (LS) Wagner 
James W Weiss 
James G. and Marybeth White, Jr 
Peter G. Wright (5+) 
CORPORATIONS, 
FOU NDATIONS. 
TRUSTS ANO OTHER 
ORGAN IZATIONS 
Bank of America Foundatmn 
Barrington Family Dental, PC 
Bristol Total Fitness 
Centreville Savings Bank 
Charles Hag�nah Architects 
Coastal Tile and Marble, Inc 
East Bay New'ipapers 
E.Turgeon Construction Corp 
FGX lnternatlonal 
Green & Greenberg 
The Hartford 
lnt�rnat1onal Tennts Hall of Fame 
Law Office of Da111d J. Ohve1ra 
Liberty Mutual 
Mike Tully Basketball Camp LLC 
Paramount Restaurant Supply Corp 
The Pentair Foundation 
People's Credit Union 
Providence Courtyard Hotel 
Purvis Systems Incorporated 
Reliable Pest Control 
Thomas w Madonna 
Vincent J. Chisholm 
Warren Equities Inc 
White, Carlin & Kelly 
Vanneck Bailey Foundation 
ASSOCIATES CLUB 
$250 - $499 
Members of the A• • .es 
Club enable the University 
to strengthen Is "rograms 
for our students 
I N DIVIDUALS 
Andrew l. Alberino '96 {LS) 
Gerald and Susan Albert,n1 
Robert H, Avery 
Laune A. Barron 
Joseph M Barry. Jr 
Lisa J. Bauer '83 {5+) 
Darrell A. Beard, Jr 
Robbin L. Beauchamp 
Emilie A. Benoit 
Stephen G. Bernardo '98 'LS) ("> I 
Drew W Bernstein 
Brenda J. Bishop (5+) 
Roman Borys1uk '81 (5+) 
M ichael w Boylen 
Joseph M. {Overseer) and 
Elizabeth Bnto. Jr 
Warren A. Brown 
Gilbert D. Brunnh�ffer 
Jaime L. Budzynk1ew,cz 7 
Paul and Lynn M Budzynk1Pw1c, 
Sara A. Butler 
Marco V Capaldi '96 
Linnea K. Cedergren '82 r5 .  
Laura B. Choiniere '81 
Andrew C. Cohen (5+) 
Ehzabeth Colt (5+) 
John £. Cooke 
WAYS TO GIVE 
Increase the impact of your gift through a matching gift 
program. Your employer may match a percentage of your 
contribution to RWU. Ask your company's human resources 
department if they have a matching gift program, and 
if so, fill out the form and send it to the RWU Development 
Office with your own personal gift. You may double -
or even triple - your contribution to the University! 
GIVING 
H IGHLIGHTS 
Tuition covers just 67% of 
the cost of a Roger Williams 
education. Unrestricted gifts to 
the Annual Fund support and 
enhance the programs and initia­
tives that tuition does not cover. 
Stephen P. Cooney '02 (LS) 
Stephen Corbett '77 
Joseph R .  Cronin '91 (5+) 
Lawrence and Robm L Davis 
Peter D'Emco and Mary Hannon 
Frank C. D,Cataldo 
Theodore and Shella Dmsmoor 
Glenn P. Dorrance '99 {5+) 
Thomas J _ and Carolyn Doyle 
Roseann Evans (5+) 
AleJtander A. and Catherine Felton 
James E. and Jane B. Finn (5+) 
James M. and Christine L. Gahb (5+l 
David and Cynthia Galuska 
Bruce Garthwaite '81 (5+) 
Mark W Gemma '97 (LS) (5+) 
Andrew P '91 and Lisa '92 
Mainville Goldberg ·91 (5+) 
Deborah J. Gordon '90 
Frederick E .  Gould (5+) 
Joseph and Mary L. Gouveia 
Christopher and Deborah M. Gove 
Arthur Greenwood '08 
Clayton and Claire K. Hardon 
Kimberley A. Herfert ·99 
Joseph M. Hochadel 
Deborah C. Huntsman 
Brian G. lannucc1I1o 
Ann Marie E. lw1ck1 '98 
Robert and Cynthia Jackson 
W1ll1am and Mary J. Jesmer 
Richard D. King, Jr 
Lorraine Newton Lalli ·o I (LS) 
Paul J. Landry '05 
Anne M. Lawton 
Dong H. Lee 
Anthony R. Leone, II '97 (LS) and 
Chelsie L. Horne (5+) 
Brenda L .  L11tlef1eld 
Candace A. Maguire '99 
Veronica T. Maher (5+) 
Arthur and Jane E. Margohn 
Peter S. Margulies and 
Ellen M. Sa1deman 
W1ll1am C. Martin '72 
Robert J. and Kathleen A. '02 Massa 
Laura Masterson (5+) 
Rachel L. McCormack 
Richard A. and Joanne McGarry (5+) 
Doughlas Mc Kenna '88 (5+) 
James F. McKenna '77 
Joseph P. McKenna (5-,.) 
W Brett McKenzie (5+) 
Susan McMullen (5+) 
Patricia A. Medeiros 
Alan B. Medeiros 
Christopher Menton (5+) 
Eric H.  Miller 'QI (LS) (5+) 
Kyle M. Moller '90 
Anthony Montefusco 
Paul Moran (5+) 
Debra A. Mulligan (5+) 
Cotleen P Murphy 
Nancy L. Nester (5+) 
Lisa L. Newc1ty (5+l 
Pierre Nqnens and 
Scholastic Van Pampus 
Sara O'Reilly 
Clifford R . Ousley '91 (5+) 
Chr1st1an A Palombo 
Peter P Pascucci '03 (LS) 
Timothy W Peck '92 (5+) 
Frederick and Joan Petrucci 
Michael T. P1az1ak '96 {5+) 
Walter L. Podbelsk1 and 
Eleanor T. Perkins 
Nancy L. Ramos '92 (5+) 
David A. '89 and Erm E. '88 Reilly, Jr. 
George J. ·oo and Kathy J. Rezendes 
David R. Ringland '76 
Ralph J. Roberti 
Thelma Rocha '92 (5+) 
Thomas J. Rotelh '67 (5+) 
Kevin D. Rugarber '04 
Ferd and Ann M Schroth 
Anthony L. and Susan M. Seret1 
Jovehno M. Serpa '86 
Mark R and Marcia A. S1korsk1 
Matthew D. Slepkow '97 (LS) (5+) 
Raymond and Marilyn Smith 
Charles S. Solove1tz1k 
Kenneth J. Sousa '82 
Trisha A. Spil lane '04 (5+) 
Jonathan Sternberg and 
Jamee E. Siglin 
John C. Sull ivan '92 (5+) 
Louis and Rosalie M. Sw1czew1cz (5+) 
Christine E. Sych 
John J. Tameo, Jr. '92 (5+) 
Katherine A. Tameo '92 
Louise E. Te1tz (5+) 
Leslie J. Tente '86 
Stephen P. Terrien (5+) 
Jennifer M. Theroux '04 (LS) (5+) 
John E. and Kathteen M. Thomas 
Rick and Lisa Thomas 
Margaret Thombs (5+) 
Charles M. and Liz Trimbach (5+) 
Christopher J. V1ve1ros '00 (5+) 
Peter H. Vogel '93 
Howard W. Waltz '79 
Paul M .  Webb 
Michael J. and Linda S. Weiss 
Joyce Whetstone (5+) 
Donald R. Whitworth '75 
Andrew J. Yaroshefsk1 '89 (5+) 
Michael Yelnosky 
Kai and Yvonne Yuen 
CORPORATIONS, 
FOUNDATIONS, 
TRUSTS AND OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONS 
All Occasion Transportation 
All Seasons Services, Inc. 
Arthur Margolin Real Estate 
Bernstein & Pinchuk LLP 
Bristol Harbor Inn 
Bristol Printing. Inc. 
Gordon Mycology Lab. Inc. 
Invensys/Foxboro Systems. Inc. 
JDR Transportation 
JT's Lumber 
Law Office of Carly Beauvais Iafrate 
Mclaugh lin & Moran Co. 
Meridian Real Estate Services, Inc. 
Metacomet Country Club 
Moniz Benefits Group, Inc. 
New England Tent Company 
New England Trane 
The Newport Daily News 
Newport National Golf Club 
0MB Group 
Slepkow. Slepkow & Associates 
Sudbury Insurance Agency, Inc. 
Westin Hotel 
W1ll1ams Grant Inn 
CENTURY CLUB 
$ 1 00 - $249 
Gitts from Century Club mem­
bers give important support to 
help the University strengthen 
and expand academic programs 
for our students. 
INDIVIDUALS 
Nancy Ab1lhe1ra '82 (5+) 
James Abrahams 
Jenniffer L. Abrams '98 
Chnsty P. Adams '85 
Edgar G. Adams, Jr. (5+) 
Gilbert V. Aguiar '74 
Herbert W. and Donna Allen 
Daniel and Ellen M. Almeida 
Sharon L. Alves '95 (5+) 
Josephine J. Alves ·so (5+) 
Thomas B. Anderson '91 
Cheryl Anderson '93 (5+) 
Judith M. Andrade '98 (LS) 
Philip C. '89 and 
Deborah '89 Anthes (5+) 
Paul and Susan Ap1to 
Michael and Maqan Aron 
Lisa A. Arute '83 (5+) 
Remy P. Ash '93 
Richard A. Asqumo '88 
Robert R. and Suzanne Atwood 
Donat C. and Eileen Aubuchon 
Douglas E. Austin, Jr. '89 {5+) 
F. Michael Ayles '91 (5+) 
James A. Azar 
Buckley W. Bailey '99 
Janet Baldwin (5+) 
Charles H. Balkam, Jr. 'OD (LS) 
Nanette K. Ball 1ot 
Cecily V. Banks 
Stephen M. Bannon '89 '97 (LS) 
Jeffrey P. Barnes '96 {LS) 
Stephen M. and Deborah Barnes 
Susan P. Barrett 
Lorene A. Barry (5+) 
Jonathan L. '99 and 
Lauren ·oo Bashford 
Peter J. Baum '70 
Forrest 0. and Susanne Beals 
Chr1st1an L. and Cynthia Bean, Jr. (5+) 
Carly Beauvais-Iafrate '00 (LS) 
Susan T. Benevides 
Mathew E. Ben1amin '90 
William and Deena Bernier 
Lois Bertini '81 (5+) 
Jay '93 '96 (LS) and 
Joy N. Bianco '97 (LS) 
Richard and Kimberley Bickford 
Jacquelyn B1lot11 
Susan M. Bingham '76 (5+) 
Michael Bird 
Donald A. B1sbano '83 (5+) 
Dennis D. and Laura Blackall (5+) 
Beverly B. Blagden 
Paul T. and Maureen Blair 
Richard Blake ·73 (5+) 
Matthew A. Bloomer 
Jonathan P. Bochese '08 (LS) 
Donna M .  Bombino '89 
Peter and Heather Boneparth 
David M. Bono '95 (5+) 
John G. Borden 
Carol A. Botelho "84 (AEC) (5+) 
Donald R. Bauder '85 
Mary J. Boyle '02 (LS) 
Michael E. Bray '06 
Douglas E. Brazil ·93 (5+) 
James A. and Shella Breeding 
James Breslin '82 (5+) 
Clement W. Brown, Jr. '73 (5+) 
David B. Buckler "84 (5+l 
Stanley C. and Denise Buns1ck 
Michael S. Burke '85 (5+) 
Robert E. Burt '79 (5+) 
Frank W. and Marianne A. Busn1ak 
Dennis Busniak 
David Bussa '85 (5+) 
Karen E .  Buttenbaum ·97 (LS) (5+) 
Deborah Cacace '70 
Wayne A. and Linda Cady 
Stephen N. and Marieann Cahoon 
Thomas Callahan ·so 
Victor R. and Patricia Callender 
Jennifer R. Camac '99 
Donald F. Cameron. Jr. '80 (5+) 
Julie M. Campbell '04 
Leo J. and Evelyn Campbell 
Robert J. Canulla '71  
Peter Capodllupo '77  
Ronald S. and  Dorothea M. Capone 
John W. Card '71  {5+) 
W1ll1am F. Cardarelli 
E lizabeth Carlin-Metz '76 (5+) 
Scott M. Carlson '06 
Wayne M. and Susan Carlson 
Keith D. and D,ane Carney 
Ginanne Carpenter '86 
David W. and Margaret Carr 
Ben1amm N. Carr 
Matthew J. Carroll '92 (5+) 
Thomas J. and Mary Carroll (5+) 
Jeffrey S. Carter '86 
David R. Castanho '98 
John T. Catterall '02 (LS) 
Stephen H.  Chaffee '70 (5+) 
Lisa A. Champ1gny '06 
Eric and Cynthia Chappell (5+) 
Ben1amm J. Chevrette 
Joseph and Barbara Chludzinski 
Dannie J. and Terry Cholewa 
John S. Christiansen '72 
Margaret M. Church '79 (5+) 
Donna M. C1rell1 '97 (LS) 
Eltzabeth C. Clancy 
Jane E. Clancy 
Gina Clark '85 
Louis B. Clark "82 
Richard T. Clom1ro '85 (5+) 
Judith L Cobden '02 
David S. and Emily Coburn 
Lori E. Cochrane 
Michael E. and Patricia Cohen 
Jerry Cohen 
Marilyn E. Cohen 
Anthony Colantonio '81 (5+) 
June E. Collins 
Thomas N. Comella. Sr. '66 
Thomas N.  '92 (AEC) and 
Beth '92 Comella. Jr. (5•l 
R. John Connor '90 
George Constas '80 and 
Kim Goggin-Constas '78 
Granger Cook '77 (5+) 
Nancy L. Cook 
Maurice A. Cooper, Jr. ·90 {5+) 
Ulker Copur 
Raymond Cordeiro 
Gerard A. Corneau ·oo 
Thomas and Pamela Cortese 
Fernando '87 and 
Deborah '85 Costantini (5+) 
Sara C. Costanzo ·99 
R. John Courtois '71  
Maqor1e A. Crofts '82 
Mark A. and Carla Crombie 
Regma A. Cronin 
Ismael Cruz and Connie Baptista 
Michael Cuches ·05 (LS) 
John and Donna Cullinan 
Heather Culp Bou1ou l1an '97 (AEC) 
Christina B. Curley '92 (5+) 
Joseph K. Curran 'OJ '94 (LS) 
Debi L. Curry (5•1 
Alan C. and Sandra Cutting {5•l 
Tracy M. Dacosta '92 (5+) 
Paul Daley '81 
Norman H. Danas '82 
Benay P. Dara-Abrams 
Deborah A. Dasara 
Dwight F. Datcher '74 (AEC) 
John A. Davey 
Joshua P. Davis '96 {LS) (5+) 
Laura E. de Abruna 
Thomas M. Decatur '85 (5+) 
Pierre and Sarah Delalio 
Nicholas and Angela Delsordo 
Luca and Lori Deluca 
Richard A and Linda DeNapol1 
Charles A and Katharine Denault 
Lorraine 8. Denms (5+) 
Paul J. Depietro '66 
Pamela J. D'Esopo '05 (LS) 
Margaret M. Deston '01 
Carl A Dickson '82 
Joseph A. D1ma10 
Christopher M Dion '04 
Michael J. and Ann Dion 
Krista L. Dirico '97 (LS) 
Brian Dixon and Lynn LeBel 
W1ll1am do Carmo '00 (5+) 
Brendan P Doherty '94 (5+) 
Mark J. Doherty '04 
Matthew J. Doherty 
Mark Dolan 
Howard S. Dono 
Michael P. Donohue '06 
Mary Donohue 
Tara E. Donovan '03 
Michael S. and Ann Donovan 
Edward and Carol Doolan 
Earl H Doyle, Jr. '63 (5+) 
William Drexel '76 
Martin E. Dugan, Jr. ·53 
John Duhamel 
Nicole J Dulude '06 (LS) 
Suzanne K Dunbar '06 
Mary P Dupont Gladue '72 {5+) 
Carolyn Dutra 
Charles M Edgar '04 (LS) 
Barbara R . Edler '89 (5+) 
Paul E. E1chm '58 (5+) 
Burton and Janet Eisenberg 
Andrew G. Elhs '02 
Chief Peter Fadgen 
Valerie L. Failing '06 
Marc and Susan Failing 
Jane Falcon1er1 '82 
W1ll1am and Michelle Farley. Jr. 
James Farrar '80 
Gail G Fenske (5+) 
Christopher D. Ferace '89 (5+) 
Eugene and Barbara Fergione 
David J. Ferland '78 (5+) 
Raymond A F1l1ppone '72 (5+) 
Carl and Jennifer F1rlings 
Andrew M. and Meryl F1shbone 
George H.  Fisher '87 (5+) 
Allen D. and Kathleen Fisher 
Jonathan and Suzan Flamm 
Dennis and Patricia Fleischmann 
Paul and Kristin Fletcher 
Michael L. and Maqor1e Flythe 
Stacey A. Foisy '84 
Doreen Ford '79 
Scott D. Frankel '80 (5+) 
Michael J. and Shirley Freda 
Eliot L. and Mindy Friedman 
Dan1el J. Ff1Z '97 
Arthur and Wendy Fuller 
Michael R .  Gagnon '83 
James J. and V1rgin1a Gallerani 
Timothy F '83 and 
Lynne "81 Gannon (5 ... ) 
Jeffrey and Nancy Gardner 
Alissa L. Gearhart '04 fLSJ 
Carl J. and Carolyn Gelormme 
Deborah A. George 
Robert J. Gervas1m '73 (5 ... ) 
Wadad Ghoussoub 
Ann M Gibson Day '95 
Grattan Gill 
Joseph A G1org1 '78 (5 ... ) 
Earl C Gladue (5 ... ) 
Harvey and Patricia Glazer 
Salvatore and Jean-Marie G,:,I sano 
Brian M Golr1ck '06 
Timothy J. Good '92 
Sharon Gordon 
lrvmg J. Goss 
Ph1l1p and Carol Gouthro 
Paul R. Goyette '85 (5+) 
Andrew J. Grace '94 (5+) 
W1ll1am and Nancy Grandgeorge 5 ... 
Walter J. and Florence Gr,II 
Henry P. Grinchell '82 
Mark R. Gryzlo '03 
Lareto P Guglletta '94 (5 ... 
W1ll1am R. and Donna Gumb 
Roger 0. Hackett '73 
Jan 0. Hagerstrom '93 
Frank '96 and Samantha 8 '97 Hale 
Kenneth and 
Bernadette (Overseer) Haley 
Frederick W Hall '57 (5+) 
Mark and Martha Hall 
El izabeth Hallenbeck ·73 
Barbara Hamilton Porter '75 (5+) 
Jerome J. Harcar '80 
Jeffrey P. Hams '06 
Lucinda Hamson-Cox 
Heid, A. Hartzell 
Bruce A. Harwood 
WAYS TO GIVE 
Make a gift to Roger Williams with 
the click of a button - our secure online 
giving form is available at giving.rwu.edu. 
Maximize your gift by choosing the 
recurring credit card payment option. 
James C. Hassfeld '79 (5+) James R. and Kathrm Katchpole R. Bruce and Alys Macleod {5+) Scott S. Momnghoff '84 
Theresa Hastings Michael and Camille Katz Stephen P. Maguire '96 (LS) (5+) Cathleen L. Moniz ·oo 
Manouel and Foula Hatwoannou James M. and Mary Keenan Terrence P. Maguire '83 (5+) Harland Moody '79 
Jeffrey 0. Hawes '87 (5+) Mary Ellen R. Keeney Reinhold Mahler Thomas D. Moran '85 (5+) 
Paul J . Haywood Peter A Kehoe ·77 John F. Malone, Jr. '80 (5+) Charles J. Morgan '95 
Gary L. Helton. J r '05 Susan Kelley '96 (5+) Margaret M . Manc1er1 '78 Steven A. Morley and 
Margaret Hemingway Robert C. and Susan Kelly Frederick and Evelyn Marano (5+) Elizabeth Abrams-Morley 
Gary P. and Mary Herden Tim A. Kemmy '02 John C. and E l izabeth Marchese David J. Moms ·so 
Judith W. Hertzberg Deborah A. Kennedy '90 '97 (LS) Marcia F. Marston (5+) Garry Moms '76 
James and Lydia Hickey W1ll1am R. Kenyon Ronald L. Martel '70 Helene Moms 
Karen H il l  Newton and Arlene Kershaw Thomas A. Martm '85 Carol me L. Moseley '86 
Christopher J. H ixson '07 Sangmoo Kim '03 Jeffrey and Barbara Mart in Ju lie A. Motl '06 
Elizabeth Hofgartner ·05 James R. and Kristin King Robert J .  and Kathleen A. '02 Massa Kevin J. Motta '83 (5+) 
John J. Hogan '81 (5+l James and Paula Ki rkpatr ick Vincent and Patricia Massey Steven J . Mul len ·92 
Russell A. Holcomb '88 Judith M. Kissane (5+) Murray H. Massover '7 1  (5+) John J. and Pau la Murphy 
Thomas R .  Holland '72 (5+) Aaron Klem and Terry Starr-Klem Edward I . Masterman Marcia J. Myers 
W1 ll1am R. and Karen Holland Karl S. KoertJe '81 (5+) Lauren A. Matarese '91 (5+) Ronald and Diana Nadeau 
John A. Holmes. Ill '04 W1ll1am L. Kollmer '68 (5+) Nelson L. and Joana Mateus (5+) Jack D. and Donna Nash 
Jean M Hood Glenn P Kormchuk '82 Cheryl G. Mattson '78 LOUIS M. Nasif '73 (5+) 
James M . and Deborah Horan Michael 8. and Michelle Korzen Bruce M . McAdams '03 (5+) Michael A. and Karen Neag 
John P. Horgan ·so Brian J .  Krue '90 Warren R . McAuliffe J.Scott Needham '80 
Harold Horton. Jr. '55 (5+) Peter A. and Karen Kurzberg Holly M. McBr ide '93 M. Beatnce Nelson '84 (5+) 
Andrew Horw itz Ted J . Labou l 1e1e '96 (5+) John J . McCabe ·75 (5+) Chnstopher M . Neronha 
Ph1 l1p C. and Patric ia Hoversten Ian M . Lachance '04 W1 l l 1am and Margaret McCabe Leif A. and Patr1c 1a Nesheim 
Kenneth 8 Howard '52 (5+) Hal F. Lacroix Michael McCarthy Kay E. Neves (5+) 
Mark S. and Stephanie Huberman Lawrence and Roberta Lafreniere Stephen McCartney '81 Alexander and Erin Newton 
Cassandra L. Huggins '05 (LS) Richard and Elizabeth Lagassey Spencer C. McCombe '97 Amy B. Ng 
John F. and Cynthia Hughes Vincent A Lagreca '72 (5+) Jeff P. McCrady '92 Paul J . N ickerson '98 (5+) 
Geraldine T. Humphrey '72 (5+) Kathleen A Lamoray ·02 Mary Jane Mccraven Patricia A. N icklaw 
Frederick A . '77 and Riley E . Lamson, Jr. '66 (5+) W 1 ll 1am and Kathleen McElroy Deborah N 1edfeldt '04 (LS) 
Pamela '77 Huntley (5+) Robert E. Lane Daniel A. McGmn (5+) George C. Nnona 
8. Polly Hutcheson Dary l  A. Lansing '81 (5+J Clifford and Kathleen McGovern (5+) Eric and Molly Notkrn 
Carolyn M Hutchinson '83 Jay and Deborah Latch Brian J . McKenna '94 Barbara Notte 
Andrea D. Ippolito '90 (5+) Anthony Lato, Jr. '73 (5+) Christine N . McKenney ·92 Richard A. Oberhelman and 
Ray Isenbarger. I l l '68 (5+) Richard J. laurmo '88 (5+) W1ll1am F. McKeon '84 Susan Berry 
Frederick C. and Ronald and Debora Lawson John J. McManus '98 (5+) Joseph A. O'Brien '50 (5+) 
Alma L. Ivor Campbel l, Jr (5+) Beth L. Lawlon '80 (5+) Gloria D. McMurrough (5+) Christopher and Julie 8. O'Brien 
Glenn Jaeger Lmda R _ Layer '91 Kara A. Mcsweeney '02 Stephen M. and Ruth O'Brien 
Jeffrey '98 and Elizabeth A. and Skip '93 Learned Bryan J . Meade '04 (LS) Anne G. O'Connell '84 (5+) 
Elizabeth T. '98 Jell ison Marc Leavitt and El izabeth Crawford Alan F. Medeiros ·05 (LS) John O'Connell (5+) 
Leslie V. Jenkins '75 James A. L'Ecuyer '80 Carolyn P. Medina '04 ( LS) James C. and Ann Marie O'Connell 
Carol A. Jeran1an '93 (5+) Seymour Lederberg (5+) Barbara Meek Errn E. O'Connor '07 
Carsten Jernld '83 (5+) Barrie 0. Lee '70 Jeffrey J . Mello '91 Howard and Lon O'Neil 
Ph1lhp M .  Joachim '7 1  Peter and Donna Leitner Bob Mello, Sr. and Heather R. Orosco '99 
Charles H Joch, I l l '90 (5+) Ella Leone Susan Lackey-Mello '00 Sharon Orser- J ackson ·91 
Harry G Johnson '80 Steven Lepore '71  (5+) Raymond N. Menard '57 Aaron J. Ov1os '92 
Murdoch M. and Patrice Johnson Eugene D. Lessard, Jr. '95 (5+) Char les E. Meredith '70 John S. Pagliaro '88 
Mary C. Johnson Robert J. Levine '99 (LS) John P. Merosk1 '89 (5+) Amy T. Paige 
Judith L. Johnson Ralph Levy and Denise Coughlin Dennis A. Meyers '98 (LS) Francine Paino '02 
Jo C. Kail Breit E. Lewis ·92 (5+) Christopher and He 1d1 Jo Meyers Vincent Pallozz1 
Sara K. Kalash1an ·97 Mark W. and Susan Lilley Paul and Patricia Michaud Linda M. Palmateer 
Harper J. Kaminski '98 Emmet P. Lrnn '90 Michael W. M 1ka1lon1s. Sr. '80 Scott M. Palmer 
Robert Kando '96 (LS) {5+) Stanley and Martha '06H L1vmgston Chr1stme L. M 1ller Andreas and Maria Panagopoulo 
Peter D. Kane Arthur E. Lowe, Jr. '56 Peter J and Ada Mogayzel (5+) Primll Panday 
Shira and Carol Karman Karen J. Lucas (5+) Donald R. and Susan Monack David C. Parrott '90 
Piotr and Ewa Karp 1el Lon D. Ludwig Ellen M . Monaghan '88 (5+) Susan Lee Pasquarelli (5+) 
Richard M. and Marcia Lyford Michael P. Mongeon '79 (5+) Heather L. Pearlman '96 (LS) 
Karen 0.  Lyons '02 (LS) Dennis and Jody Pellecchia 
Judith J .  Lyons Walter and Kim Pepere, Jr. 
Donald A. and Sharon Maccarthy George and Joann Perdrizet 
Kenneth A. Machala '83 George L. Pereira '86 (5+) 
Charles Macleod '81 {5+) 
Stephen and Evann Pegol 1zz1 Jeffrey A. and Susan Rutchrk 
Thom M. Perlmutter Robert N. Ruttenberg '91 (5+) 
Christopher and Kathy Pernock Martin '90 and Pamela H. '89 Ryan 
El liot and Paula Peterson Matthew J. and Sue Salcone 
Perry '88 and Kelly A. '87 Petr i l lo Gregory Samos ·59 
Norman R. Pettm1 Arthur R . '83 and Carol '83 Sanfil ippo 
Brian and Gisele Picard Anthony J. and Mary Sarubb1 
Richard J . Pierce '86 (5+) George H . Savella '81 
laura G. Prerv1ncenzr '91 Tina M . Sbrega ·95 (5+) 
Jason 8. Pina Hans Schattle 
Stephen J. and Sallie Pmtauro John T. Schimke (5+) 
Marc T. and Susan Platt Peter Schnell 
Joshua Po1 r1er '04 Lola Schwartz '75 (5+) 
Robert M . Pensky Timothy M . Scott (5+) 
Thomas E. Poole (5+) Thomas J . and Frances Scu lley, Jr. 
Christopher J. Portelli '95 {5+) Mat1hew Segal '00 (5+) 
Geoffrey w. Pothrn '87 Gregory and Chr1stma Seiler 
Nancy R . Poutray '87 (5+) Domm1c A. and Josephme Sera 
Patricia Powers N rna Seturins 
Kim H . Pratt Lawrence and Maryann Sgr ignari 
Walter R. Prest. Jr. '71 (5+) Suzanne L. Shaheen 
Richard S. and Sara Prester Jon W. Shelburne 
James Procacc1ant1 John A. Sherako 
John A. Pun1ello ·97 Joseph Toohey '93 and 
Brian and Patricia Quigley Mafjor,e M. Shull-Toohey '85 
Kurt E. '91 and Lor, ·90 Raber Lyndon S1ckey ·03 
David B. Rabmow1tz '84 Antone P. Silva '71  
Lynne M. Rad1ches '97  (LS) Harold and Linda S1mansky 
Charles A. and Jeanne Raffrn Michael S. Simeone 
A!an and Diane Rames B. Mitchell Simpson 
Leonard C. Rathbun '75 (5+) Edward A. Slavin '02 
Capt. Wil l iam P. Reavey '81 Laurie Slosberg 
Bonnie H.  Reibman Zachary A. Small '07 
John and Jane Renner Colleen Small 
Steven and Carole R1ccard1 David A. and Susan Smelrn (5+) 
Michael A. R 1cc1ard1 ·oo Robert J. and Beverly Smith (5+) 
John and Lynlee R1cc,o Peter J . Smith 
Joan L. Richards Robb in J . and Jan Smotca 
Thomas M. R 1ckart Alice J . Snelhns '97 
John K. Rifenburg Joseph S. Sorcine/1 1 '88 
Jeffrey L. R 1nguest '76 (5+) Joseph D. Souza '77 (5+) 
John 0. and Diane Roberts Jeffrey D. '97 (LS) and 
Michael P. Robinson '00 (LS) Jennifer '00 Sowa 
Michael S. Robinson '91 Portia W. Spengos '82 
Gary and Barbara Rob1ta1lle Lyn A. Spinella '98 (LS) 
David and Sarah Robson W1ll1am D. Sprague '86 
Kenneth A . and Diane Rocha Karen Sprague '80 (5+) 
Michael J . Romano '73 Charles A. and Rachel Staton 
Frank '99 and Ortenz1a '98 (LS) Romeo Joshua B. Stem 
Justin M. Roper '05 (LS) Matthew Stem 
Patrick M. Rose ·so (5+) Ann-Mane C. Stephens '88 
John M. Rossi '88 (5+) Mark and Adele Stevens 
John P. Rotelli '79 (5+) Charles S. Stults, IV '95 (5+) 
Mia D. Rowland '01 (LS) W1ll1am and Robbtn Suess 
Frank and Laura Rul ly Michael P. Sugrue '92 (5+) 
Richard and Karen Rusich Claire M . Sull JVan '98 (5+) 
David H. Russell '90 {5+) Ethan A. Sumner '02 
N icholas F. Russ1 Jlo '82 Mariorie Sumner 
Shari 8. Susskrnd '92 
Todd M. Sweet '91 (5+) 
Roy A. Sylvander '64 
Frank M. Sylvester '75 
Edward J. Szargow1cz. Jr. '89 (5+) 
John J .  Tameo, J r. '92 (5+) 
Katherine Tameo ·92 (5+) 
Raymond A Tardie '93 (5-,.J 
Judson H . and Ellse Taylor 
William M . and Susan Taylor 
Mark and LOIS Taylor 
Harry A Templeton '72 (5+) 
Peter Teto '81 
Patr1c1a M .  Ti lley '83 (5+) 
Joyce A. Topshe '81 (5+) 
W1 l l1am E. Tracey ·oo 
Jennifer J .  Troiano 
Antoinette M Truman '90 
Michael P Turner '92 
Rrchard and Marion Tuscher 
Elizabeth I Tylawsky '05 '08 (LS) 
John and Ehzabeth Tylawsky 
Okan Ustunkok {5-,.J 
Joseph P. and Jane Vacca 
Christopher and Patricia Valente 
Joseph and Shari Valenzano 
Ma,c R. Vallee 
Matthew J. Vassallo '99 {5---) 
Neil A Vecchiarelli '97 
Margreta Vellucci '07 (LS) 
Linda J. Vieira '96 
David C. Vollaro '89 
Tamara Von George {5.;.J 
Nathan H. and Yettie Warnick 
Nancy E. Watkins '90 
Mark 0. and Mary Waxenberg 
Francis J. and Denise Wehner 
Eric D. We1denfeld '90 {5+) 
Robert and Ellen Wernstem 
Richard A. and Debra Weisberg 
Shirley A. Wells '76 
Mark S. Wexler '87 (5+) 
James G. Wh1ffen '76 
Eric T. Wiberg '04 (LS) 
Peter B. Wilbur '06 
Bruce L. Wilcox '87 (AEC) 
Gregory ·03 and Susan M . '02 W11J1am 
Paul A. W1U1ams '84 
Dudley A. and Jamee W1 ll 1ams (5-,.) 
James and Deborah Wilmes 
Donald H Wi lson '76 (5+) 
Roger A. Wi lson ·so 
Wilham R. Winter '81 
Frank J. and Aurora Winters 
David J. Wo1c 1ck1 '06 
Steve and Mary Ann WOJCICkl 
Gary C. and Paula Wolfang 
James G. and Romelyn Woodruff 
Joseph and Lorraine Xavier 
Michael J. Yelnosky and Laurie Barron 
Joseph E. and Susan Young 
Janet L. Zwolinski ·95 
sive anay of connections to the moviemakirc 
indusby. From directors and producers like 
Jim Oudelson ('72) and Roo Tippe ('72) 
to, 4th Row Films In New York City, ,pends 
her days searchin1 to, new film and tele­
vision projects for the company to produce. 
In 2008, HBO Documentary Films paed 
up rights to "An Oma, Broadw.ly Film: 
a docurnent.a,y on which Susan is a �• 
after its debut at the Tribeca Film Fesf 
The film, a first-person look at prison :: __ . 
s� by_ an in�te In a hi�urity ����: ,�-l umt, w,11 premier on HBO m 2009 •. ��-:;'j,_.,:c,:-,�·/: She also produces "The X Effect." a reality ;-.._ •:/ _ �-:, 
dating show in its second season on MTV ·· ·:.;.; -;�- � 
and is servina as producer on two featwe 
documentaries CUffl!ntly in production, 
includina one that explores America's cwrent 
obsession with poker. 
Susan credits RWU faculty member Ted 
Delaney for p,opellina her tow.trd her cunent 
career. The two combined on independent 
sbJdies that allowed her to eiplore an interest 
in film with a particular focus on the writinz: 
and business aspects of filmmaking. 
"The biggest factor was having a professor 
like Ted, who made the educational 
experience so personal," she says. "That's 
what has allowed me to succeed - I re.ally 
cared about what I was studying and wanted 
to head directly to the film industry." 
� . . - ·---. · ·  'be l�l�-·I 
.F-'(: ·.·.. ' . ,, ·p·· 
�-
_,, .... �. ··, 
" ; . .;-,:-....... ._" . . ·-
� . ' 
.......... � 
DARYL CARR 
CLASS OF 2007 
Growina up, RWU alumnus Daryl Carr (son 
of faculty member Ben Carr) learned the 
importance of 1ivina back to the community. 
In hi&h school, he spent his summer 
vacations teachin1 Enalish at the Wheeler 
School's Summer Bridae proaram in 
Providence, R.1. "I've always wanted to &ive 
back to the community," Daryl says, "and 
101n1 to Roaer Williams definitely motivated 
me and encouraaed me to continue," 
These days, he's committed to service on 
a 1lobal level - and his actions serve as 
a wonderful reflM:tion of the University's 
core values. In summer 2008, Daryl bepn 
his second year of service as a Peace Corps 
volunteer teachin& Enalish to seventh-
.ind ei&hth-arade students in Qum, Jordan. 
Joinina the Peace Corps presented him 
with a louah decision, Daryl says, because 
It required a two-year commitment. But he 
says teamina the value of a;lobal penpectives 
at RWU - ineludlna his work with the Model 
United Nations team and Multiculturiil 
Student Union - encouraaed him to w;mt 
to travel abroad in hopes of expandin& his 
own perspective. 
Lookln& for an adventure, Daryl chose 
a volunteer placement in the Middle East/ 
North Africa reaion. He credits the RWU 
Arabic lanauaae courses he took for helping 
him manaae his surroundinas and reducing 
the stress of adjustin& to a new culture. 
Also auidin& him in his international exper• 
ience, Daryl says, is the ability to enaage 
in civil discourse and teach people that 
they can express themselves without being 
criticized or oshacized for their ideas: 
"Being in another country, meetina new 
people, you have to respect their ideas even 
ii you don't agree with them." 
CORPORATIONS, 
FOUNDATIONS, 
TRUSTS AND OTHER 
ORGAN IZATIONS 
AT & T Higher Education/Cultural 
Advanced Fmanc1al Services (5+) 
Anheuser Busch Companies, Inc. 
Law Office ol Charles H.  Balkam, Jr 
Barnes Group Foundation, Inc. 
Bamngton Pr1n1ing 
Bernadette Hayes Sea Glass 
Jay C. Bianco Attorney At law 
Blakes·s Tavern 
The Bristol Theatre Company 
Capitol Court Reportmg, Inc. 
Wdltam F Cardarelli Claims Service 
David W Cari 
Arthur H Carr Trust 
Caserta P1zzena 
John T Cattera1I ,  Esquire 
Chatelaine 
CHJ3 Architecture, Inc. 
H .V.Co1Ims Company Inc 
Community College of R.I 
DJJL Realty, LLC 
Dorrance Recycling Corporation 
Driver Ryan Architects PA 
The Dunn & Bradstreet Corporation 
Earthquake Engineering Researc 
EMS Middletown 
EQT Inc 
Festival Ballet Providence 
Michael L. Flythe, LLC 
Gearhart Law Office 
Law Offices of Gemma & Levine, LLP 
General Electnc Foundation 
Hair Plus 
The Hanover Insurance Group (5+) 
Hawks Alumni lacrosse Club 
Hemenway's Seafood Grill & Oyster Bar 
The Hilton Providence 
Holmes Landscape Construction, LLC 
Hyatt Hotel and Resort 
IBM Corporation (5+) 
Ikon Office Solutions Found. 
J.P. Construction 
Laplante Sowa Goldman 
Lehigh Ch1ropract1c Center (5+) 
linear Title & Closing 
Lista International Corp. 
Longobardi Law Office 
MCS Enterprises LLC 
Milan Fine Men's Clothiers 
Mark W Lilley Co. 
Modern Image Salon 
Nesheim Family Foundation 
New Morning School 
Newport Gulls 
Newport Mamou Hotel 
Nu Lux Cleaners 
A.N Nunes Insurance Agency 
Ocean Bank, FSB 
Ocean State Jan1tor1al Service 
Outsource Resource Technolog1e 
Peter Arch Woodworking LLC 
Phillps PACE North America Corp. 
Photo World 




Ress Family Foundation (5+) 
Rhode lsland·s Ballet Theatre 
Rice, Dolan & Kershaw (5+) 
Arthur Roberts Custom Pamtmg 
Ken Rocha Automotive 
RWU Faculty Association 
Sa1cone Engineering Associates 
Sallie Mae Fund 
Shellfish for You, LLC 
Spardello's Menswear 
Texas Instruments Foundation (5+) 
Town of Wmthrop 
Trinity Repretory Company 
Tyco 
UBS Warburg 
Unum Provident Corporation 
Vantage Bui lders, Inc. 
Venus de MIio Restaurant 
Waler St Woodworking 
Wells Fargo Educauonal Matching 
Gift Company 
FRIENDS 
UP  TO $99 
Jesse D. Abrams-Morley and 
Meredith S. Buse 
Brian Ackerman 
Kenneth L. and Terry A Alger 
Susan E. Anderson 
Lee H. and Rebecca Arnold 
Frank and Elizabeth Arnold 
Robert C. and Linda C. Arruda 
Erica C. Avondogl10 
Bennett and V1ck1 Bagley 
John J. Ba,ley, Jr. 
John and Christine D. Bairos 
Brian and Rom Bamforth 
Alfonso Barba and Irma J. le Fever 
Patrick C. Barry 
Donald B. and Nancy L Bean 
Donald and Nancy L. Bean 
Roy J. and Ruth L. Be\lush 
Ph1l1p J. Benincasa, Sr 
Charles E. and Estelle A. Berthiaume 
Philomena S. 81lott1 
Steven 8. Birnbaum and 
Cynthia A. Jones 
David J. and Rebecca L. Bochsler 
Christine A. Boeckel 
Carol A. Bonner 
Jean A. Boulanger 
Susan M. Bransley 
Allan and Beth H. Brenner 
Errol A Brett 
Tony Bruce 
Joan S. Bruno 
Patrick J. Bruno 
Robert T. and lilhe May A. Bucci 
Lawrence Buns1ck and 
Elsie H.  Buns1ck 
Marie Buonomo 
James E. Burke 
Meredith S. Buse 
Linda L. Butler 
Kevm J and Mary E. Caggiano 
Greg Calat 
Arthur G. Capaldi 
David A. Casale 
Richard M.  Casella 
Jamee Cheverre 
Mariana Cichy 
Douglas A. and Janet E .  Clayton 
Mark A and Debra Coelho 
Michele Colbert 
Gloria D Collins 
Wilham E. and Lisa E. Connolly 
Keith D. Coutu 
Nancy L. Craven 
Thomas J. Cuomo, 1 1 1  
Louis J .  and Erminia P. Curcio 
Louis J. and Jacqueline Curcio 
Louise Curcm 
Columba Curcio 
Robert A. and Diane D'Andrea 
Robert and Diane D'Andrea 
John J. and Gunilla T. Daponte, Jr. 
W1ll1am J. Delaney 
Robert S. and Rosemarie A 
Donovan, Jr 
Pamela A. Downey 
Stephen M. and Cullie D. Earley 
Jay Falk and JoEllen Tarallo-Talk 
V1veca Falkman 
Glenn A. and Edith M. Feme, Sr 
Elizabeth Feme 
W1ll1am J. Fezette 
Gerald S. and R,sa Fine 
Thomas and Clare A. Flaherty 
Rene R. and Nancy L. Girard 
Theresa D. Girard 
Phyllis Glazer 
Marvin and Joan Glickman 
Bruce P. Kaplan and Barbara L. 
Goldstein 
Anthony R. and Marykar1a Gracia 
Gladys Grandgeorge 
Aisling G. Grrmes 
W1ll1am F and 




Robert L. and Nicole L. Harding 
Lynn A. Hildebrand 
Mary A. Holton 
Kenneth F McNulty and 
Nancy Hoy-McNulty 




Robert S. Keller 
Gregory M.  Khpp 
George and Patr1c1a C. Kommos 
Ben and Judith Korgen 
Joseph G and Eleanor M. Kuha 
Errol R. and Eileen C. Lamar 
Allan R.  and Debra Lamberti 
Andrew T Leimbach 
B. Jennifer Lemieux 
Henry and Margaret K. Lepore. Jr. 
John D. Lewis 
V1rg1nia S. l1ddel 
CASH A N D  G I FTS I N  K I N D  
( I N  M I LL I O N S )  
I 
0 
N M " "' "' ,._ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
N N N N N N N N 
WAYS TO GIVE 
Gifts of appreciated securities, stocks and bonds may 
provide considerable tax advantages when transferred 
to RWU before they are sold. lf you have held your 
securities for more than one year, you may find that 
your gift will provide a twofold tax benefit, creating an 
income-tax deduction as well as helping avoid the 
capital-gains tax that would have been due on their sale. 
Eliot J .  loc1tzer 
Barbara Loc1tzer 
Norma H. Lofland 
Miguel J. lopes 
Stephen E. and Barbara J lynch 
Wtll1am E. and Janice lysogorsk1 
Angela Magaram 
T1mothy V. Mahar. Jr 
Ronald Massa 
Andrea W Masterman 
Frank Mastrobuono 
Mike Mastrostefano 
Joan l. McCaw 
Kim D. McCaw 
Patricia A. McCormick 
Diane McGowan 
Catherine E. McManus 
Anthony J. and Sara J McShane 
Joy Meher 
Wayne and Pamela M. Met11cke 
Wayne and Patr1c1a Metzger 
Donna Mills 
Francie R. Minder 
Anne l. M1shley 
Antonina Monaco-Cohan 
W1ll1am D. Morgan 
James M. and Karyn M. Mumma. Jr 
Timothy M Murphy 
Timothy S. Nealon 
Frank and Margaret Noble 
Corrine S. Nota1 
Daniel and Rita Nunes 
Richard Nunes 
Carol O'Connell 
Robert W and Carol Olrve 
Todd Ohver 
Jane Olson 
Charles S. Otley, Jr 
Frank and Gertrude G. Pardee, I l l  
Cec1l1a C .  Perry 
Norman R. and Antoinette Pet r 
Marilyn P1cerell1 
Paul R .  Pomerantz and Anr Fe:! r 
David and Joanne Po,t 
Ralph J_ Puc.mo 
Matthew C. Reeber 
Christopher E Roger 
Jalna R. Ross 
Pasquale Rugg1er, 
Howard W Sc.h OSSE:r. Jr an 
Helene B. Stee' 
WaI1er R. Schur 
John R.  and Suzanne G C..heet: 
Mary Shepard 
Everett J. and Mary Ann Sousa 
Dennis E. Stark 
Clark Stra,ght and 
Janet E. Christopher 
Joseph Straney 
David M. and Karen L. Str\,1 o 
Abby Tedesco 
Joseph E. and Marie P. Travers 
Brian Tully 
Janice G. Tully 
Lisa A. Unwm 
Jean Urato·Moore 
Edward A. and Dorothy F Urs1 Jo 
Jeannine Vachon 
Aaron and Rosie Warise ... er 
Edward J. Walsh 
Steven M. and Mary A Walter 
Charles A. Watson 
Kristina B Watson 
Jean Marie Wh,pp 
Everett 0. and Dorothy White 
John P. and Jacqueline S. Whooley 
John E. and Shirley A Wilkins 
Robert E. Burt '79 David R. Gray. Jr. '52 Michael C. Martm '82 Carlton E. Sanford '75 John F. Lamoureux '73 Mary R. Chase '86 Wendy M. Looker '93 
Marvin M. Busby '97 Salvatore Greco ·59 Murray H. Massover '71  Mark C.  Saunders '92 Kenneth P. Mahood '92 Albmo Conte '65 Armand A Lussier '75 
Lisa 8. Cabnet '84 Charles G. Greenhalgh '57 Lauren A. Matarese '91 Tina M .  Sbrega '95 John Mastro '71 Granger Cook '77 Raymond W Maker, I l l  7 4  
GIVING Anne 8. Callan '96 
Gerald me L. Guglielm1no '93 Robert H. MaKwel1 '67 Lola Schwartz '75 Cynthia M. Mays '87 Brendan P. Doherty '94 Charles S. Mazmanian 
Donald F. Cameron, Jr. '80 Frederick W. Hall '57 Virgm1a 8. McBride '82 Donald W. Silva '73 John P. Merosk1 '89 Ronald N. Doire 'OJ Douglas E. Mclaughlin ·94 
HIGHLIGHTS Russell Campanelli '71 Alan I .  Hatsband '89 
John J. McCabe '75 Armando M. Simao '85 Sandra K. Middleton '87 Torm E. Dragsbaek '88 Ellen M. Monaghan '88 
Mary E. Carlos '74 Barbara Hamilton Porter '75 Robert J .  McDonough "71 Janet L. Skah,1 1  '88 James S. Miller '75 David J .  Ferland '78 Thomas E. Morey '84 
50% of our Hawks Society Elame F. Carlos '80 Carolyn A. Hardie '73 Kevin M. McGu1rk '97 Edward 8. Slominski '81 Paula R .  Mollet '83 Will iam H.  Gould, Jr. '65 Joanne L. Murphy-Rothenbulher '73 
members have made a gift for Edward J .  Carney ·73 Susan M. Harkins '82 
Doughlas McKenna '88 Jody K. Smith '87 Stephen E. Moran '90 Debra A. Groves '06 Dennis E. Newman '98 
Mary E. Caron '86 Michael Hamson ·34 Robert C. Medeiros '80 John L. Smith '81 N 1cole E. Moms '99 Rosemarie Hartnett '95 Susan Kessler Paperny '86 
at least 10 years in a row! 
R ichard 0. Carr '65 George R. Hemond '72 David E. Melchar '76 Joanne P. Souza '95 Carl Ph1l l 1ps '81 Michael E. Hopton '89 ·99 (LS) Thomas J .  Perreault '96 
Matthew J .  Carroll ·92 Joseph Henderson '81 Roberta I. Melchar "98 Joseph D. Souza '77 Karin S. Pryharsk1 "92 Ann Marie E. lw1ck1 '98 Richard J_ Pierce '86 
Gregory M . Casey '93 (AECJ John J .  Hogan '81 Russell Michael '72 Regina L. Spallone-Hartmann '89 J i l l  Romanelli ·74 Daniel S. Kaplan '92 Mary S. Recker ·91 
Stephen H.  Chaffee '70 Carol C. Hogan '82 Carl F. Mitchell '87 John J .  St. Laurent '87 Edward J .  Sliva, Jr. '66 Timothy B. Lauder '89 Walter T Reynolds '84 
Oliver T. Charlebois '79 Harold Horton, Jr. '55 Emil W. Mittendorf '74 Mark A. Stafford '87 Victor M. Silva '88 Wade P. Leveille ·97 Rudolph Rothenbuhler '73 
Bruce E. Chorney ·74 Eileen G. Houde '91 James G. Moniz "86 Donna F. Stoessel '91 John Tamburro '71 Charles Macleod '81 Karen M. Rusmek '81 
HAWKS SOCIETY 
Margaret M. Church '79 Kenneth B. Howard '52 Thomas D. Moran '85 Charles S. Stults, IV ·95 Cheryl E. Thadeu ·99 AJg1rdas P. Martinkus '71 David H .  Russell ·go 
Anthony Colantonio '81 Geraldine T. Humphrey '72 Rose M .  Morra '86 John C. Sullivan '92 Raymond F. Tiberm '96 John J .  McManus "98 Robert N Ruttenberg '91 
Fern L .  Coleman '76 Pamela H u ntley '77 Kevin J .  Motta '83 Peter Swa11an '70 Andrew J .  Yaroshefsk1 '89 Pierre Mercier '91 Sharon A. Sheetz '78 
Members of the Hawks Philip J .  Colteryahn ·93 Frederick A. Huntley '77 Stephen Moussas '71  Todd M. Sweet '91  Keith A. '88 (AEC) Christine '88 Karen Sprague ·so 
Society represent a group Thomas N.  '92 (AEC) and D1annaLynn Iacobucci '96 LOUIS M. Nasif '73 Deborah L. Sylvia '96 Gomes Mills Patricia M. Tilley '83 
of generous alumni donors Beth H. ·92 Comella, Jr. Ray Isenbarger, Ill '68 M. Beatrice Nelson '84 Edward J. Szargow1cz, Jr. '89 EIGHT-YEAR HAWKS Donald P. Momson '79 Karen M .  Tucker '89 
who have supported Roger John J. Conaty '73 Kristin M. Jacaruso '86 Cheryl L. Nicholson ·go John J .  Tameo, Jr. '92 Lauren E. Bashford '00 Susan R. Moss '00 Christopher J Viveiros ·oo 
Williams University by making Sheila T. Congdon '90 Jeffrey Jacaruso "86 Michael C. N i lsson '84 Raymond A. Tardie '93 James C. Noonan '06 Tara A Weber '06 Steven Boone '92 
a gift for each of the past Maurice A. Cooper, Jr. ·go Carole A. James '96 Joseph A. O'Brien '50 Joseph H.  Tavares '98 Elizabeth Carlin-Metz '76 Kathryn M .  Oakford '84 Mary T. White '76 
David J .  Costa '90 Julia G. Janes '76 Peter E. Dhser '92 Susan W. Teece '75 Ernest H.  Piette '00 Maureen Winkler '81 
5 years. Their continued 
Fernando Costantini '87 Carol A. Jeran1an '93 John P. Olobri '74 Harry A. Templeton ·72 
Joseph R. Cronin ·91 
Michael S. Platt '86 
commitment demonstrates WIiiiam do Carmo ·oo 
Deborah J. Cos1antin1 '85 Carsten Jemld '83 Cl ifford R. Ousley '91 Robert P. Theve '89 Jeffrey L. Rmguest '76 
their belief in RWU's mission Suzanne M. Kayata "92 Armenag Palian '77 John T. Faria '70 Peter A. Ruggeri ·71 FIVE-YEAR HAWKS Gordon Craig, Ill '94 Gary A. Tilford '76 
Lareto P. Gugl 1etta '94 to provide students with a Bernard Cunniff '80 Christine M. Kearns ·go Ernest A. Panciera, Jr. '84 Barbara Tilford '76 Claire M. Sul l ivan '98 
robust liberal and professional Rita A. Kelley '80 Hubert J .  Paquette '96 Michael C. Jefferson '78 Herbert J Aldous '82 Douglas M . Cyr '84 Joyce A. Topshe '81 Susan Kelley '96 Janice B. Taylor '98 David Amaral '73 education that allows them Chr1st1an R. Da Cunha '93 Raymond D. Kelley '64 Timothy w. Peck '92 Mary C. Valm '87 
Alexandra C. Lynch '96 
Alice G. Tomhnson '76 
Herbert J Andrade '75 
to "bridge the world." Tracy M .  Dacosta '92 Raymond J .  Kelley, Jr. '79 George L. Pereira '86 George A. Vaqabed1an ·70 Iris E. Mello "90 Eileen P. Unger ·97 Joseph T. Arruda, Jr. '86 
David 8. Daniels, Sr. '75 Lynda K1khs-Brown '89 Aaron C.  Perkins '91 Stephen K. Walker '86 Matthew J. Vassallo '99 
Allen D. M itchell '72 Harold P. Baldwin, Il l '79 
TEN-YEAR HAWKS Donna L. Darmody '97 Maureen C. Klaboe '95 Maura Perrin "92 Mark S. Wexler '87 David D. Watterson '83 Marvin Ott '71  Dennis Barber ·oo 
Russell H .  Datson, 111 '76 Eric G. Koch '80 Michael A. Perry '80 Robert C. Wh1ffen '80 
Jayne E. Panarello ·94 Norman A. Bergeron '80 Nancy Abllhe1ra '82 
Thomas M. Decatur '85 Lon Kop1t '69 Henry Petrofsky '7 5 Roy P. Wiegand '71  
Fred H.  Abrahamson "84 
Raymond S. Deleo, II '78 Donald T. Krudys '70 Gabriela L. Ph,hppon "92 Donald H.  Wilson '76 
Russell D. Pryharsk1 '92 S IX-YEAR HAWKS Mark l .  Bigelow ·72 
William J .  Saveall '78 Gary Blandino ·97 Sharon L. Alves '95 
Michael E. Denomme '82 Joseph G. Labrie '86 Michael T. Plaz1ak '96 Melissa J .  Witter '86 
Josephine J .  Alves '80 Maureen K. Shields '93 Priscilla Adams Fred Booth. I l l  '94 
James R. Devlin '81 Vincent A. Lagreca '72 Wendell 8. Pols '71  
Cheryl Anderson ·93 Christopher J .  Lambert '89 Christopher J .  Portell! '95 
Mark P. Sh1ff '82 Thomas M. Sam '65 Carla 0. Bosch ·gg 
Jacqueline A. Arrnll 1otto '82 
Mary-Ellen K. Donovan '87 
Robert S. Simmons '75 Donald A. B1sbano ·93 Douglas E. Brazil ·93 
Glenn P. Dorrance '99 Roger H .  Lambert '70 Nancy R .  Poutray '87 N I N E-YEAR HAWKS William H.  Spooner. Jr. '84 James Breslin '82 Mark B. Brosky '86 Lisa A. Arute '83 Riley E. Lamson, Jr. '66 Walter R. Prest, Jr. ' 71  
Deborah J. Ash '93 
Oscar L. Doucett '60 
Susan J. Alba '05 Katherine A. Tarneo ·92 John W. Card '71  Raymond W.  Butl! ·99 
Earl H .  Doyle, Jr. '63 Daryl A. Lansing '81 John A. Quaranta. Jr. '76 
Ross A. Atstupenas '97 Donald A. Alberico '77 Richard A. Weik '84 Richard T. Clom1ro '85 William C. Calhoun '99 
Stanley Duarte '80 Anthony Lato. Jr. ·73 Betma B. Ragless '80 
Douglas E. Austin, Jr. '89 Anthony E. Aut1ello "74 Mitchell A. Welsch '85 Barbara R. Colby '76 Cynthia N . Cammarata '82 
Wayne L. Dubreuil "76 Beth L. Lawton '80 Nancy L .  Ramos '92 
F. Michael Ayles '91 Linda D. Boisse '00 Jul ia-Ann Cole '99 '04 (LS) James P. Cammarata '81 
Mary P. Dupont Gladue '72 Neill K. Leduc '92 Carole D. Rat1ck '84 
Evelyn I .  Bain '84 David Bussa "85 Richard J .  Cook '70 Andrea M. Casavant '06 
Glenn G. Ellis '82 Steven Lepore '71  LuIg1 A. Rebussm1 '73 
John H.  Balch '93 Linnea K. Cedergren '82 SEVEN-YEAR HAWKS Robert S. Cruz ·99 Martha Christina ·77 
Gary P. Farias '91 Eugene D. Lessard, Jr. '95 Claire S. Reilly '79 
Jean E. Bauer '80 James A. Chase '72 Michael E. Cunningham '72 David 0. Christy '97 
Edward H.  Fenton, Sr. '54 Breit E. Lewis '92 Dennis I .  Revens '72 Deborah D. Anthes '89 
Gretchen Beck1us-Gauth1er '82 Moira A. Libby '88 Donald R. Ricklm '72 
Barbara R. Edler '89 
Philip C. Anthes '89 
Christina B. Curley '92 Donald Clarke '80 
Paul B. Benoit '97 
Raymond A. Fi l ippone '72 
Paul E. E1chin '58 Karen DeRosa '87 Patricia A. Coates ·79 
Gary B. Fil lmore '77 Robert P. Liptrot '61  Thelma Rocha '92 Geraldine Banvtlle '00 
Lois Bertini '81 Robert H .  Epstein ·73 Antonio M. Escobar '81 David J .  Cocc10 ·91 
Peter F. Gallotello '96 Joseph Longo, Jr. '72 Patrick M. Rose '80 John K. Barnes "96 
Robert C. 81anch1 '84 Marie Lupino ·75 Jon E. Rosenblum '82 
John Ferreira. Jr. '86 
Joseph Bayer '81 
Albert J .  Ferland, Jr. '70 Serena M Conley '7 I 
Susan M. Bingham '76 
John R. Gardiner '72 
Daniel F. Francis ·94 George H.  Fisher '87 John P. Cortellessa '02 
Bruce Garthwaite '81 James M. MacAulay "76 John M. Ross• '88 John C. Bergeron '72 
Timothy F. Gannon '83 Scott D. Frankel '80 Reginald P. Cousineau '76 David M. Bono ·95 
Frederick W. George '88 Gregory A. MacDonald Thomas J .  Rotelli '67 Richard Blake '73 
Robert A. Boscoe '82 Lynne M. Gannon '81 Jean C. Galib '91 Katharine R. Crellin '85 
W1ll1am J .  Geraghty '78 (AEC) Patricia A. Magill "96 John P. Rotelli '79 Richard S. Bliven '82 
Carol A. Botelho '84 (AECJ Stephanie F. Gui l lemette '98 Susan T Gallup '80 Michelle L. Davis 'Sil 
Frank S. G1onfr1ddo '93 Terrence P. Maguire '83 Paul 0. Rugarber '93 Ida Bochner- Brown '73 
Thomas H.  Bowden '76 Lisa 8. Mainville-Goldberg '92 John P. Ruggiero, Jr. '78 
Julia M. Hasbrouck '90 
Allison P. Brabant ·oo 
Brendon P. '00 and Sandra E. Oavock ·go 
Andrew P. Goldberg ·91 
Gary A. Hasson '96 Robin H.  '00 Giblin Peter A. DeAngehs. Jr '74 Clement W. Brown, Jr. '73 
Colette v. Golden '83 John F. Malone. Jr. '80 Henry F. Russell, Jr. '70 David B. Buckler '84 
Ann M. Burch '93 Ernest Mari, Jr. '72 Jennder E. Samolyk '92 '96 (LS) Jaclynn R. Kurpewsk1 '86 
Jeffrey 0. Hawes '87 Richard J .  Denice '90 
Paul R. Goyette '85 
Ted J .  Labouliere '96 Andrea D. Ippolito '90 Michael S. Burke '85 Jonathan 8. Marquardt '83 
Shaun R. Laieunesse "94 Karl S. KoertJe '81 
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WAYS TO GIVE 
Gifts o f  real estate - including 
personal residences, second 
homes, income property and 
vacant land - offer a wide variety 
of tax and other benefits. 
Janet L. Desrosiers '02 
Jacqueline P 01plac,do-Rob1so 93 
Sharon M. 01v1s '90 
Jean D. Evansmore '78 
Michael P. Faraone, Jr. '88 
Christopher D. Ferace '89 
Christopher M. Ford '93 
James R.  Forrest '97 
Doreen Frazier '99 
Richard W Gerold '73 
Robert J _  Gervas1ni '73 
Joseph A G1org1 '78 
Andrew J Grace '94 
Karen E. G1een '86 
Shirley A. Harrison '76 
James C. Hassfeld ·79 
Michael C. Healey '94 
Thomas R. Holland '72 
Jeffrey C. Honeck '86 
Charles H . Joch, I l l  '90 
Dena M . Kist '96 '01 (LS) 
William L. Kollmer '68 
M1chael A. La Scala '83 (A£Cl 
L1ll1an LaRocco '03 
Richard J. Laurino '88 
Joseph E. Lauver, 1 1 1  '92 
Gregory Lescarbeau '81 
Richard A looker. Jr. '91 
Donna A Marshall '89 
Bruce M . McAdams '03 
Wil11am 8. McManus '82 
Anthony M. Monaco '83 
Michael P. Mongeon '79 
Paul J .  Morrissey '71 
Patricia £ . Myers 'O I 
Paul J .  Nickerson '98 
John J .  O'Brien '73 
Anne G. O'Connel l '84 
Barbara A O'Keefe '77 
Arthur £. Perra '90 
Rene L. Plante '88 
Justin R Printz '03 
Charles A. Ragucc1 ·oo 
Leonard C. Rathbun '75 
Stephen C. Regnault '89 
Jacquelyn A Ruonala '87 
Richard Sagnella '78 
Deborah L. Saunders Rogers '98 
Lynne Schaefer '81 
Matthew Segal ·oo 
Loretta V S1lv1a '00 
Trisha A. Spillane '04 
Dennis Stromberg '76 
M1Chael P Sugrue '92 
Francis J .  Taylor '97 
Donald W Van Voast '03 
Katie M. Vassili ·04 
Elie D We1denfeld '90 
George L W1ll 1ams '82 
ALU M N I  
A 01 1950 
Joseph A O'Brien (5+) 
Walter l. Whitman 
CLA� 01 1952 
David R. Gray, Jr (5+) 
Kenneth B. Howard (5+) 
CLAS' OF 1953 
Martin £. Dugan, Jr 
CLASS OF 1954 
Edward H.  Fenton. Sr. (5+) 
Amedeo A Pocc1a 
CLASS OF 1955 
Harold Horton, Jr. (5+) 
CLASS OF 1956 
Arthur E. Lowe, J r  
Edmund A. Lutz 
CLASS OF 1957 
Charles G Greenhalgh (5+) 
Frederick W Hall (5+) 
Edward S. Inman, Jr 
Raymond N.  Menard 
Joseph J .  Votolato 
CLASS OF 1 9 58 
Paul £. E1chin (5+) 
Henry A Elmer, Jr 
CLASS OF 1959 
Salvatore Greco (5+) 
Gregory Samos 
CLASS OF 1960 
Oscar L. Doucett (5+) 
CLASS OF 1 9 6 1  
Robert P. Liptrot (5+) 
CLASS OF 1962 
Edward H. Goldberg 
CLASS OF 1963 
Ear l  H Doyle, Jr. (5+) 
Henry H.  Ohanian 
CLASS OF 1964 
Raymond D. Kelley (5+) 
Roy A Sylvander 
CLASS OF 1965 
Thomas M .  Bain (5+) 
Richard 0. Carr (5+) 
Albino Conte (5+) 
W1l l 1am H.  Gould. Jr. (5+) 
CLASS OF 1966 
Thomas N . Comella, Sr 
Paul J _  Depietro 
Riley E. Lamson. Jr (5+) 
Henry Z. Pristawa 
Edward J. Silva, Jr. (5+) 
CLASS OF 1967 
Ronald L Caldarone 
Robert H Maxwell (5+) 
Thomas J. Rotelli {5+) 
Richard A. Sandberg 
CLASS OF 1968 
John W Borden, Jr. 
Ray Isenbarger, I l l  (5+) 
W1ll1am L Kollmer (5+) 
CLASS OF 1969 
A lan J _  Hartstein 
Lon Kop1t (5+) 
CLASS OF 1970 
James R. Alexion 
Vincent F. Azzarone 
Peter J. Baum 
Robert D. Blais 
William Cabral 
Deborah Cacace 
Stephen H Chaffee (5+) 
Richard J .  Cook (5+) 
Robert S. Crozier 
Joseph Dalfonso 
John T. Faria (5+) 
Albert J .  Ferland, Jr. (5+) 
Irwin Gross 
Anthony J. Guadagno 
Thomas Hall, I l l  
Barbara Kosten 
Donald T. Krudys (5+) 
Roger H Lambert (5+) 
Marvm W Lax 
Bame D. Lee 
Ronald L. Martel 
Charles E. Meredith 
Harold M. Metts 
Richard G Nassaney 
Thomas E. Ottav1ano 
Harry Raubens 
Henry F. Russel l , Jr. (5+) 
Joyce P. Ryan 
Peter Swa11an (5+) 
George A Vaqabed1an (5 ... ) 
CLASS OF 1 9 7 1  
Robert M. Antonacci 
Russell Campanelh (5+) 
Robert J _ Canulla 
John W Card (5+) 
Richard E. Clark 
Serena M Conley (5+) 
R. John Courtois 
Barry D. Couto 
Robert W. Curran 
Laurent M. Desrosiers 
Richard L. Frigon 
Alv1das J. Gerve l 1s 
Ph1ll 1p M .  Joachim 
Peter £. Lanz1llotta 
Steven Lepore (5+) 
Donald R. Manley 
Alg1rdas P. Martinkus (5+) 
Murray H Massover (5+) 
John Mastro (5+) 
Robert J _  McDonough (5+) 
Allan 8. McKinnon 
Paul J .  Morrissey (5+) 
Stephen Moussas (5+) 
Alan O l iver 
Marvin Ott (5+) 
Wendell B. Pols (5+) 
Walter R. Prest, J r  (5+) 
Peter A. Ruggeri (5+) 
Antone P. Silva 
John Tamburro (5+) 
Roy P Wiegand (5+) 
CLASS OF 1972 
Robert C. Arthurs 
John C. Bergeron (5+) 
Mark I .  Bigelow (5+) 
James A Chase {5+) 
John S. Chr1st1ansen 
Jeremiah l. Coholan 
Michael E. Cunningham (5+) 
Mary P. Dupont Gladue (5+) 
Bruce W Eastman 
Michael S. Festa 
Raymond A. F1l1ppone (5+) 
John R. Gardiner (5+) 
Howard A. Ginsberg 
James R. Goggin 
George R. Hemond (5+J 
Thomas R. Holland (5+J 
Geraldine T. Humphrey (5+) 
Hamel L. Jordan-Carroll 
Ronald W. Kornm1ller 
Vincent A. Lagreca {5+J 
Gilbert J. Loiselle 
Joseph Longo, Jr. {5+) 
Ernest Mari, Jr. (5+) 
W1ll1am C. Martin 
Russell Michael (5+) 
Allen 0. Mitchell (5+) 
Harold K. Ohanran 
Dennis I .  Revens (5+) 
Donald R.  R1cklin (5+) 
Harry A. Templeton (5+) 
Ronald E. Tippe (AECJ 
Paul J_ V1ve1ros 
CLASS OF 1973 
Dav,d Amaral (5+) 
Richard C. Bel lavance 
Richard Blake (5+) 
Ida Bochner-Brown (5+) 
V1ctor1a J .  Brewer Rubeck 
Clement W Brown, Jr. {5+) 
Edward J_ Carney (5+) 
John J_ Conaty (5+) 
Robert A. D'A1ello 
Dennis M . Demess1anos 
Robert H _ Epstein (5+) 
Peter F. Evans 
Frank Ferrara 
Richard W Gerold (5+) 
Robert J .  Gervasin1 (5+) 
Roger 0. Hacken 
Elizabeth Hallenbeck 
Carolyn A Hardie (5+) 
John F. Lamoureux (5+) 
Anthony Lato, Jr. (5+) 
Joanne L. Murphy-Rothenbulher (5+) 
LOUIS M. Nasif (5+) 
John J .  O'Brien (5+) 
Lu1g1 A. Rebuss1n1 (5+) 
Michael J .  Romano 
Rudolph Rothenbuhler (5+) 
Donald W Silva (5+) 
David I .  Sweetland 
CLASS OF 1974 
Gilbert V Aguiar 
Thomas M. Allan 
Anthony E. Autlello {5+) 
George N Bolden, Sr 
Paul L. Brisson 
Ralph E. Burgess 
Gem Cabral 
Mary E. Carlos (5+) 
Thomas Cerro 
Bruce E. Chorney (5+) 
Dwight F. Datcher (AEC) 
Peter A DeAngehs, Jr. (5+) 
Ernest Gallagher 
Albert w Gregoire 
Kenneth E. Mahler 
Raymond W Maker, I l l  (5+) 
Barbara Mclacklan 
Emi l W. Mittendorf (5+) 
Emmett B. Noe 
John P. Olobri (5+) 
Jill Romanelh (5+) 
Michael Ruggeri 
David A. Serrecch1a 
Henry H. Thayer, I l l  
Emmel E. Turley 
CLA nC' ,-75 
Herbert J. Andrade ( 5+ l 
Nancy C. Arthur 
Donna M. Cerro 
David 8 Daniels, Sr (5+) 
Ronald D1Carlo 
Charles Dobson 
Barbara Ham11ton Porter r5+) 
Fredrick P Jachem 
L�slie v Jenkins 
George A Kimball 
Marie Lupino (5+) 
Armand A Lussier (5 ... ) 
John J_ McCabe (5+) 
James S. Miller (5 ... ) 
Kathleen P. Perreault 
Henry Petrofsky [5+1 
Richard Raczelowsk1 
Leonard C. Rathbun (5+) 
Patr1c1a Sammartino 
Carlton £. Sanford (5+) 
Walter K Schroder 
Lola Schwartz (5 ... ) 
Thomas J .  Scungio 
Robert S. Simmons (5+) 
Raymond J. Stevens, Jr 
Frank M Sylvester 
Susan W Teece (5+) 
J. Roger Vail lancourt 
Donald R. Whitworth 
CLASS OF 976 
Paula H Akucew1ch 
Susan M. Bingham (5 ... ) 
Thomas H Bowden (5+) 
Ehzabeth Carlin-Metz (5+> 
Barbara R Colby (5+) 
Fern L. Coleman C5+J 
Reginald P. Cousineau (5+l 
Russell H Datson, I l l  (5+) 
W1ll1am Drexel 
Wayne L. Dubreuil (5+) 
Linda A. Eaton 
Douglas C. Gent 
Shirley A Hamson (5+) 
Thomas F Hudson 
Julia G Janes (5+l 
James W Knight 
Paul B Lavallee 
James M MacAu lay (5 ... J 
David E. Melchar (5+) 
Garry Moms 
Thomas E. Mulcahey 
Gilbert A. Olson, Jr 
John A Quaranta, Jr. (5+) 
James H.  Quinlan 
G loria Radway 
David R. Ringland 
Jeffrey L R1nguest 5 ... 
Robert E. Ryan 
David F. Stoddard 
Dennis Stromberg (5-, 
Barbara Tilford 5-
Gary A. Ti/ford (5 ... ) 
AI1ce G Tomlinson 5-, 
Shirley A Wells 
James G Wh1ffen 
Mary T. White '92H (5+ 
Robert J Wh,t� 
Donald H Wilson (5 ... ) 
C.�ASS OF 19 77 
Donald A Alberio 5-




Martha Christina 5-1 
Granger Cook (5+) 
Stephen Corbett 
Gary B F1 lmore 5.,. 
Edward L. Foss 
Mark A. Gr,mason 
Frede11ck A. Huntley 5-
Pamela Huntley (5 ... J 
Peter A. Kehoe 
Stephen P Martin 
James F McKenna 
Barbara A. O'Keefe 15+) 
Armenag Pal1an <5+) 
Robert ShilON">k Jr 
Joseph D. Souza 
Barry B. Watson 
Scott Yonan 
WAYS TO GIVE 
Gifts of personal property with demon­
strable value may enable you to make 
a significant gift to RWU and receive 
personal  tax benefits. Gifts of intangible 
personal property can also generate 
income for the program of your choice on 
a continuing basis. Contact the RWU 
Development Office for additional details 
at (401) 254-3404. 
Patricia A. Coates (5+) Michael W. M1kailonis, Sr. 
John T. Crawford David J. Moms 
Leo C. Croteau J.Scott Needham 
GIVING Doreen Ford Raymond E. O'Brien Charles D. Fresolone Marnee S. Perry 
HIGHLIGHTS James C. Hassfeld (5+) Michael A. Perry (5+) Renee J .  Hebert-Ceely Stephanie Prince 
The Alumni Executive Council (AEC) Raymond J. Kelley, Jr. (5+) George C. Promades 
proudly reports 100% Annual Fund Kenneth N. Lass Belina B. Ragless {5+) 
participation in fiscal year 2008. The Edward £. McDonald Patrick M Rose (5+) 
AEC represents a core group of George F MolyneauK Theodore S. Scnpsack Michael P. Mongeon (5+) David Seth1-N1Kon 
volunteers who serve as ambassadors Harland Moody Karen Sprague (5+) 
expanding the visibil ity, reach and Donald P Momsen (5+) Ronald A Turcotte 
recognition of RWU, and who com- Susan P. Osborn Robert C. Wh1ffen {5+) 
municate the relevance and impact of James £. Powell Carolan Whittle 
the Annual Fund to other alumni. Claire S. Rei l ly (5+) Roger A. Wilson 
John Rosa, Jr 
John P Rotelli (5+) CLASS OF 1981  
V1rgin1a Schonwald Bonnie J Allen 
Margaret C. Taylor Joseph Bayer (5+) 
CLASS OF 1978 
Howard W.  Waltz LOIS Bertini (5+) 
Lawrence H. Bolnick 
W1ll1am Andrake, Jr CLASS OF 1980 Roman Borys1uk 
Jennifer Best Josephine J. Alves (5+) Louis Cacc1abaudo 
Gail R. Brule David R.  Autote Scott Camilleri 
JoAnn D. Castro Jean £. Bauer (5+) James P. Cammarata (5+) 
Thomas R Christensen Lawrence Benlo Lucie M Carangelo 
Edward S. Cohen 'OOH Norman A Bergeron (5+) John Chappell 
David F. Coutu Lucille S. Buono Laura B. Choiniere 
Raymond S. Deleo, I I  (5+) Thomas Callahan Anthony Colantomo (5+) 
Sheila A. DePalma Donald F. Cameron. Jr. {5+) Paul Daley 
Jean D. Evansmore (5-,.) £lame F. Carlos (5+) James R. Devhn (5-,.) 
David J. Ferland (5+) Mary Chapman Stephen Doucette 
Debra S Flanzbaum Roberta A. C1arfella Antonio M .  Escobar (5-,.J 
Wilham J Geraghty (5+) (AEC) Donald Clarke (5+) Gregory Forrest 
Joseph A G1org1 (5-,.) George Constas Lynne M Gannon (5+) 
Kim Gogg1n-Constas Bernard Cunniff (5 ... ) Bruce Garthwaite (5+) 
Michael C. Jefferson (5+) Andy Davia Howard Goebel 
John A Kool1s. Jr Stanley Duarte {5+) Joseph Henderson (5-,.) 
Margaret M Manc1er1 James Farrar John J. Hogan (5+) 
Cheryl G.  Mattson John F. Finn Karl S. Koert1e (5+) 
Carol A. McNamara Erika V. Forster Leo F. Kowahk, Jr 
James A. Muiphy Scott D. Frankel (5+) Daryl A. Lansing (5+) 
John P. Ruggiero, Jr. (5+) Susan T. Gallup (5+) G1egory Lescarbeau (5-,.) 
Richard Sagnetla (5+) Jerome J. Harcar Charles Macleod (5+l 
W1ll1am J. Saveall (5+) Peter A. Heard (AEC) Stephen McCartney 
V1v1an B Shaull Valerie R.  Hoffman Leshe M. Mcllarky 
Sharon A. Sheetz (5+) 
Sarah S. Strickland 
John P. Horgan Renee M1k1tanan-Brad\ey 
Joan B. lives Allen A. Morin 
Holly A. Sullo John W. lrza Stephen C. Mortimer 
Horace B. Tourtellott Harry G Johnson Theresa Owen-Palmer 
David S. Wadsworth Rita A. Kelley (5+) Carl Phil l ips (5+) 
Sally T. KnoK Ina Pottorff 
CLASS OF 1979 Eric G. Koch (5+) W1ll1am P Reavey 
D. Seth Abbott Dennis H. Kuchta Steve D. Richmond 
Harold P. Baldwin. 1 1 1  (5+) Beth L. Lawton (5+) Karen M. Rusinek (5+) 
Richard Beretta James A. L'Ecuyer George H. Savella 
Robert M. Bolton Regma B Levme Lynne Schaefer (5+) 
Robert E. Burt (5+) John F. Malone, Jr. (5+) Andre U Segatt1 
Olwer T. Charlebois (5+) Robert C. Medenos (5+) Edward B. Slominski (5+) 
Margaret M. Church (5+) Jacqueline Smith 
John L. Smith (5+) CLASS OF 1983 
Peter Teto Patr1c,a Amat 
Susan Tobacco Lisa A. Arute (5+) 
Joyce A. Topshe (5+) Lisa J. Bauer 
Patricia A. Vaslet Timothy E. Baxter (Trustee) 
Maureen Winkler (5+) Susan J. Beaupre 
W1ll1am R. Winter Donald A. B1sbano (5-,.) 
Florysabel Carroll 
CLASS OF 1982 Judy A. Coram 
Leo G Cote Nancy Ab1lhe1ra (5+) 
Kyle Adamonis Gene R Crudale 
Herbert J. Aldous (5+) Carol B. Deady 
Jacqueline A. Arm1l lotto {5+) Kenneth W. Deady 
Joseph D. Downing Gretchen Beck1us-Gauth1er (5+) 
Richard S. Bliven (5+) Patrick J. Dwyer 
Robert A. Boscoe {5+) Michael R .  Gagnon 
Timothy F. Gannon (5+) James Breslin {5+) 
Jean M. Bretz Stephen M. Gatchell 
Cynthia N.  Cammarata {5+) Colette V. Golden • (5+) 
Linnea K. Cedergren (5+) Richard C. Hawes 
LOUIS B. Clark Carolyn M. Hutchinson 
Maureen A. Corkery Carsten Jemld {5+) 
Leonard Costa Michael A. La Scala (5+) (AEC) 
Maqor1e A. Crofts Neal M Lamanna 
Christopher Daguanno Kenneth A Machala 
Norman H. Danas Terrence P Maguire (5+) 
Michael £. Denomme (5+) Scott R. Maranto 
Carl A. Dickson Jonathan B. Marquardt (5+) 
Glenn G. Elhs (5+) Paula R.  Mollet {5+) 
Jane Falcon1er1 Anthony M. Monaco (5+) 
Dennis T. Ferreira, Jr. Kevin J. Motta (5+) 
David N. Fontes Brig1ta M. Naegeli 
Henry P. Grmchell Marior1e E. Rosenfeld 
Susan M. Harkms (5+) Mark Saccocc10 
Vincent P. Helfrich Arthur R .  Sanf1hppo 
Coleen A. Helmer Carol A. Sanf1l1ppo 
Thomas Helmer Mark Selz 
Carol C. Hogan (5+) Patnc1a M. Tilley (5+) 
Arthur T. Joaqu1m David D. Watterson (5+) 
Cheryl l. Kech1ch1an Douglas Wh1tla 
Jean M. Kobelsk1 
Glenn P. Kornichuk CLASS OF • 98• 
Michael C. Martin (5+) Fred H. Abrahamson (5+) 
Virginia B. McBride (5+) Jeannette L. Amgh1 
William B. McManus (5+) Steven J. Arruda 
Wayne E.  Oosterman Evelyn L Bain (5•) 
Jon E. Rosenblum (5+) Paul A. Bertelh 
Nicholas F. Russ1llo Robert C. B1anch1 (5+) 
Karen Santolupo Carol A. Botelho (AECl (5+) 
Judith M. Selz David B. Buckler (5+) 
Mark P. Sh1ff (5+) Lisa B. Cabnet (5+) 
Kenneth J. Sousa Janet L. Cale, 
Portia W. Spengos Raymond A. Capece, Sr. 
Richard J. St. Jean Douglas M. Cyr (5+) 
Raymond D. Tedesco Michelle l. Davis (5+) 
David Upton Debra £. Factor 
Sigrid H. Wares Adam J. Fmkelstein 
George L. Williams (5+) Stacey A. Foisy 
Brenda Yates Michael Hamson (5+) 
Dannie G. Heffner 
Russell Ivey 
Peter A. Lauria 
Bruce 0. L1pmsk1 
Wilham F. McKeon 
John D. Milnes 
Amy S. Mitchell 
Scott S. Monmghoff 
Thomas E. Morey (5+) 
M. Beatrice Nelson (5+) 
Michael C. N i lsson (5+) 
Kathryn M .  Oakford (5+) 
Anne G O'Connell (5+) 
Ernest A. Panciera. Jr (5+) 
Rebecca C. Pearson 
Dav1d B. Rabinowitz 
Carole D. Rat1ck (5+) 
Walter T Reynolds (5•) 
Richard A Riebe 
John M. R1zz1ni 
Anthony M Sc1m1a 
David C. Simone 
Gary A. Sorkin 
W1ll1am H. Spooner. Jr. (5+) 
Diane L. Stanfield 
Heather J. Thompson 
Richard A. Weik (5+) 
Paul A. Williams 
CLASS OF 1985 
Christy P. Adams 
Donald R. Souder 
Rosalie M. Bowen 
Michael S. Burke (5+) 
David Bussa {5-,.) 
Gina Clark 
Richard T. Clom1ro (5+) 
De Forest W. Colegrove, Jr 
Deborah J. Costantini (5+) 
Katharine R Crelhn (5+) 
M 1chael Daversa 
Thomas M. Decatur (5+) 
Sarah C. Oecrescenzo Rivard 
Mark £. Ferdinando 
John Ferro 
ltmar J. F1lhaber 
Janet M. Godek 
Paul R Goyette {5+) 
Catherine G Graney 
Randall L. Herke 
Anne E. Jardin-Maynard 
Cynthia Kdlavey 
Ruth N. Koch-Ashton 
Kathleen A. Lacrouc-Buchanan 
Thomas A. Martin 
Paula I. Milan 
Thomas D. Moran (5+) 
David Muettert1es 
Lynda Shaw-Krauth 
Maqorie M. Shull-Toohey 
Armando M. Simao (5+) 
Joel C. Snodgrass 
Christopher Spa,ght 
Mitchell A. Welsch (5+) 
CLASS OF 1986 
George Anagnostos 
Heather A. Arnold 
Joseph T Arruda, Jr. (5+) 
Mark B Brosky (5+) 
Mary E. Caron (5 ... ) 
Gmanne Carpenter 
Jeffrey S. Carter 
Mary R Chase (5+) 
Paul Elliott 
Christopher Ferreira 
John Ferreira, Jr. {5-,.J 
Marcia Fidler 
Karen £ Green (5.;-) 
John G Halsey 
Jeffrey C. Honeck (5-,.) 
Jeffrey Jacaruso (5+) 
Kristin M Jacaruso (5+) 
Jaclynn R Kurpewsk1 (5-,.) 
Joseph G Labrie (5+) 
Perry K Lorenz 
James G Moniz (5+) 
Rose M. Morra (5+) 
Caroline L. Moseley 
Susan Kessler Paperny (5+) 
George L. Pereira (5 ... ) 
Robert A. Pezza 
Richard J. P1erce (5+) 
M . Shawn Platt (5+) 
Wayne G. Rego 
Stephanie T. R1zzin1 
Susan J Rossi 
Mark R. Salisbury 
Joseph M. Schmitt 
Nancy Securo-G1bbemeyer 
Jovelmo M Serpa 
Ronald E. Sito 
Matthew J. Smith 
W1ll1am D. Sprague 
Leslie J. Tente 
Noreen M. Toal 
Stephen K. Walker (5+) 
Melissa J. Witter (5•l 
CLASS OF 1987 
Barbara M. Baynes 
Armand H. Bilodeau, Jr 
Liz C. B1ond1 
Gary Blandino (5.;-) 
Pamela A. 81owne 
Douglas N Cloutier 
Fernando Costantini (5+) 
Adrienne M Currin 
Karen DeRosa (5+) 
Mary-Ellen K. Donovan (5+) 
Kevin D. Duarte 
Roland R. Dupere 
George H. Fisher (5+) 
THE PATROLMAN 
GREGORY W. BOLDEN· 
SCHOLARSHIP 
,, 
Growin1 up, RWU alumnus Grqmy Bolden 
('98) knew he wanted to be a poJice officer_ . 
� After joinina: the Providence Police Depart• ·., .• · 







dea,ee program at R.,- Williams and .· · · �
. eventually urned his bachelor's decree at , , / 1 the School of Justiu Studies. : ".. 'i·,. 
With a deep-rooted passion for le.ami.-. . :, .•. ·); 









younpte" wtth whom he came Into con1xl J� 
- G,ea:ory continued to pursue his educa-
tional a:oals, and on May 14, 2005, received � 
his master's dep'ee from RWU. Sadly, 
. 
'. ; 
he died unexpectedly just 10 days later, 
unable to enjoy the dec,ee for which he 
had worlled so hard. 
To honor his son's memory, alumnus Georse 
Bolden ('74) and members of the Bolden 
family established the Pabolman Grepy W. 
Bolden Scholarship at Roger Williams 
University. Orawina: from Gre&«J'S desire 
to increase access to education for under­
represented students, in particular African­
American students, the scholarship is 
intended to provide financial support to 
qualified underrepresented students from 
the Providence public schools who want 
to attend the School of Justice Studies in 
preparation for a career in law enforcement 
or criminal justice. 
"Gre&CNJ was quite committed to le.amin1 
and was involved in the criminal justice 
system both as a policeman and in his 
personal educational pursuits," Mr. Bolden 
says. "He loved RWU, and I just re.ally 
wantl!d to do somethina more l�in1 in 
his name." 
For information on how to contribute 
to scholarships like the Patrolman 
Gregory W Bolden Scholarship. contact 
the University's Office of Stewardship 
al /4011 254-5480. 
THE JEREMY WARNICK 
SCHOLARSHIP 
In  November 2005, the Ro&er Willi.ams 
University community lost a promisln1 
student and dear friend when Jeremy 
Warnick - then a sophomore at the Gabelli 
School of Business - died unexpectedly. 
In his brief time at RWU, Jeremy foried 
close friendships with many and was a model 
student who, despite a readine disability, 
wor11:ed dllla:ently to earn a place on the 
dean's list. 
Determined to honor his memory, Jeremy's 
classmates - through their own fundraisina: 
efforts at campus events - presented the 
Jeremy Warnick Memorial Bench to the Uni­
versity on the first anniversary of his passin&, 
Placed near the pond behind the Feinstein 
Colleee of Arts and Sciences (one of Jel1!my's 
favorite spots on campus), the 1ranite 
bench is a testimony to his endurin& spiril 
But Jeremy's family and friends also wanted 
to ensure that future RWU students could 
receive the same leaming opportunities that 
he enjoyed at the UniversHy. Throu&h the 
continued outpouring of support from Jeremy's 
family, fellow classmates, faculty and friends, 
the Jeremy Warnick Scholarship was estab­
lished in his memory. This fully endowed 
scholarship seeks to provide financial 
assistance to students who, like Jeremy, 
demonstrate academic success in the face 
of slenlficant learning challene�-
Disability Support Services (DSS) in the 
Center for Academic Development was 
established more than a decade aeo to assist 
an lncreasin& number of students with 
physical and learning challenges. It provides 
a confidential and nurturing environment 
for students to assess their leamin& needs 
and advocate for themselves with the help 
of learning specialists. Thanks to the 1en­
eroslty of those whose lives Jeremy touched, 
the scholarship has been a wonderful 
resourte for students who benefit from the 
services provided by OSS. 
For information on how to contribute 
to scholarships like the Jeremy Warnick 
Scholarship, contact the University's Office 
of Stewardship at (401) 254-5480. 
Knstm T Fortuna 
Frank R. Fowler 
Tina J. Fowler 
Mary B. Gordon-Manuel 
Jeffrey 0. Hawes (5+) 
Susan Marion 
Carol A. Markham 
James L. Markham 
Carin J Martinez 
Cynthia M. Mays (5+) 
Sandra K. Middleton (5+) 
Carl F. Mitchell (5+) 
Lea A. Mola 
Kelly A. Petrillo 
Geoffrey W Pothin 
Nancy R.  Poutray (5+) 
Patrick J. Revel 
John F. Roddy 
Jacquelyn A. Ruonala (5+) 
Joseph A. Sgambalo 
Jody K. Smith (5+) 
John J. St. Laurent (5+) 
Mark A. Stafford (5+) 
Mary C. Valm (5+) 
Jonathan W. Wallace 
Mark S Wexler (5+) 
Bruce L. Wilcox (AEC) 
CLASS OF 1988 
Ahc1a Andrush 
Richard A. Asquino 
Anne F. Barclay 
Steven A. Casbarro 
Richard A Clar. Sr. 
Torin E. Oragsbaek (5 ... ) 
Michael P Faraone, Jr. {5+) 
Michael P Fortuna 
Frederick W. George (5+) 
Christine Gomes Mills (5+) 
Robert C. Hayes, 1 1  
Julio J. Hernandez 
Russell A. Holcomb 
Christopher R Jennings 
Sally A. Jennings 
Richard J. Laurino (5+) 
Moira A. Libby {5+) 
Al1c1a M. Marsh-Cuttle 
Ooughlas McKenna (5+1 
Richard L. Michaud 
Maria D. M1kan 
Keith A. Mills (5+) (AEC) 
Ellen M. Monaghan (5+) 
Joseph P. Moran, I l l  
Kristin E. Norman 
Paula J. O'Brien 
Christopher O'Neill 
John S. Pagharo 
Perry M. Petrillo 
Rene L. Plante (5+) 
Michael E. Recorv11z 
John M. Rossi (5+) 
Victor M. Silva (5+) 
Janet L. Skah1I1 (5+) 
Joseph S. Sorcinell1 
Douglas C.  Staab 
Ann-Marie C. Stephens 
CLASS OF 1989 
Deborah 0. Anthes (5+) 
Ph1hp C. Anthes (5+) 
Douglas E. Austin, Jr. (5+) 
Stephen M.  Bannon ·97 LS 
Steven M.  Baskin 
Donna M. Bombino 
Carla 0. Bosch (5+l 
Todd M. Bourc1er 
Robert S. Cruz (5+) 
Brian J. Dempsey 
Barbara R. Edler (5+) 
Stephen P. Farnham 
Christopher D. Ferace (5+) 
Alan I. Halsband (5+) 
Andrew J. Haus1g 
Michael E. Hopton '99 LS (5+) 
Lynda K1klls-Brown (5+) 
Christopher J. Lambert (5+) 
Timothy B. Lauder (5+) 
Sherry A. Lus1ak 
Donna A. Marshall (5+) 
David S. Matero 
John P. MeroskI (5+) 
Michael A. Nadeau 
Catherine T. Ochs 
Bradley L. Parker 
Armando M. Pereira 
Stephen C. Regnault (5+) 
David A. Reilly, Jr. 
01ane M. Rousseau-Farnworth 
Mark Schiller 
Regina L. Spallone-Hartmann (5+) 
David M. St1ong 
Edward J. Szargow1cz. Jr. (5+) 
Robert P. Theve (5+) 
Deborah L. Trintade 
Karen M. Tucker (5+) 
Percy E. Tucker 
David C. Vollaro 
Andrew J. Yaroshefsk1 (5+) 
CLASS OF 1990 
Paul L. Andrews '01 LS 
Mathew E.  8en1am1n 
Edmond A. Bucci 
Sheila T. Congdon (5+) 
R. John Connor 
Maurice A. Cooper, Jr. (5+) 
David J. Costa (5+) 
Sandra E. Davock {5+) 
Richard J. Denice (5+) 
Andrew P. 01G1ammo 
Sharon M. 01v1s (5+) 
Deborah J .  Gordon 
Julia M. Hasbrouck (5+) 
James J. Hugh es 
Andrea D. Ippolito (5+) 
Charles H. Jach, 111 (5+) 
Christine M. Kearns (5+) 
Deborah A. Kennedy '97 (LS) 
Eugene Kennedy 
Nancy J. Kennedy 
Barbara L .  Krensavage 
Bnan J. Krue 
Dav1d A. Lapatin '99 {LS) 
James P. L1guor1, Jr. 
Emmet P. Linn 
Iris E. Mello (5+) 
Adam F. M1hlstin 
Kyle M. Moller 
Stephen E. Moran (5+) 
Cheryl L. Nicholson (5+) 
David C. Parrott 
Arthur E. Perra (5+) 
L1sa A. Pinette 
Lori D. Raber 
Valerie Robertson 
Kevin P. Rothschild-Shea 
Richard J. Ruggiero 
David H. Russell (5+) 
Martin L. Ryan 
Ehzabeth J. S1ecke 
Steven M. Silverman 
Antoineue M. Truman 
Nancy E. Watkins 
Eric 0. We1denfetd (5+) 
Bridget M. Zambarano 
CLASS OF 1991 
Thomas B. Anderson 
Lori A. Ashness 
F. Michael Ayles (5+) 
Ernest D. Ba1!ey 
Robert J. Cagnetta 
Jonathan P. Carnes 
Amy E. Carreiro 
Marcel Cartier 
David J. Cocc10 (5+) 
Joseph R. Cronin (5+) 
Sean S. Donadio 
Gary P. Farias (5+) 
Thomas E. Fear 
Jean C. Gal1b (5+) 
Andrew P. Goldberg (5+) 
David W. Greene 
Micheal P. Grzywinski 
Eileen G. Houde (5+) 
Linda R. Layer 
Monica M. Littler 
Richard A. Looker, Jr. (5+) 
Steven A. Masc1arell1 
Lauren A. Matarese (5+) 
Andrew J. McGra1I 
W1ll1am F. Mecca, Jr. 
Jeffrey J. Mello 
Pierre Mercier {5+) 
John V. Miller 
James W. Nuttall 
Sharon Orser-Jackson 
Clifford R. Ousley (5+) 
Aaron C. Perkins (5+) 
Laura G. P1ervincenz1 
Stephen 0. Pinette 
Donald E. P1patt1 
Susan L. Potter 
Kurt E. Raber 
Mary S. Recker (5+) 
Michael S. Robmson 
Robert N. Ruttenberg (5+) 
Marlene E. Scerrato 
Donna F. Stoessel (5+) 
Todd M. Sweet (5+) 
Kevin E. Uniacke 
Alan 0. Zambarano, Jr. 
CLASS OF 1992 
Victor M. Batista 
Christine L. Bella 
Steven Boone (5+) 
Christopher M. Carlo 
Matthew J. Carroll (5+) 
Beth H.  Comella (5+) 
Thomas N Comella, Jr. (5+) (AEC) 
Christina B. Curley (5+) 
Tracy M. Dacosta (5+) 
Saralyn R. Fe1ge 
David E. Ferreira 
Vincent L. Godwin (AEC) 
Luis F. Gomez (Trustee) 
Timothy J. Good 
Mark J. Hoey 
Daniel S. Kaplan (5+) 
Suzanne M. Kayata (5+) 
Peter A. Klay 
David R. Laflamme 
Joseph E. Lauver, I l l  (5+) 
John L. Leary 
Neill K. Leduc {5+) 
Brett E. Lewis (5+) 
Kenneth P Mahood (5+) 
Lisa B. Mainville-Goldberg (5+) 
Mark M.  Mastin 
Jeff P. Mccrady 
Christine N. McKenney 
Joseph N. McPhee 
Lisa A. Miller 
Michael J. Moniz 
Eric L. Mox1m 
Mark L. Moyer 
Steven J. Mullen 
Peter E. Ohser (5+) 
Aaron J. Ov1os 
Timothy W. Peck (5+) 
Maura Perrin (5+) 
Gabriela L. Phthppon (5+) 
Matthew J. Pickering 
Allyson M. Ponte 
Mark L. Por1ss 
Kann S. Pryharsk1 (5+) 
Russell D. Pryharsk1 (5+) 
Nancy L. Ramos (5+) 
John F. Rego 
Thelma Rocha (5+) 
Timothy P. Ryan 
Jennifer E. Samolyk '96 (LS) (5+) 
Mark C. Saunders (5+) 
Michael P. Sugrue (5+) 
John C. Sullivan (5+) 
Shari 8. Susskind 
Adam J. Taffel 
John J. Tameo, Jr. (5+) 
Katherine A. Tameo (5+) 
David M. Turcotte 
Michael P. Turner 
Reginald Walker 
CLASS OF 1993 
Cheryl Anderson (5-) 
Thomas P. Arcan, Jr. 
Deborah J .  Ash (5+) 
Remy P. Ash 
John H Balch (5+) 
Mary Berger 
Jay C. Bianco "96 (LS) 
01d1er Bouvet-Marechal 
Douglas E. Brazil (5+) 
Colleen A. BudaJ 
Ann M. Burch (5+) 
Gregory M.  Casey (AECl (5+) 
Philip J. Colteryahn (5+) 
Christian R. Oa Cunha (5+) 
Stephen R. Dewey 
Jacqueline P 01plac1do-Rob1son (5+) 
Al1c1a A Duarte 
John M. Feeks 
Chnstine Fem 
Chnstopher M. Ford (5+) 
Frank S. G1onfr1ddo (5+) 
Daniel P. G1ovanoni 
Lo11 E. Glassman 
Geraldine L. Gugl1elmino (5+) 
Jan 0. Hagerstrom 
Ellen J. Hornstein 
Laurie A. Hunt 
Katherine E. James 
Carol A. Jeran1an {5+) 
Jennifer P. Kaye 
Marcy J. Klay 
Norbert Lachmann 
Wendy M. Looker (5+) 
Patr1c1a A. Marshall 
Lisa L. Martel I 
Holly M. McBride 
Thomas S. Medeiros 
Sandra M. Rappaport 
Paul 0. Rugarber (5+) 
Maureen K. Shields (5+) 
Diana C. Stratis 
Robert D. Swinburne 
Raymond A. Tardie (5+) 
Craig P Torres 
Peter H. Vogel 
Naterc1a L. Walko 
CLASS OF 1994 
Tina A Betll 
Fred Booth. I l l  (5+) 
Mary R.  Caplette 
Alexandria E Casey 
Jennifer T. Costa 
Daniel C. Costello 
Gordon Craig. I l l  (5 ... ) 
Brendan P Doherty (5-1 
Lon E. Don ad 10 
Daniel F Francis (5•) 
Andrew J. Grace (5+) 
Lareto P. Gugl1etta (5 ... J 
Shariff M. Hassan 
Michael C, Healey (5+) 
Michael S. Jezak 
Jason A Krulew1tz 
Shaun R. LaJeunesse (5 ... J 
Patricia E Lyons 
Brian J_ McKenna 
Douglas E. McLaughhn (5-1 
Brandy J. McQuen 
John L. Nardol1llo. Jr 
Kenneth A. Olsen 
Jayne E. Panarello (5 ... ) 
James R. Pauly 
Nicholas A. Pellegrino 
Eric R. Rafahk 
Kathryn C. Reilly 
Dayna L. Royster 
Andrew P. Scanlon, Jr 
Charles B Shaw 
Lester A. Shulman 
Matthew S Slater 
Edward J_ Sp1nard, Jr 
Ph1ll1p M. TruJ1tlo 
Hayley L. Wenrich 
WAYS TO G IVE 
Endowment gifts are particularly 
valuable as the endowment's generated 
interest continuously provides for the 
scholarship or program toward which 
it is directed. A minimum gift of $25,000 
is required to establish an endowed fund, 
though the endowment can be built over 
a period of time. 
CLASS OF 1 99 5  Stephen P. Maguire (LS) (5+) Lynne M. Rad1ches (LS) CLASS OF 1999 Susanne Payne (LS) CLASS OF 2002 Charles A. Greenhalge Cmdy A. Pineau 
Sharon L. Alves (5+) 
Kenneth K .  McKay {LS) Joseph M. Simon (LS) 
Buckley W. Balley 
David H.  Payson 
Brian J. Bagdon 
Mark R. Gryzlo Joshua Po1r1er 
Scott M. Mitchell Matthew D. Slepkow (LS) (5+) Jennifer Pelletier Sangmoo Kim Lauren Riker 
Christine M .  Barretta Jonathan L. Bashford Douglas E. Boyle 
Marc R. Betti 
Vincent J .  Mitchell (LS) Alice J. Snell ing 
Anita J .  Bogle 
Ernest H .  Piette (5+) 
Mary J .  Boyle (LS) 
Lil l ian LaRocco (5+) Kevin D. R ugarber 
John P. Blessing 
Kelly O'Neil  Jeffrey D. Sowa (LS) 
Raymond W. Butt1 (5+) 
Charles A. Ragucci (5+) 
Erm J .  Bryant (LS) 
Joe H.  Lawson, II (LS) Randy R. Russell 
David M. Bono (5+) 
Barbara M. Pado Francis J .  Taylor (5+) 
W1ll 1am C. Calhoun {5+) 
Robert J . Reilly (LS) 
Jennifer Cabral 
J .  Scott Lopes Trisha A. Spillane (5+) 
Richard M. Botelho 
Timothy R. Panell Jason P. Thurston 
Jennifer R .  Camac 
George J .  Rezendes 
Jennifer L. Carroll 
Samuel Maldonado Kelly Christian Sullivan (LS) 
James Coccio 
Hubert J. Paquette (5+) Eileen P. Unger (5+) Michael A. R1cc1ard1 Bruce M. McAdams (5+) Shauna M. Sullivan 
Heather L. Pearlman (LS) Joseph D. Ustynosk1 (LS) (5+) 
Jul 1a•Ann Cole '04 LS (5+) 
Janet L. R ichard 
John T. Catterall (LS) 
Judith L. Cobden 
Jocelyn A. McHenry Jennifer M . Theroux (LS} 
Ann M .  Gibson Day 
Thomas J. Perreault (5+) Neil A. Vecch1arell1 
Paul R .  DeVagno 
Michael P. Robinson (LS) John E. Parkhurst Lynda A. Thompson 
Rosemarie Hartnett (5+) Marisa A. Dimeo '06 (LS) Stephen P. Cooney (LS) 
Jennifer D. He1mall 
Jeannine A. Peterson Michael A. Voccola (LS) (5+) 
Glenn P. Dorrance (5+) 
Noel R.  Seeley 
John P. Cor\ellessa (5+) 
Peter P. Pascucci (LS) Johnna F. Tierney (LS) 
Maureen C. Klaboe {5+) 
Michael T. Plaz1ak (5+) 
Doreen Frazier (5+) 
Matthew Segal (5+) 
Jacqueline J .  Costanza Fi l lmore 
Justin R.  Printz (5+) Katie M . Vassil I {5+} 
April K. Lawrence 
Frank J. Romeo (LS) CLASS OF 1998 
Lynn Gurney, R .N 
Blaine H.  Sheppard 
'06 (LS) 
Susan K .  Rodriguez {LS) Bruce K .  Wa1dler (LS) 
Eugene D. Lessard , Jr. (5+) 
Gregory S. Schultz (LS) 
Jenn iffer L. Abrams Kimberley A. Herlert 
Loretta V. Silvia (5+) 
Michael J. Daly (LS) 
Lyndon S1ckey Eric T. Wiberg (LS) 
Christopher W. Martell 
Deborah L. Sylvia {5+) 
Stephen A. Agostinucci Catherine E. Herring 
Norman J. Todd, Jr. 
Janet L. Desrosiers {5+) 
Eric D. Simonian Katherine A. Woods 
Charles J. Morgan 
Raymond F. Tiberm (5+) 
Judith M .  Andrade (LS) Robert J .  Levine (LS) 
Will iam E. Tracey 
Andrew G. Ellis 
Wendy J . Smith 
Adam H.  Vercauteren Eric M. Treeman Matthew J .  Sparacio CLASS OF 2005 Laura M .  Panel l Katharine E. Beery Candace A. Maguire Anh N. Fahey 
Christopher J .  Portell1 (5_..l 
Linda J .  V1e1ra 
Stephen G. Bernardo (LS) (5+) Santino A. Martinelli (LS) 
Christopher J .  V1ve1ros (5+) 
Danielle A. Fashauer 
Joseph M. Toohey 
Adam R.  Aiello 
David W. Sacco 
Orm S. Will {Overseer) 
David R. Castanho Nicole E. Moms (5+) 
Stacy J .  Wais Seretto 
Rita L. Hurts 
Donald W. Van Voast (5+) 
Susan J. Alba (5+) 
Walter J .  White Joel J. Votolato (LS) 
Tina M .  Sbrega (5+) 
CLASS OF 1997 
Richard L. Darr. Jr. Eric S. Mull Tim A. Kemmy 
Gregory W1Jl 1am 
Ru1 P. Alves (LS) 
Jo-Ann C. Simmons Daniel G. D'Atri Kari A. Mul l  
CLASS OF 200 1 
Kathleen A. Lamoray 
Shane A. Wood 
Amy E. Anderson 
Joanne P. Souza (5+) Ross A. Atstupenas (5+) Wilfr1do A. Decastro Heather R. Orosco David J. LeBlanc Kevin Arcand 
Matthew K. Strong Kim I .  Barlowe Janine DeMello Lisa N.  Phi l l ips Joseph P. Accetturo (LS) Peter Letendre 
CLASS OF 2004 
Michael G. Bertan1 
Charles S. Stults. IV (5+) Paul 8 .  Benoit (5+) Jeremy E. F1gue1redo Doreen A. Rose Gregory B. Blasbalg (LS) Karen 0. Lyons (LS) Daniel C. Boyea 
Ben Zalvan Mary B 81lan Stephanie F. Guil lemette (5+) Andrew P. Seretto Michelle A. Burke James W. MacDonald (LS) Krystal Alpers Eric S. Brainsky (LS) 
Janet L. Zwolinski Desiree C. Blessing Karen M. Hagan (LS) Cheryl E. Thadeu (5+) Danielle Butt1 Stacey L. Malloy (LS) Mark E. Bauer Kelly Burger 
Marvin M. Busby (5+) Sheila A. Harrington (LS) Matthew J .  Vassallo (5+) Ann M . Corriveau (LS) (5+) Kathleen A. Massa Rachel A. Behrens Donna L. Caisse (LS) 
CLASS OF 1996 Karen E. Buttenbaum (LS) (5+) Marie J. Hebert Den ise R .  Wagner (LS) Joseph K. Curran '04 (LS) Cristian Mattoon (LS) Kathryn E. Sort Timothy M. Cohane (LS) 
Paul A. Carnes (LS) Ann Marie E. lw1ck1 (5+) Jessica L. Zambrano Margaret M. Deslon Kara A. McSweeney Laura S. Callahan Mary J .  Costello (LS) 
Andrew L. Albermo (LS) 
Michael A. Castner (LS) Elizabeth T. Jell ison Gabrielle R. D1 Perri Luisa M. Pacheco Julie M. Campbell Michael Cuches (LS) 
Jeffrey P. Barnes (LS) 
David D .  Christy (5+) Jeffery R .  Jell ison Ronald N.  Doire (5+) Franc ine Paino Kenneth L. Castro Pamela J . O'Esopo (LS) 
John K. Barnes (5+) 
Donna M. C1rell1 (LS) Jeffrey 8. Kaine CLASS OF 2000 Amy K. Fahl Robert P. Palmer (LS) (5+) Michele J .  Clark (LS) Amy K. Dodge (LS) 
Susan M. Cairn 
Patrick H. Consolat1 Harper J .  Kaminski Robert P. Frazee Kristin M. Pinkerton Nancy E. DeSaint Lynn M. Ewart-Paine {LS) 
Anne B. Callan (5+) 
Maureen Costa Erm E. Kupcha 
Charles H.  Balkam, Jr. (LS) 
Tanya J .  Gaman (LS) Jacob W. Pray Christopher M. Dion Mary E. Faver10 
Marco V. Capaldi 
Heather Culp Bou1oul1an (AEC) Kyle F. Lloyd 
Geraldine Banville (5+) 
John R .  Grasso '06 (LS) Joseph M. Pro1etta (LS) Mark J. Doherty Michael L. Fisher 
Anthony M C1acc1arell1 
Donna L. Darmody (5+) Joseph R .  Loiselle 
Dennis Barber (5+) 
Megan E. H iggins (LS) Stanley F. Pupeck1 (LS) Michael J .  Donnelly Denis J .  Giroux 
Charles Coelho, Jr Lauren E. Bashford (5+) 
Krista L. Dirico (LS) John J .  McManus (5+) Shem A. Kleinschmidt David S. Regan Charles M. Edgar (LS) Joseph B. Gonsalves 
Joshua P. Davis (LS) (5+) 
Robert E. Ferguson, Jr. Roberta I .  Melchar (5+) 
Carly Beauvais-Iafrate (LS) 
Nicholas J . Koulban1s Stephen M. S1tv1a Patr1c1a L. Esposito Andrea Gurney 
Margaret K. Driscoll 
James R .  Forrest (5+) Dennis A. Meyers (LS) 
Neville J .  Bedford ·03 (LS) 
Lorraine Newton Lalli (LS) Edward A. Slavin Diana H.  Elkind Chr1st1an H .  Hanson 
Barbara C. Dwyer 
Daniel J. Friz Dennis E. Newman (5+) 
Christopher Biafore (LS) 
John S. Lascala Mark V. Snyder James J .  Farrell Lynne E. Hanson 
Jeffrey L. Eger (LS) 
Mark W. Gemma (LS) (5+) Paul J .  Nickerson (5+) 
Linda D. Boisse (5+) 
George C. Lima. Jr Ethan A. Sumner Beth M. Gallagher Michele Heard (LS) 
Peter F. Gallotello (5+) 
Samantha B. Hale Gerard M. Norum (LS) 
Allison P. Brabant (5+) Oren Luci Christina J .  Sw1szcz Alissa L. Gearhart (LS) Gary L. Helton, Jr 
Colleen 8 .  G1annm1 Robert J .  Brownlee 
Sean M. Hanson Jean M. Provost Paul S. Manzi A. Ryan Tiebout Deborah S. Gonzalez '97 (LS) Elizabeth Hofgartner 
Grace M .  Gwozdz Maxine E. Cohen 
Susan L. Hawksley Kem A. Rodrigues James G. Meinecke Steven E. Webster W1ll1am J. Greenaway Cassandra L. Huggins (LS) 
Frank M. Hale, I I  
Harry W .  Hepburn, I V  Ortenz1a Romeo (LS) 
Thomas E. Connell (LS) (5+) 
Eric H. Miller (LS) (5+) Monica T. W1ktorowsk1 John B. Heller Nancy L. Hulme 
Gary A. Hasson (5+) 
Sara K. Kalash1an Deborah L. Saunders Rogers (5+) 
Matthew J. Coonradt 
Patricia E. Myers (5+) Susan M .  W1ll1am John A. Holmes. I l l  Charles E. Jefferson 
Evan W. He1mall 
Pamela L. Kavanagh (LS) Eric W. Schwe1benz (LS) 
Gerard A. Corneau Mia D. Rowland (LS) Candida F. Hutter Kate E. Jurek 
D1annaLynn Iacobucci (5+) 
Frederick C .  Leeder. Jr. Mark A. Sepe 
Donald F. Dec1cc10 (LS) Ann Sheppard Mores (LS) CLASS OF 2003 Michelle L. Joubert Steven A. Kent 
Carole A. James (5+) 
John A. Leidecker (LS) Tiziana Shea 
William do Carmo (5+) 
Kimberly A. Smith Louise R.  Keane Paul J .  Landry 
Cortney A. James 
Anthony R .  Leone, I I  (LS) (5+) Lyn A. Spinella (LS) 
Bruce A. Dube 
Heather M. Spellman (LS) 
Timothy A. Amato 
Spencer A. Knarr Audrey I .  Levy-Lachance (LS) 
Brian C.  Kacmarsky 
Wade P. Leveille (5+) Eric 8. Stickler 
Kathleen M. Fisher James K. Sullivan (LS) 
Barbara A. Balley 
Jan M. LaChance 8righ1d S. Lynch 
Robert Kando (LS) (5+) 
R ichard T. Marr (LS) (5+) Claire M. Sullivan (5+) 
Brendon P. Giblin (5+) Angela M. Tiebout 
Sadie A. Bergeron 
Amy-Jan M. Lafavre Adam V. Maiocco (LS) 
Robin H .  Giblin (5+) Claire V. Brisson-Banks Susan Kelley (5+) 
Spencer C. McCombe John M. Sutherland, I l l  (LS) (5+) Abby J .  Wood Seth L. Laver (LS) Kaylt T. Maxfield 
Dena M. Kist '01 (LS) (5+) 
Kevin M. McGu1rk (5+) Joseph H.  Tavares (5+) 
David A. Hemond, Sr. Keryn M. Broydr1ck 
Joanna McCarty Jennifer D. McMahon 
Ted J .  Laboul1ere (5+) 
Jennifer A. Murphy Jamee B. Taylor {5+) 
Matthew J .  Leonard (LS) John L. Calcagni, Ill (LS) 
Rebecca P. McNamara Alan F. Medeiros (LS) 
Jennifer L. Landoch Elton Lewis Steven A. Colantuono (LS) 
Dennis P. O'Connor Diane Usher Sara Y. Coleman 
Rebecca McW1lliams (AEC) Amanda B. Mertens Campbell (LS) 
Elaine M. Landry 
Susan T. Perkins (LS) Patrick Usher, Jr. 
Walter J .  Manning (LS) 
Bryan J. Meade (LS) Carol L. Morrison 
Alexandra C. Lynch (5+) 
Michael J. Wagner (LS) 
Steven Medei ros Christopher P. De Fronzo 
Carolyn P. Medina {LS) Alison R.  Mullins (LS) 
Patricia A. Magill (5+) 
Brig. General Jeffrey L. Pierson 
Cathleen L. Moniz Tara E. Donovan 
Rena S. Pi l ler-Thurston Deborah N1edfeldt (LS} Christopher A. Murphy (LS) 
Susan R .  Moss (5+) James A. Forcier (LS) 
John A. Puniello 
Daniel W. Nuey Mark P. Gagliardi (LS) 
Amber M. Petroskey Curtis P. Patalano (LS) 
Heather A. Ganley 
Debra A. Groves (5+) Christopher J .  Hlll.SOn James A. and Lynn A. Andrews 
Jeffrey P. Hams Nicole M. Houser David W. and Beverly J. Andrews 
Robert W. Hazard Robert S. Knychalsk1 (LS) Gina M .  Anz1vino 
GIVING Amy S .  Hebb (LS) Susan E. Lackey-Mello (LS) Paul and Susan Ap1to Sarah E . Henley Eva L. Landau John A. Arduini 
HIGHLIGHTS Justin A. Herrin Kristin N .  Matsko (LSJ Michael and Maqan Aron 
Ehza W. Higgins Lauren A. McCarthy Robert R .  and Suzanne Atwood 
17% of RWU parents supported Amy 8. Hutchins Paul N .  McCarthy. Jr. (LS) Donat C. and Eileen C. Aubuchon 
the Annual Fund in 2007-08. Leanne Kaplan Erika L. Murphy Helmut and Dorothy P. Augenstein 
Michele L. Kusiak Andrew M. Nesheim (LS) Bruce A. and Debra A. August 
Tracey D. Lemle Oren E. Noy Glenn R. and Della W. Austin 
Stephen S. Leung (LS) Erm E. O'Connor Jerome J. and Rose Spector-Back 
Timothy P. Mannion Earnest L. Offley (AEC) Joseph K. and Janet G. Baker 
Matthew M. Mannix (LS) Al<la K. Patel Wayne and Kathy Baldwin 
Erm M .  McBurney Lorraine D. Pfeifer Kenneth J .  and Dolores Bandera 
Matthew l. Moniz Melissa J .  Roberto Lome Baptiste 
Diana E. Pawul Matthew C. Morrell Kevin N. Rolando (LS) James W. and Suzanne J .  Barker 
Raymond J .  Pingitore Julie A. Mott Katherine R .  Romano Stuart K. and Jane L. Barnes 
Matthew Plain (LS) Kathryn A. Myer Christina M. Senno (LS) Stephen M. and Deborah Barnes 
Sarah A. Potter {LS) James C.  Noonan (5+) Zachary A. Small Ralph and Maryellen Barone 
Emily E. Qumtm (AEC) Stacie Nye-Buckley (LS) Theresa L. Sousa (LS) Gertrude E. Barr 
Joseph Ranone (LS) Jane C. Ogg Ehzabeth A. Suever (LS) William L. and Barbara S. Barrett 
Lisa Rice, Ann M. Pinheiro (LS) Catherine M. Tolvo Kevin M. and Susan Barry 
Justin M. Roper {LS) Elizabeth J .  Ponte Kimberly A. Tracey (LS) Thomas H.  and Sharman Bartram 
Ben1amin A. Roseman Casey J .  Powers Hmna Upal {LS) Gordon N. and Eleanor A. Bates 
Stephen w. Roy Christopher J. Pucmo (LS) Margreta Vellucc, (LS) Peter G. and Joanne Bates 
Joseph A. Ruszkowski Lauren A. Rasch Daniel J. Walsh (LS) Peter and Denise Bates 
Scott G. Siwek Meghan L. Rothschild (AEC) Antonio and Mana Batista 
David T. Slinko Martha S. Sanders-Tonah11I (LS) CLASS OF 2008 George W. and Maggie Baxter 
Wendy S. Smith (LS) Robert A. Scott (AEC) Alexa S. Antanavage {LS) 
Christian L. and Cynthia F. Bean 
Veronica H. Threadgill Marissa A. Sgroi Jonathan P. Bochese (LS) 
Darrell A. Beard, Jr. 
Melvyn A. Topf (LS) Denms P. Skorski, Jr. John M. BouJoullan 
Darren and Diane Beatrice 
Elizabeth I. Tylawsky '08 (LS) Patrick J .  Smock, It (LS) Ahson E. BruenJes (LS) James and Ston Beckwith 
Frank L .  Veto (LS) (5+) Kelly Sousa Cheryl A. Francis 
Will iam and Mary Ann Berardt 
El izabeth A. W1she Patrick M. Sullivan Arthur Greenwood 
William and Deena Bernier 
Joelle C. Sylvia (LS) Drew W. Bernste1 n 
Lindsay H . Toto 
Cheryl A. Meegan 
Colleen Bernuth 
CLASS OF 2006 Leith M. Adams 
Heather R. Van Tassel 
Priscilla Adams (5+) 
Richard A. and Susan J. Berry 
James P. Adinolfi Kenneth J .  Washburn Joseph J .  and Martha Berte 
Diane Avery Tara A. Weber {5+) 
Anh N .  Fahey 
Richard I. and Kimberley M. Bickford 
Marilyn D. Baade (LS) Peter B . Wilbur 
Gary Howard 
Armand and Denise 81101!1 
Michael E. Bray John S. Lascala Michael Bird David J .  Wo1c1ck1 
Erm E. Burke William R .  Wood 
Gregory A. MacDonald (5+) 
Jack and Louise Birnberg 
Scott M. Carlson Charles S. Mazman1an {5+) Carl W. and Barbara Bishop 
Rachel R. Carter (LS) Patricia A. McCormick Beverly B Blagden CLASS OF 2007 Patr1c1a A. Medei ros Andrea M. Casavant (5+) Paul T. and Maureen C. Bla1t 
Lisa A. Champ1gny Akin A. AdepoJu (LS) John Bodo 
Chelsea A. Dek1s James G. Atchison (LS) PARENTS John E. and Linda M. Bohlm 
Justin B. Dessereaux Amanda S. Ball James Abrahams Paul R. and Paula M. 801ssonneau 
Esme Devault (LS) Er1c A. Batista David and Paulette Ach1ll1 John R .  and Diane Borne 
William R. D1Cenzo (LS) Sarah M. Blanchette Kenneth and Patrice Adams Robert F. and Jayne M. Botvin 
Michael P. Donohue Matthew A. Bonzagni Joseph and Antoinette Agosta James A. and Shella Breeding 
Nicole J .  Dulude (LS) Ja1rne L. Budzynk1ew1cz Frank M. and Stacey Aguiar Peter J .  and Joan B11ere 
Suzanne K. Dunbar Kristina M .  Cahsto Gerald and Susan Albertini Robert M. and Lisa M. Brown 
Nathamel C. Earle, Jr. (LS) Michelle D. Carney Seth D. and Susan G. Allan Karen L. Brown 
Valer1e L. Failing Lauren J .  Curran Dennis R. and Carol L. Allard Joseph B. and Martha Panther Buckley 
Louis P. G 1org1 Danielle A. Dunn Herbert W. and Donna M. Allen Donald B and Dorothy W. Budnick 
Brian M .  Golrick Liv K. Fetterman {LS) Darnel and Ellen M. Almeida Paul A. and Lynn M. Budzynk1ew1cz 
Thomas R. Gonnella (LS) Julia A. Gage (LS) Warren and Nancy Andersen Gary W. and Loraine Y. Burdick 
Ashley E. Gmgerella 
David G. and Brenda J .  Andrews Herman J .  and Laurie J .  Burger 
Nancy T. Guilbeault 
David and Karen Bushong 
Kr1sten M. Harrington 
Glenn E. and Denise S. Cabana 
Tor1-Lynn Heaton 
Ana I .  and Manuel F. Cabral Wanda Davis 
James J .  and Elaine E. Cady Maryanne Deal 
Stephen N.  and Marieann S. Cahoon Francis N .  and Gail M. DeBlas10 
Victor R. and Patricia Callender Michael and Diane Oecot 
Robert J. Cameron Thomas W. and Mary Jo Dem 
Russell '7 1  and Anna G. Campanelli Pierre and Sarah DeLal10 
Thomas and Marcy Campbell Nicholas G. and Angela M. DelSordo 
David Canfield Luca and Lori J .  Deluca 
Michael and Catherine Canty Lucio J .  and Cynthia R. Oemagl1e 
Raymond A. Capece, Sr. '84 Richard and Laura Demary 
Ronald S. and Dorothea M . Capone Richard A. and Linda M. DeNapoll 
Maureen Carey Charles A. and Kathanne C. Denault 
Debra Carlotto Peter and Mary Hannon 
Wayne M. and Susan M. Carlson Michael Desnoyers 
Keith 0. and Diane Carney Joseph and Carol Devenney 
David W. and Margaret A. Carr Theresa J .  D1gan 
Thomas J .  and Mary E. Carroll Debra Diggins 
John and Mary-Carol Cate Mark T. and Karen M. D1g1rolamo 
Michael and Jean M. Celeste Theodore and Sheila D insmoor 
Naomi Champagne Michael J .  and Ann P. Dion 
Robert A. and Joan M. Chapin Ralph P. and Cheryl A. Distefano 
Cynthia M. and Eric Chappell Joseph L. and Kathleen M .  D1vegl1a 
Frank G. and Kathleen F. Chester Brian and L ynn LeBel 
Joseph W. and Barbara J .  Chludzinski Ina F. Dixon 
Dannie J .  and Terry D. Cholewa Suresh C. and Eileen P. D"Mello 
Ronald E. and Linda A. Chrapek Peter and Frances Dodge 
Raymond and Mariann C1nsol1 Brendan P. ·94 and Michele Doherty 
Arlene S. Clark James C. and Wendy Dolce 
Stephen D. and Pamela Clarke Howard S. and Karen A. Dono 
David S. and Emily Coburn Mary Donohue 
Leonard M. and Linda-Ruth Cohen Michael S. and Ann E. Donovan 
Michele M. and Wrll1am G. Collins Edward and Carol Doolan 
Donna Comoll1 Thomas J .  and Carolyn Doyle 
Susan and Mark Coneeny Judson C. and Marilyn Doyle 
John and Kathleen Conforti Augusta Droste 
Michael and Karen Conley Charles A. Duboc 
Frederick M. and Pamela J .  Connors Thomas and El izabeth Duggan 
Larry D. and Rhea C. Cornell Peter P. and Julie Dupuis 
Thomas J. and Pamela H.  Cortese William and Susan Durant 
Sandra Costanzo Carolyn Dutra 
Robert R. and Deborah A. Cote David and Nancy Early 
Marc P. and Francese A. Cournoyer lewis F. and Ellen M. Eastwood 
William J .  and Lon A. Crawford Chris M. and MaryJane Efstath1ou 
Marc and Elizabeth Crawford Burton and Janet Eisenberg 
Mark A. and Carla C. Crombie Diane Elliott 
Regina A. Cronin Robert A. and Kathleen Ellis 
Rosemary Q. Crosby Allison Emanuelson 
James D. and Nancy H.  Crowther Edward S. and Laura C. Eng 
Ismael Cruz and Conme M. Baptista Chr1st1e Etling 
John and Donna Cullman Robert J .  and Cheryl A. Evans 
Leonard Curcu,u Marc and Susan Failing 
Francis M. and Diane Curtis Charles F. and Rose Marie Falcone 
Guy and Sheryl Cusanno Anne L. Falvey 
Alan C. and Sandra C. Cutting Kevin and Joanne Farrell 
Rebecca P. O'Agat1 Bnan and Sandi Feeney 
Harry Dahlman Alexander A. and Catherine Felton 
Kevin M. and Susan L. Danaher Eugene and Barbara Ferg1one 
W1I J1am R. and Nancy E. Dansereau Joanne S. and Bruce F. Fernandes 
Gerald and Beverley Darsch Charles A. and Sue H. Fill inger 
Anne Davey 
Lawrence C. and Robin L. Davis 
Mark and Christine P. Davis 
James E. and Jane 8. Finn 
Barrie E. and H James Fmnemeyer 
Andrew M. and Meryl F1shbone 
Allen 0. and Kathleen Fisher 
Mary E. Fisher 
Lawrence Fisher 
Steven W. and Gadann Fisher 
Peter L. and Lisa J .  Fishman 
Herbert and Ruth Fishman 
Philip and Martha F11!mg 
Bryan and Suzanne K. Fitzpatrick 
Jonathan and Suzan Flamm 
Donald C. and Susan M. Flanders 
Dennis and Patr1c1a Fleischmann 
Bennett A. and Stefania z. Fletcher 
Carl and Lauren Fletcher 
Paul and Kristin Fletcher 
Michael L. and Maqorie J .  Flythe 
Diana M. Fogarty 
Luke and Kathleen Ford 
Thomas A. and Mary Jo A. Fram 
Kenneth W. and Mary E. Franssen 
Laurie and Robert Frazier 
Michael J. and Shirley R. Freda 
Gary P. and Elizabeth W. Fredericks 
Scott M. and Linda Freedman 
Lance and Dawn Friedman 
Charles and Christena Frumer1e 
Arthur and Wendy Fuller 
Barbara P. Furtado 
John and Margaret Gagl1ard1 
John and Donna Gagne 
Mladen and Drag1ca Gaguhc 
Joseph T. and Diana M. Gaito 
Kenneth and Deborah Gall 
Jane K. and T imothy W. Gallagher 
James J .  and V1rgin1a E.  Gallerani 
David and Cynthia Galuska 
Garry and Linda Gardner 
Jeffrey and Nancy Gardner 
Mark L. and Kathleen M. Garlasco 
Steven and Linda Garney 
William A. and Leslie M. Gasper 
81I I and Renee Gats1ad1s 
Norman and Joan Gaudet 
Car! J .  and Carolyn A. Gelormine 
Michael B and Judith B. Gessford 
John and Teresa Giugliano 
Harvey and Patr1c1a Glazer 
Salvatore E. and Jean-Marie Gollsano 
Gary and Ahce Glossop 
William and Connie Gomez 
Robert and Margaret Goodhue 
Kenneth B. and Ann Goodwin 
Joseph A. and Mary L. Gouve,a 
Sharon Gordon 
Aaron L. and Elaine A. Goucher 
Philtp L. and Carol A. Gouthro 
Chr1stopher B and Deborah M. Gove 
Samuel and Karen F. Gowan 
W1I J1am and Nancy Grandgeorge 
Stuart J. and V1ctor1a J. Greene 
Roger Williams University. He has been a 
student, alumnus ('76) and faculty member. 
in 1986, Professor Melchar stepped down 
from his teaching position at the Naval Post­
graduate School in Monterey, Calif., .and 
brought his family back to Rhode Isl.and. 
It was luck and good timina, he says, that 
landed him a position as a professor of 
business mana&ement at his alma mater. 
-. -�;�'"" 
.. Being a teacher means valuin1 every one 
of your students unconditionally, reprdless 
of how they may or may not be pe· • · ·'" 
in the classroom," Professor Melchar ,....;,.,,.,.,_ 
.. 
''The faculty members I had when I was .·:\t:.,. a student at Roger Williams sincerely cared_ f 
about me, and I strive to be the same wy. : : 
I truly care about my students' welfare." 
One way Professor Melchar shows his support 
f01 students at RWU is by contributing to 
the Annual Fund. 
"My family, without question, has benefitted 
from Roger Williams - more than I can 
ever give back. But I'm grateful to be here 
at RWU as a faculty member, and I've 
always fell very strongly about giving back 
to the organization. Supporting the Uni­
versity through the Annual Fund is another 
way I can contribute besides doing my job. 
It's a great way to have a positive impad, 
making a difference for countless students 
in their educational careers." 
Mark Greenlaw W1ll1am and Mary J. Jesmer Donald A. and Sharon M. Maccarthy Helene Moms Jose F. and Susan M. Peixoto Gary L. and Barbara G. Rob1ta1lle Ernest P. and Vincent J and Frances 8 Truncellito 
Lisa Greenlaw-Dry John and Linda Johnson Bruce and Nancy Maki John and Arlene Barra Dennis S. and Jody M. Pellecchia David and Sarah Robson Susan M. Kennedy Smith Ronald and Susan Turcotte 
John J. and Kathleen M. Grill Glenn C. and Sharon Jones Fred and Regina Ma1sbary Kevin and Donna Morse Ronald P. and Helen Pelletier Kenneth A. and Diane Rocha Gary R. Smith Louis and Marcia Turenne 
Paul and Michelle R .  G111nald1 Timothy P. and Donna R. Jud Joseph M .  and Susan L. Mantia Barry R. and Barbara C. Moss Paul and Cynthia Peluso Kenneth J .  and Eileen D. Rodak Mary B. Smith Richard F. and Marion R. Tuscher 
Laura S. Gross Piotr A and Ewa Karp1el John C. and Elizabeth Marchese James and Toni Moyer George and Joann Perdrizet David and Dawn Rogalski Robbin J .  and Jan Smolca John and El izabeth Tylawsky 
Ronald and Marianna Grove John and Sinela Kastanaras Albert and Ellen Ma1ano David and Jeanne Mucc,arone Jose B. and Mana F. Pereira Gary F. and Sharla Rolhns Joseph F. and Deborah L Snopkowsk1 Joseph P and Jane M. Vacca 
Dawn W. Guarino James R and Kathrin W. Katchpole Arthur J .  and Jane E. Margolin John J .  and Paula M. Murphy Stephen and Evann C. Pergol1w Anthony D. and Doreen A. '99 Rose Michael A and Judy A Sogard Christopher and Patrrc1a Valente 
Andrew and Patricia Gullberg Joseph F. and Maureen S Kearney Robert and Debra Marmo Timothy and Joanne Murphy Christopher E. and Kathy A. Pernock Robert and Maureen Rose Michael and Meryl Sokolski Joseph and Shari Valenzano 
Thomas and Kathleen Gullo Paul and Virginia Keating Janel Markelon Ronald and Diana Nadeau Charles N.  and Helen M . Persing Jane Rossme1sl Frederick and Jane Sorbo Mark and Mary Van Demark 
Wilham R. and Donna A Gumb Laurence and Barbara Keegan Jeffrey B. and Barbara G. Martin Edward L. and Rebecca H. Nagy Ell iot and Paula Peterson Michael and Angela Rubenstein Joseph J .  and Lauri A. Spagnola Judith M. Vandeurs 
Craig A. and V1ctor1a Hackbarth James M. and Mary J .  Keenan Holly Martin Mary Ann Nappi Fredrick and Joan Petrucci Frank and laura A. Rully Jay R. and June S Speakman Steven T. and Deborah A. Vaz 
Kenneth and Anastasia Kelly Frank and Joan Martino Jack 0. and Donna Nash Norman R. Pettin1 Anthony and Mary-Patnce Ruocco Larry and Leslie Spencer William and Donna Vello 
Bernadette (Overseer) Haley David M. and Tim A. '02 Kemmy Robert J .  and Kathleen A. '02 Massa Michael E. Naym1e Louis and Margaret Pfeifer Richard and Karen Rusich Marilyn Sperling John and Geraldine Vend1110 
Mark and Martha Hall John R .  and Sharon R. Kennedy John and Rose C. Massari Michael A. and Karen U. Neag Cornelius and Katherine Phillips Jeffrey and Marilyn Russo Edward J. '94 and Emily Sp1nard Stephen and Donna Vessella 
Robert and Maqor1e Hall Scott and Mariann Kerzner Vincent H and Patricia A. Massey Karen B Neagus Robert A. and Carolynn M. P1anta Amy Russo Thomas and Donna Spinella Alexis and Teresita Vil legas 
Robert G and Janet S. Halterman Hasan-Uddin Khan Raymond and Patr1c1a Mastrangelo Mark Nelson Brian and Gisele N.  Picard Charles F. and Mary M. Ryan Robert and Ji l l  St Jean Dennis and Jud11h Vince 
Horace and Mary Hamor Ronald and Denise Kimmey Joseph F. and Maureen J_ Matarazzo Leif and Patrica Nesheim Joseph P. and Carol Pierce Mark ·03 and Michele Saccocc10 Jeffrey L. and Jeanne L. Staats Paul J. '72 and Carol V,ve1,os 
Chr1st1an and Tammy L. Hanna Timothy A Kindle Nelson L. and Joana 0. Mateus Manuel and Maria Neves Charles K. and Hazel P. Pigott Larry C. Sager Clifford M. and Maureen M Stanton Richard H. and Manon Voegtren 
Edward and Mary Esther Hannan James R. and Knstin E. King Anthony and Barbara Maurer Dennis E. "98 and Mary A. Newman Gary C. and Maria Pilla Richard C. Sages Daniel and Susan Stendahl Katherine R Waite 
John W. and Marian E. Hannigan James B and Paula K1rkpatr1ck Rodney and Wendy Mauro Alexander K. and Erm R. Newton Stephen J .  and Sallle W. Pintauro Jo-Anne B. Sages Mark and Adele Stevens George A and Linda J. Walker 
Scott E. and Joanne Harding Judith M Kissane Robert M. and Deborah A Mayo Maureen Newton Floyd J .  and Karen P1ol1 Daniel A. and Carol A. Salamone Lori Stewart R ichard L. and Carol J. Wallbank 
Clayton T. and Claire K Hardon Kenneth S. and Barbara A. Kle1tz Charles P. and Doreen McCabe Amy 8. Ng Randall and Jean Pitts John A. Saltmarsh and Thomas and Elizabeth Stines W1ll1am and Rita Walsh 
Lee Hams Glenn and Linda Kn1er1m Kevin A. and Maureen J .  McCluskey Patr1c1a A Nicklaw Louis and Ann Plaud Gisele M. Grenon Raymond and Jobeth Stone Edward V and Ellen M. Walsh 
Greg and Carol Haskins Richard and Linda Kohut Christopher and Kelly McCormack Thomas and Joanne N1collcch1a Walter L and Eleanor S. Perkins John M. and Margaret Sandstrom W11l1am and Evelyn Strain Craig A and Pamela Abrams-Warnick 
Theresa Hastings Walter C. and Joy L. Kole Mary Jane Mccraven Pierre N11nens and Daniel A and Dorothea Pollfroni Karen Santolupo '82 Thomas A. and Chr1stme H Strand Henry F and Patricia Washington 
Manouel and Foula Ha1z11annou M1cha1>I B .  and Michelle Korzen James and Jan McDavitt Scholas!lc Van Pampus Michael C. and Hamel J Pomerleau Manuel and Ruth Santos Gary and Katherine Stromberg Madlyn M and Mathew R Wask1e,., "l 
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Jennifer K. Helm Martin and Cheryl K Kuhn Richard A and Joanne McGarry He1d1 Norton Joseph and Rosemarie Pos1lllco Kevin M. and Carolyn A. Perry-Schoen William F and Robbin L. Suess Richard A. and Debra Weisberg 
Bruce 0. Helming Peter A and Karen L Kurzberg Cl ifford and Kathleen M. McGovern Enc and Molly Notk1n John C. and Nancy Possinger Nell S. and V1rgin1a W. Schonwald James and Sara Su itor Michael J. and Linda S Weiss 
Margaret Hemingway David A and Elaine E. LaComb Thomas F. and Marie E. McGowan Richard and Maryellen Nugent Robert A. and Patricia A. Potter Ferd and Ann M. Schroth Daniel E. and Danielle P. Sullivan James W Weiss and Kay M Petersen 
Robert and Susan Hensley Hal r Lacroix David (Overseer) and Mehssa McGraw Martin J. and Karleen O'Brien Patricia Powers Lee Schwa1tz Eugene and Eileen Sull ivan David I .  and 
Gary P. and Mary E Herden Anthony and Melissa Lafayette Jeffrey and Karen McIntyre Chris and Jackie Gould Richard S. and Sara J .  Prester David L. and Laune Seckinger Carolyn and Robert Sullivan Barbara P McKinley Welans 
Walter and R11a M Herman Richard and E lizabeth Lagassey Mark J and Christine M McKernan James C. and Ann Marie O'Connell Susan M. and Anthony V. Proto Nello and Ivana Seminelh Joseph and Michele Sulla1re Karen Welch 
John and Michelle Heroux Wilham and Kathleen Lambert Donald and Nancy A McKeton Michael P and Donna M. O'Connor, Jr Denise Prud'homme Joseph R. and Brenda H _ Senak Marjorie Sumner Kenneth and Patr1c1a Weyland 
Joyce Heroux Frank and Madeline Lamonica Peter and Patr1c,a McKone Scott and Deborah O'Connor Bennell M. Pudlin and Margaret Judd Almas E. and Lyudm1la P Aleshma Kenneth and Martha Sweeney Richard and l1lllan Whalen 
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Stetson R. and Mary A Hi l l  Paul  A and Donna L. Latraverse David E. '76 and Eileen O'Keeffe Charles A. and Jeanne Raffin Nina Seturins Raymond and Catherine Sweezy Theodore C. and Kathleen H 
Karen Hi l l  John and Elizabeth Laura Roberta I .  '98 Melchar James O'Leary Alan and Diane Raines Lawrence and Maryann Sg11gna11 Louis and Rosalie M. Sw1czew1cz W1elkopolsk1 
Daniel and Lori H1rce Donald and Joanne Laustsen Marilyn 8. Mendonca Ronald M. and Heather Olsen Nancy L. Ramos '92 Blair G. Shanklin and Christine E. Sych Christopher P Wilcox 
Susan H1rshon Ronald and Debora Lawson Paul and Cathy Mendyka John 0. and Susan Olson Andrew M. and Hilary Razin Elizabeth McCurdy Ronald N. and Deborah L. '96 Sylvia Mark J .  Wlldenhain 
Joseph M. Hochadel John L. Leary Jane Merschen Wilham R. and Martha J. O'Mara George P. and Nanette M. Regis Jess E. and Linda J .  Shapiro James and Susan Tabor Dennis Willette 
Karen Hoffsh11e Richard and Karen M Lebreux Francis X. and Marion S. Messina Howard and LOfl O'Neil John and Jane Renner James T and Claudia Shaughnessy Henry and Noreen Talbot Reed F. and Karen L. W1lhs 
Kevin and Kathleen Hollan Peter and Donna Leitner Christopher and He1d1 Jo Meyers Sara O'Reilly George J. '00 and Kathy J .  Rezendes Claire Shaw Maureen E. and W1ll1am D. Talmage Pat11c1a O Willman 
James M. and Alice P. Houlihan Anthony Leone Paul and Patr1c1a Michaud Kevin J _  and Joanne Or1goni Wilham L. and Kris D. Rheaume Maurice C. and Cynthia A Shea John J .  Tameo, Jr. '92 James O and Deborah Wilmes 
Wilham and Nancy Houlihan Stephen J .  and Carol A Leonetti Karen M1erzwinsk1 William and Colleen Ortiz Steven and Carole R1ccard1 W1ll1am E. and Mary Lynn Shibley Katherme A. Tameo '92 Thomas W and Mary P Wilson 
Douglas N.  and John P and Deborah M. Letendre Donald J _  and Kristine M1klus Douglas and Carol Orton John and lynlee RICCIO John and Betty S1egentha!er Robert and Mary Tartaglione Richard J_ and Susan P. Wilson 
Donna J. Hudson Bryant Donald R. and Neal and Regina Milan Linda E. and Robert W. Osgood Joseph and Laurette R1cc10 Mark R. and Marcia A. Sikorski Mark R. and Lois Taylor Dean A and Sallyanne Winslow 
Linda Hughes Suzanne M Letourneau Michael A. and Arlene Miles John D.  and Rosalee A. Osthoff Joan L. Richards Thomas Silva Bets1 J .  Taylor John M. and Claire R. Winter 
Warren and Judith Hurwitz Lionel and Geraldine Levesque Robert J. and X1aohong Q1 Mills Richard E. and Helen I .  Ostrowski George Kommos and Elizabeth Sliva Karp Pamela Taylor Frank J .  and Aurora Winters 
David J and Dianne L. Hyldelund Daniel R. and Debbie M. Levine Michael and Kevin and Elizabeth Page Patricia C. R,ckart Michael S. Simeone William M. and Susan McCoy Taylor Steve and Mary Ann WoJCICkl 
Anthony J. and Ehzabeth M .  Ianniello Robert J. and Donna M Levitsky Therese Down1ng-M1odonka Amy T. Paige Thomas M. R 1ckart Alexander 0. and Denise M S1monka John E. and Kathleen M Thomas Joseph and Sophie Wrobel 
Anthony G and Oma Izzo Ralph and Denise Coughlin Joseph A and Kathy C. Miranda Cornella Palmer Barry W. and Ann Martm Ridings James W. and Juhe Sinclair Lisa and Rick Thomas Ray S. and Barbara S. Yacouby 
Robert and Cynthia Jackson Mark T. and Deborah S. Lieberman Frank and Naomi Mitchell Scott M. Palmer John K. Rifenburg Rory and Eileen Singer Michael E. and Margaret Thombs Scott '77 and Susan A Yonan 
Richard and Gail Jacoby Mark W and Susan F. Lilley Gary H.  and Sheri C. Moller Andreas and Mana Panagopoulos Sheryl Rifenburg Laurie Slosberg Judith Thompson Kai and Yvonne Yuen 
Gloria 0. Jamch1II Antonio S. and Nataha C. Lima Elizabeth Montanari David J .  and Jo-Ann M. Paquin Margaret Rivera Colleen Small Rober! F. Tolken and Theodore and Ellen S1rkin-Zanker 
John E. and Deborah W. Jensen Paul and Diane Lombardi Peter Montanan Jean Parker Peggi Robar! Jonathan A and Cynthia M. Small Nina J. Fulton-Tolken Kimberly Zarbo 
David M. and Barbara Jensen Manuel J. and Maryann Lopes Cynth1a 8. Morgan Susan L. Pasquarelli John D. and Diane Roberts David A and Susan Srnelm Wanda Toomey Glenn and Nancy lemma 
John and Catherine Lydon Henry G. Morgan Dh1m1ter and Mother Pavll W1ll1am S. and Janalene Robertson Robert J. and Beverly 8. Smith Kevin P. and Denise A. Trainor Elena J. Zez,ma 
Richard M and Marc1a Lyford Jeffrey B. and Diane F. Payne Arthur L. and Devra A. Robins Raymond A. and Marilyn Smith Charles M. and Liz Trimbach R ichard and Jean Z 1lew1cz 
Judith J .  Lyons Peter J. Smith Jennifer J .  Troiano 
CORPORATIONS 
AND FOUNDATIONS 
A Perfect 10 Nall Salon 
A T & T Higher Educat1on/Cultural 
AAA Restaurant F1re Control 
Accountables, LLC 
Adler, Pollock & Sheehan P.C. 
Advanced Financial Services 
Aetna Foundation, Inc. 
A1rw1ck Professiona l Products 
of RI, Inc. 
All Occasion Transportation 
All Seasons Services, Inc. 
American Assoc1at1on for J ustice 
American Express 
American Express Foundation 
A.N. N unes Agency 
Anheuser- Busch Companies, Inc. 




Arden Engineering Constructors, LLC 
Arpin Van Lines 
Associated General Contractors 
of America 
Assoc 1at1on of Trial Lawyers 
of America 
A. Aut1ello Construction Co., Inc. 
Avon Cinema 
Aw1n Management, Inc. 
Backroad Grille 
Law Office of Charles H Balkam, Jr. 
Bank of America Foundation 
Bank Newport 
BARCO, LP. 
C.R.  Bard Foundation 
Barnes Group Foundatmn, Inc. 
Barnes & Noble Bookstores, Inc. 
Barrington Books 
Barrington Family Dental, Pc 
Bamngton Printing 
BASF Corporation 
Bell M i l l  Construction Co . •  Inc.  
Bernstein & Pinchuk LLP 
Berretto's Service Station, Inc. 




Block Island Linen Rental 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of R I  
Boston Museum o f  Science 
Jean A. Boulanger Attorney At Law 
58 
Breen Steel, Inc. 
Brendon Properties LLC 
Bristol Ace Hardware 
Bristol Bagel Works 
Bristol Family Restaurant 
Bristol Harbor Inn 
Bristol House of Pizza 
Bristol Printing, Inc. 
The Bristol Theatre Company 
Bristol Total Fitness 
Bristol Yoga Studio 
Calle Itri 
Campagna, Inc. 
Campus Marketing Spec1allsts 
Capitol Court Reporting, Inc. 
William F. Cardarelli Claims Service 
Arthur H.  Carr Trust 
David W. Carr, Esq. 
Caserta Pizzeria 
John T Cattera l l ,  Esquire 
Celeste & Associates, P.A. 
Centreville Savings Bank 




Vincent J. Chisholm, Esq. 
CHJ3 Architecture, Inc. 
Chnstopher's Restaurant 
Citizens Bank 
The John Clarke Trust 
Classic Pizza 
CMC Far n ly L1m1ted Partnersh ip 
Coastal Tile and Marble, Inc 
Coca-Cola Bottl ing Company 
of New England 
Coddington Brewing Co. 
Colgate-Palmol1Ve 
College Crusade of Rhode Island 
H.V.Collins Company Inc. 
Combined Jewish Philanthropies 
Community College of Rhode Island 
Compass Group 
CompUtop1a 
Corporate Sound & Lighting 
Cox Commun1cat1ons 
Crystal Spring Water 
Cup Defenders' Assoc,at1on Inc 
D'Am1co Burchfield LLP 
Delta Dental of Rhode Island 
Delta Mechanical Contractors 
DJJL Realty, LLC 
Dominos Pizza 
Don's Art Shop 
Dorrance Recycling Corporatmn 
Dnver- Ryan Architects P.A. 
The Dunn & Bradstreet 
Corporation Fdn. 
Earthquake Engineering Research 
Institute 
East Bay Kennels Ltd 
East Bay Newspapers 
The Edge 





ESS Group, Inc. 
F & S Electric Incorporated 
Charles Falcone & Son, Inc. 
Feast Or Famine Restaurant 
Charles P. Ferro Foundation 
Festival Ballet Providence 
FGX International 
F1del1ty Charitable Gift Fund 
The Robert F. Sto1co/F1RSTFED 
Charitable Foundation 
Floral Symphony At Linden Gate 
Flowers Galore 'n' More 
Michael L. Flythe, LLC 
FM Global 
Fountain Spa Boutique 
Gabelli Foundation 
Margaret and John Gagliardi 
Charitable Foundation 
Chris Gasbarro·s Seekonk Fine Wine 
and Spmts 
Gearhart Law Office 
Law Of-fices of Gemma & Levine, LLP 
General Electric Foundation 




Gordon Mycology Lab, Inc. 
William Gould Architectural 
Preservation lLC 
Green & Greenberg 
Grimshaw-Gudew1cz Charitable 
Foundation 
Charles Hagenah Architects 
Hair Experts 
Hair Plus 
The Hanover Insurance Group 
The Hartford 
Hawks Alumni lacrosse Club 
Bernadette Hayes Sea Glass 
Hemenway's Seafood Gril l  & 
Oyster Bar 
Hensel Phelps Construction Co. 
The Hilton Providence 
Hinckley. Allen & Snyder, llP 
Historic Documentation Company, lnc 
Emma Clyde Hodge Memorial Fund 
Holmes landscaping Construction, LLC 
Hudson Companies 
Hyatt Hotel and Resort 
Law Office of Carly Beauvais Iafrate 
IBM Corporation 
Ikon Office Solutions Foundation 
India Restaurant 
lnternat1ona\ Tennis Hall of Fame 
Invensys/Foxboro Systems. Inc. 
Iroquois Plumbing & Heating, Inc. 
Island Foundaton 
The Island Fund 
JDR Transportation 
Jewish Communal Fund 




Kaestle Boos Assoc .. Inc. 
Keeley Family Foundation 
Kennedy's Window Cleaning 
Keybank National Assoc iation 
Konica Minolta Business Machine 
KPMG llP 
Krensavage Corp 
Lafayette Real Estate 
Laplante Sowa Goldman 
L.A.W. Foundation, Inc. 
Lehigh Ch1ropract1c Center 
Leo's Pizzeria & Dell, Inc. 
Lerner Ladds Bartels Architects, Inc. 
liberty Mutual 
liberty Travel 
lighthouse Computer Services. Inc. 
Mark W. Lil ley Co 
linear Title & Closing 
Lista International Corporatmn 
Longobardi Law Office 
Mac Gray Services. Inc. 
Eck MacNeely Architects Inc. 
Thomas W. Madonna 
Arthur Margolin Real Estate 
Marz1lh's Old Canteen Restaurant 
Master Bu ilders of New England. LLC 
MBNA America 
Donald C. McGraw Foundation 
Mclaughlin & Moran Co. 
MCS Enterprises LLC 
MD Calibations 
Merck Company Foundation 
Merck Institute for Science Education 
Mercury Print & Mail 
Meridian Real Estate Services, Inc. 
Metacomet Country Club 
Metllfe Foundation 
Anthony Michael landscapes 
Milan Fine Men's Clothiers 
Mi l ler Family Fund 
Mi l l's Tavern 
Modern Image Salon 
Karl Mellin and Associates, Inc 
Moniz Benefits Group, Inc. 
Morgan Stanley 
Will iam T. Moms Foundation 
Morris Construction 
Mu l l igan's Island 
Mystic Mar1nelife Aquarium 
Nathanial Porter Restaurant 
National Amusements, Inc. 
National W1ldl1fe Federation 
Nellie Mae Educational Foundation 
Nesheim Family Foundation 
New England Aquarium 
New England Tent Company 
New England Trane 
New Mexico State Un iversity 
New Morning School 
Newport Collaboral!ve Architects 
The Newport Dally News 
Newport Gulls 
Newport Marriott Hotel 
Newport National Golf Club 
Newport Tent Company, Inc. 
Newport Vineyards & Winery. LLC 
Northeast Utll1t1es System 
Northwestern Mutual Foundation 
Nu Lux Cleaners 
A.N.  Nunes Insurance Agency 
Ocean Bank, FSB 
Ocean State Janitorial Service 
Ocean State Job Lot Charitable 
Law Office of David J. Ol1ve1ra 
Outsource Resource Technologies, Inc. 
Palmer Transportation Company LLC 
Paramount Restaurant Supply Corp. 
Parnassus Realty 
Peck Rock Associates 
Peckhams Greenhouse 
Penates Foundation 
The Pentair Foundation 
People's Credit Union 
Perishable Theater 
Perkins & W1II 
Peter Arch Woodworking LLC 
Pfizer 
Ph1l1ps PACE North America Corp. 
Photo World 
Pizza Wave 
PNC lnst1tut1onal Investments 
D.F. Pray General Contractors 
Pray Family Foundation 
Pr1meco Painting, Inc. 
Procacciant1 Family Foundatmn 
Professional Fac1l1t1es 
Management, Inc. 
Progress Energy Matching 
Gifts Program 
Providence Children's Museum 
Providence College 
Providence Courtyard Hotel 
Providence Performing Arts Center 
PSEG 




Redlefsens Rotisserie & Grill 
Reliable Pest Control 
Reporting Associates 
Ronald J. Resmm1, Ltd 
Ress Family Foundation 
Revival Trim and Finish 
Rhode Island Bar Association 
Rhode Island Foundation 
Rhode Island's Ballet Theatre 
RI Heavy & Highway Construction 
Industry Advancement Fund 
R1ccott1's Sandwich Shop 
Rice. Dolan & Kershaw 
Roberto's 
Arthur Roberts Custom Painting 
Robinson Green Beretta 
Ken Rocha Automotive 
Rockwell Automation Charitable Corp. 
Rods Grille Inc. 
Rod's Grille 
Roger W1llrams Park Zoo 
RSC Insurance Brokerage Inc. 
RWU Faculty Assoc1at1on 
RWU Law School Bookstore 
The S/UA/M Collaborative 
Saccocc10 and Assoc iates, Inc 
Sakonnet Purls 
Salcone Engineering Associates. Inc. 
Sallie Mae Fund 
Samsonite Company Store 
Sandy Lane Meat Market 
Sansone Funeral Home 
Shawmut Design & Construction 
Shell Oil Company 
Shellfish for You, LLC 
Shellfish Restoration Foundation 
Simon Chevrolet-Buick 
Sip 'N  Dip Donuts 
Skip's Heating & Cooling 
Slepkow. Slepkow & Associates 
Wendell M. Smith Foundation 
Edwin S. Soforenko Foundation 
Sogno R1storante & Bar 
Spardello's Menswear 
Spectrum India Inc 
Spoon's Cafe 
Stacie Nye-Buckley 
State Street Matching Gift Program 
Stella Blues Restaurant & Lounge 
Street Law, Inc. 
Jimmy Stuart Carpet & Upholstery 
Cleaners, Inc. 
Sudbury Insurance Agency. Inc . 
Sun Life Financial 
Al SwaJ1an & Son 
Talbots 
Robert Tartagl ione D.D.S. 
Tav-Vino Restaurant 
Taylor Insurance and Financial 
Services Inc. 
Texas Instruments Inc. 
Texas Instruments Foundation 
Textron, Inc. 
Thames Waterside Bar & Grill 
Topside Lounge 
Town of Winthrop 
Trinet Systems. Inc. 
Trinity Repretory Company 
Tu1t1on Management Systems, Inc. 
Mike Tully Basketball Camp LLC 
E.Turgeon Construction Corp 
Tyco 
UBS Warburg 
Un itarian Chu1ch in Charleston 
United Technologies 
United Way 
Unum Provident Corporation 
Upscale Emporium 
Vanneck Balley Foundation 
Vantage Bur lders, Inc. 




Warren Equ1t1es Inc 
Water St. Woodworking 
Wavelengths Salon & Spa 
Wells Fargo Bank N.A. 
Wells Fargo Educational Matching 
Gift Program 
Westin Hotel 
Wethersfield Glass Co . .  Inc 
WhaleRock Capital Partners, LLC 
Wharf Tavern 
Idalia Whltcomb Charitable Trust 
White. Carlin & Kelly 
KT W1elkopolsk1 Foundation, Inc. 
Williams Grant Inn 
Winograd Shine & lacks. P.C. 
Worldwide Limo., Inc. 
Zooma Bar- R1storante 
CORPORATE 
PARTNERS 
The Corporate Partners are  a 
dedicated group of businesses 
committed to investing m 
the next generation of leaders. 
A1rw1ck Profess1onat Products 
James Bartley 
BARCO, L.P 
Breen Steel, Inc. 
Bristol Harbor Inn 
Campagna, Inc. 
Chapel Building Co. 
Chase Construction 
Comp Utopia 
Crystal Spring Water 
Mercury Print & Mail 
Newport Tent Company. Inc 
Saccocc10 & Associates 
Jimmy Stuart Carpet & Upholstery 
Cleaners, Inc 
Tu1t1on Management Systems 
WAYS TO GIVE 
The Roger Williams Corporate 
Partners Program promotes mutually 
beneficial relationships between select 
community business organizations 
and the University. Membership fees 
from our corporate partners support 
scholarships, undergraduate research, 
teaching assistantships and an array 
of co-curricular opportunities. 
LORI BARRY 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Fo, Lori Barry - a 21-year vete111n of the 
Academic Affairs office at Roaer Williams 
University (or Colle1e, when she started) -
the campus chanaes she's witnessed are 
innumerable. New buildings and new 
academic programs have arrived over the 
years. But one thlna has stayed the same -
It's the people who make RWU such a 
tremendous place to work, she u� . ..  It's 
not Just the academics that are Important at 
1 university, it's about buildlna: a community 
and becomina a family." 
It doesn't hurt to laua:h a little alon1 the way. 
And slna. One day years aao, Lori looked 
up throu&h the window and saw Tiny Tim -
the Tiny Tim - walk past. A few minutes 
later, then President Bill Rlzzinl Invited nearby 
staff members to his office for an impromptu 
afternoon of ukulele tunes. "Then WQRI, 
the student radio station, interviewed him," 
Lori says. "It was quite funny because the 
students had no Idea who he was!" 
On more typical days, Lori supports the 
provost, the deans and just about all thlnp 
academic at RWU. Outside of the Academic 
Affairs suite, she hosts lntematlonal students 
throua:h the RWU host family proa:ram, has 
worked as a Community Connections site 
leader and participates In Simply Wellness 
initiatives, amona: other activities. In 200S, 
President Nirschel named Lori an RWU 
unsuna hero for her efforts. 
Lori has also made a point to be a consistent 
financial supporter throuah a variety of giving 
opportunities, particularly scholarships. "If 
I can &ive to someone in need, I think that's 
really Important," she says. "And I've contri­
buted to the Annual Fund since day one. 
I'm just a firm believer in glvlna: back to this 
wonderful community of which I'm a part," 
COM M U N ITY 
CON N ECTIONS 
Community Connections 
sponsors support a designated 
clay of U111versity-w1cle 
commuruty service to local 
nonprofits and ind1v1duals 
in need. 
AAA Restaurant Ftre Control 
AAA Travel Center 
A.N. Nunes Agency 
All Seasons Services. lnc. 
Bank Newport 
Barrmgton Books 
Barrington Family Dental, P.C. 
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of RI 
Campus Marketing Specialists 
Centreville Saving Bank 
Chapel Bu1ldmg Co. 
Contente's Precision Auto, LLC 
East Bay Kennels Ltd. 




Mello's FrU1tland. Inc. 
The Newport Daily News 
Ocean State Janitorial Service 
Paramount Reslaurant Supply Cofp. 
People's Credit Union 
Reliable Pest Control, Inc. 
Risk Strategies Company 
Sansone Funeral Home 
Warien Equ1t1es, Inc 
XtraMart Convemence Stores 
GOVER N M ENT 
GRANTS/CONTRACTS 
National Endowment 
of the Human1t1es 
National Institutes of Health 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Adm1nistrat1on 
National Science Foundation 
R.I .  Science & Technology 
Advisory Council 
R I  Board of Governors for 
Higher Educal!on 
RI  Office of Coastal Resources 
Management Council 
Rhode Island Department 
of Education 
Rhode Island Office of State Courts 
State of Rhode Island 
U.S. Department of Agriculture 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
U.S. Department of Defense 
U.S. Department of Education 
U.S. Department of Justice 
U.S. Department of State 
FACU LTY & STAFF 
Edgar G Adams 
Michele M. Allaux 
Ellen M . Almeida 
Megan Artz 
Ava Assad 
Robert H. Avery 
Jose A. Avila 
James A. Azar 
J. Lorrame Babcock 
Janet L. Baldwm 
Nanette K. Ball1ol 
Barbara M . Balzano 
Cecily V. Banks 
Laurie A. Barron 
Lorene A. Barry 
Lisa J. Bauer 
Robbm L. Beauchamp 
Susan Benevides 
Em1l1e A. Benoit 
Richard A. Bernardi 
Heather M Bernier 
Vmc1e M. Bertolino 
Brenda J. Bishop 
John Blessmg 
Anabela Bonanca 
John G. Borden 
D1d1er Bouvet 
Michael W. Boylen 
Brenda Brouillette 
Warren A. Brown 
Gi lbert Brunnhoeffer, I l l  
Debbie A Burgo 
Sara A. Butler 
Ana I .  Cabral 
John Cabral 
Zel1a B. Caetano 
Susan M. Ca1ui 
Amanda D. Callahan 
Marcia Canavan 
Theresa A. Capelo 
Margie M. Caranc1 
Ben1amrn N. Carr 
Jennifer E. Carvalho 
Andrea Casavant 
JoAnn D. Castro 
Cynthia M. Chappell 
Allison J. Chase Padula 
Ben1amm J. Chevrette 
Laura B. Choiniere 
Tasha L. Clark 
Lori E. Cochrane 
W1ll1am J. Cofley Lucmda D. Harrison-Cox 
Timothy M. Cohane He1d1 A. Hartzell 
Andrew C. Cohen Catherine A. Hawkes 
Robert A. Cole Richard M. Heavers 
Elizabeth Colt Megan E. Higgins 
Dianne Comiskey Jean Hood 
Patricia F. Confort Chelsie L. Horne 
John M. Constantino Andrew Horwitz 
Nancy L. Cook Deborah C. Huntsman 
John E. Cooke B. Polly Hutcheson 
Ulker Copur Judith L. Johnson 
Raymond Cordeiro Kassandra D. Jolley 
Andrew J. Costanzo Brian C. Kacmarsky 
Deborah A. Cote Jo C. Kail 
Keith D. Coutu Seann S. Kalagher 
Debi L. Curry Mieko Kamu 
Alan C. Cuttmg Mary Ellen Keeney 
Tracy M. Dacosta David M. Kemmy 
Linda J. Dallaire Hasan-Uddm Khan 
William A. Dallaire Timothy A. Kindle 
Donna L. Darmody John J. Kmg 
Laura E. de Abruna Ruth A. Koelle 
Peter V. Deekle Bruce I. Kogan 
Margaret M. Deston George R Kolb 
Andrea N. Diaz N1k1 Kuckes 
Frank C. D1Cataldo Lorraine Newton Lalli 
Altll10 T. D1dar10, Jr. Kathleen A. Lamoray 
Michele A. Doherty Anne M. Lawton 
Kelly A. Donnell Elizabeth Peck Learned 
Kevin D. Duarte Karen M. LebreuK 
Thelma L. Dz1alo Dong-Hoon Lee 
Jessica B. Dz1edz1c M. Rebecca Leuchak 
Malmg Ebrah1mpour Robin L. Levesque 
Roseann Evans Barbafa A. Lisbon 
Marian M. ExteJt Brenda L. L1ttlef1eld 
Suzanne M. Faubl David A. Logan 
Lynn M. Fawthrop J. Scott Lopes 
Gall G. Fenske Karen J. Lucas 
Joanne S. Fernandes Patricia E. Lyons 
John Ferreira, Jr. Michael A. Macomber 
W1ll1am Fezette Edward A. Magro 
James E. fmn Veromca T. Maher 
Barbara A. Flanders Robert J. Malloy 
Carlme L. Fleig Stephanie P. Manzi 
Kevin J. Flynn Peter S. Margulies 
John fobert Marcia Fisher Marston 
Cheryl A. Francis Jeffrey B. Martin 
Barbara P. Furtado Kathleen A. Massa 
Christine L. Gahb Laura A. Masterson 
James M. Gal1b Joana D. Mateus 
Heather C. Galvin Karen L. Maze 
Kathleen M. Gaskell Joanna L. McCarty 
Earl C. Gladue Rachel L. McCormack 
Frederick E. Gould Clifford McGovern 
Katherine A. Greene Robert W. McKenna 
Arthur Greenwood W. Brett McKenzie 
Jamre R. Grenon Susan McMullen 
Barbara L. Grota Gloria B. McMurrough 
Charles P. Hagenah William L. McQueen 
Elizabeth J. Hanes Cheryl A. Meegan 
Lydia 8. Hanhardt David E .  Melchar 
Marilyn B. Mendonca 
Judith S. Menezes Jon W Shelburne 
Panag1ota Mentavlos John A. Sherako 
P. C. Menton Rmdy Sicard 
Mary Jo Michaud Anthony A Silvia WAYS TO G IVE Karen G. Moniz B Mitchell Simpson 
Anthony Montefusco Barbara N Slover Many RWU employees enJoy the 
Debra A Mull igan Jonathan A Small convenience of making a gift through 
Colleen P. Murphy Mel issa A Smith-MacDonald payroll deduction. Just choose the Christopher M. Neronha Charlotte D. Soares 
Nancy L. Neste, Kim L. Sousa amount of your gift and fill out the payroll 
Kay E. Neves Theresa L. Sousa deduction form provided by Human 
Lisa L. Newc1ty Sandra J Souza Resources. Your gift will be incrementally 
Roy J. Ntrschel June S. Speakman deducted each pay period. 
George C. Nnona Jeffrey L. Staats 
James C. Noonan Jennifer M. Stanley 
Chrrstopher J. O'Brien Joshua 8. Stem 
Julie B. O'Brien Mat1hew R. Stem 
Dawn E. Occh1 Bret A. Stothart 
RoKanne M. O'Connell John w Stout 
Marco C. Pais Dawn A Sullo 
Christian A. Palombo Louis Swrczew1cz 
Prm111 Panday Deborah L. Sylvia 
Joseph F. Pangborn Jenmfer M. Sylvia IN M EMORY OF: 
Susan Lee Pasquarelli James Tackach 
Jose B. Pereira John J Tameo Mark Alokones 
Kathleen McMahon Patrick A. Tanner James A. Azar 
Rena S. Piller-Thurston Louise E. Te1tz Brenda J_ Bishop 
Jason B Pina Stephen P Terrien Peter ·92 and Mar··y J ·93 Klar 
M. Shawn Platt Keeva L. Terry James G and Rome!yn D. V',X>Oruf' 
John Pomerleau Margaret Thombs 
Michael C. Pomerleau Kathryn Thompson Michael Andrade 
Harold F Pomeroy Carolyn D Tidwell Newport Gulls 
Thomas E. Poole A. Ryan Tiebout 
Richard H. Potter Melvyn A. Topi Paul Arris 
Robert A. Potter, Jr Charles M. Trimbach Cheryl Anderson '93 
Flora A. Prest ipino Ashley L. Tully Michael Ayles '91 
Louis J. Procacc1n 1  Michael S. Tully Jonathan P Carnes '91 
Susan M Proto Elizabeth T. Tyler Andrew C. Cohen 
Nancy L. Ramos Diane Usher Roseann Evans 
Grace Raposo Okan Ustunkok Sara K. Kalash1an '97 
John Rego Lmda J V1e11a Timothy W Peck '92 
Wayne G _ Rego Tama,a Von George Paul D Rugarbe1 ·93 
Kathy J. Rezendes Eliza Vorenberg Stephen E White 
David A. Rice Kem S. Warren 
Michael B Rich Madlyn M. Waskiewicz Gary L. Bahr 
Lrnda A. Riley Paul M .  Webb V Ant!a Bahr 
Joseph W. Roberts Joyce Whetstone David A. Rice 
Anthony S. Ruocco Stephen E. White Louise E. Te1tz 
Alex D. Ruskell Vincent J. White 
Melissa Russano Donald R _ Whitworth Professor John Howard Birss, Jr. 
Ellen M. Sa1deman Pe!er B. Wilbur Robert D. '70 and Mary Ann Blais 
Anthony J. Santoro Gait I. Wmson 
Hans Schattle James G Woodruff Kathy Birt 
John T. Schimke Romelyn D. Woodruff Bruce I .  Kogan 
Kristen A. Schofield Kathleen A. Wordell 
Ferd Schroth Peter G. Wright the,blazeman "ALS Warrior Poe!" 
Timothy M. Scott Thomas Wnght Robert 0. '70 and Mary Ann Blais 
Yolanda M Scott Mary J. Wu 
M. Lydia Serpa Michael J. Yelnosky Gregory W. Bolden 
Suzanne L. Shaheen Scott Yonan George N Bolden '7 4 
David M. Zlotnick 
Janet K. Zwolmsk1 
GIVING 
HIGHLIGHTS 
This past year, 297 employees 
(31 %) made a gift to the Annual 
Fund - the largest number 
of University employees to support 
the Annual Fund in RWU history! 
Esther F. Clark 
Brian and Rom Bamforth 
John H. Clark, Jr. 
Elizabeth Colt 
Louise E. Te1tz 
Gall l Winson 
Sgt. James A. Cole '91 
Jul ia Ann Cole '94 '04 (LS) 
Captain John F. Drake and 
Diane Drake 
Dennis D and Laura A. Blackall 
A1shng G. Grimes 
Edward J. Walsh 
John Gardner Earle 
Emma Clyde Hodge Memorial Fund 
Annabelle Harrison Fagan 
RWU Facu lty Assoc1at1on 
Steven Ficorilli 
George A Ficonll1 
Frederick and Alma L. Ivor-Campbell 
Thomas E. Fitzgerald '77 
Joseph M.  (Overseer) and 
Elizabeth Brito 
Mary Dupont Gladue '72 
William F. and Pamela W. Grossman 
Mark Gould 
Nancy Ab1 lhe1ra '82 
W1 l l 1am Andrake '78 
Carol A. Botelho '84 
Donald R. Souder "85 
Michelle A. Burke '01 
Donald F Cameron '80 
Thomas J. and Mary Carroll 
Linnea K. Cedergren '82 
Eric and Cynthia M. Chappell 
Margaret M Church '79 
Dianne Comisky 
Douglas M. Cyr '84 
Sharon M. Dtvis '90 
Tara E. Donovan '03 
Patricia L Espos,to '04 
Lynn M. Fawthrop 
Kathleen M. Fisher '00 
Bruce Garthwaite '81 
Richard W. Gerold '73 
Colleen B. G1ann1m '96 
Earl C. Gladue 
Deborah Gordon '90 
Gordon Mycology Lab, Inc. 
Susan M. Harkins '82 
Richard M. Heavers 
Frederick A. '77 and 
Pamela '77 Huntley 
Harper J. Kaminski '98 
W1ll1am R. Kenyon 
Erm E. Kupcha '98 
Norma H. Lofland 
Candace A Maguire '99 
John F. Malone '80 
Marcia Fisher Marston 
M ichael Mongeon '79 
Eric S. ·99 and Kari A. Mul l  '99 
John J. O"Brien '73 
John O'Connell 
Sharon Orser-Jackson '91 
Harold F. Pomeroy 
Purvis Systems Incorporated 
Russell D. ·92 and 
Karin S '92 Pryharsk1 
Patrick J. Revel '87 
John M. Rossi '88 
George H.  Savell a '81 
Lynne Schaefer '81 
Timothy M .  Scott 
Andrew P. Seretto ·99 and 
Stacy J. ·oo Wais Seretto 
V1v1an B. Shaull '78 
John W. Stout 
Katherine Tameo '92 
John J. Tameo '92 
Peter Teto '81 
Water St. Woodworking 
Nancy E. Watkins '90 
Joyce Whetstone 
Roger A. Wilson '80 
Abby J. Wood '01 




Jon E. Rosenblum '82 
Carolan E .  Whittle '80 
Sgt. Michael J. Jannitto 
Robert W. McKenna 
John E. Kelly 
Raymond W. '99 and 
Danielle ·01 Butt1 
Andrew P. Goldberg '91 and 
Lisa B. '92 Mainv,I 1e-Go1dberg 
Timothy J. Good '92 
Hawks Alumni lacrosse Club 
Mark J. Hoey '92 
Holly M .  McBride '93 
John C. Sullivan ·92 
Rebecca Anne Kelton 
Joseph P. McKenna Jr. 
Patr1c1a E. Myers '01 
Tara Weber '06 
Paul langello 
Alan C. and Sandra Cutting 
Robert J. Gervasm1 '73 
David E. '76 and 
Roberta I .  '98 Melchar 
Jelfrey W. Manuck 
Laura S. Callahan '04 
Ben and Julie M. '04 Campbell 
JoAnn D. Castro "78 
Brett Mc Kenzie 
Trisha A. Spillane '04 
Robert W. McBride 
V1rgmia B. McBride "82 
Harold Payson 
Clifford and Kathleen McGovern 
Harold Payson. I l l  
John W .  Stout 
Anthony F. Platania 
RWU Faculty Assoc1at1on 
Lincoln W. N. Pratt 
Margaret M. Deston '01 
Tobey L. Reynolds 
Cornehus and Katherine Phillips I l l  
Raj Saksena 
William L. McQueen and 
Carla '89 Bosch 
Jeffrey L. and Jeanne Staats 
Nathan J. Schuldheiss '05 (LS) 
Mary J. Costello '05 (LS) 
Amy K. Dodge "05 {LS} 
Alissa L. Gearhart ·04 (LS) 
Gary L. Gearhart & Associates 
Cassandra L Huggins '05 (LS) 
Alan F. Medeiros '05 (LS) 
Alison R .  Mullms'05 (LS) 
Curtis P. Patalano '05 (LS) 
Justin M. Roper ·05 (LS) 
Wendy S. Smith '05 (LS) 
Melvyn A. Topi '05 (LS) 
Zach Shapiro 
Harold R. Butler 
The Cohen Family 
Bruce A. Harwood 
Newton H. and Arlene L. Kershaw 
Andre and Helen Levy 
Eck MacNeely Architects Inc. 
Chflstme L. Miller 
Marc1a J. Myers 
New Morning School 
Kim H. Pratt 
Kim Hooper R1fkm 
Jess and Linda Shap1ro 
John R. and Suzanne G. Sheehan 
Harold M. and Linda M. S,mansky 
Cynthia Spencer 
Nanette K. Balt1ot 
Deborah L Curry 
Colleen P. Murphy 




George R. Kolb 
Liberty Mutual 
Mer1d1an Real Estate Services 
Ellen M. Monaghan '88 
Francis J. ·97 and Janice '98 Taylor 
Peter G. Wright 
Phoebe A. Swanson 
RWU Faculty Assoc1at1on 
Rebecca E. Tildesley 
Wendell 8. Pols '71  
Earl C. Gladue 
Lillian and Irving Topf 
Melvyn A. Topf '05 {LS) 
Jeremy Warnick 
Jesse D. Abrams-Morley and 
Meredith Buse 
Alfonso Barba and Irma J. Lefever 
Joseph M. Barry 
Steven B. Birnbaum and 
Cynthia Jones 
Lawrence and Elsie Bunstck 
Stanley C. and Denise Buns1ck 
Marilyn E. Cohen 
Michael E. and Pamela Cohen 
Senay P. Dara-Abrams 
Deborah A. Oasara 
V. Douglas and Lisa Errico 
William and Michelle Farley 
Gerald S. and Risa Fme 
Eliot L. and Mindy Friedman 
Esther Haber 
James M. and Deborah Horan 
Phil ip C. Hoversten and 
Patr1c1a Sausser 
Mark S. Huberman and 
Stephanie Fidel 
Murdoch M. and Patrice Johnson 
Bruce P. Kaplan and 
Barbara Goldstein 
Shlfa and Carol Karman 
Michael and Camille Katz 
Robert S. Keller 
Aaron Klem and Terry Starr-Klem 
Lon D. Ludwig 
Andrea W. Masterman 
Edward I .  Masterman 
Francie Rendall Minder 
Donald R. and Susan Monack 
Steven A. Morley and 
Elizabeth Abrams-Morley 
Stephen M. and Ruth O'Brien 
Marc T. and Susan Platt 
Rainbow Realty 
Robert Ponsky 
Bonnie H. Reibman 
Jeffrey A. and Susan Rutch1k 
Gregory and Christina Seiler 
Jonathan Sternberg and Janice S1glm 
David M. and Karen Strollo 
Aaron and Rosie Wal1sever 
Craig A. Warnick and 
Pamela Abrams-Warnick 
Nathan H.  and Yettie H. Warnick 
Robert and Ellen Weinstein 
Harold Way 
Allison J. Chase-Padula 
Michele Cron-Yeaton '80 
Timothy A. Kindle 
IN HONOR OF: 
Benjamin N. Carr 
Krystal Alpers '04 
Al1c1a Andrush '88 
Kevin Arcand '05 
Brian J. Bagdon '02 
Christine L .  Bella '92 
Vinc1e M Bertolino 
Roman Borys1uk '81 
Robert A. Boscoe '82 
Jean M. Bretz '82 
Janet L. Calc1 '84 
Jennifer R. Camac '99 
Lucie M. Carangelo "Bl 
Edward J. Carney '73 
Kenneth L. Castro '04 
Stephen H.  Chaffee '70 
Richard A. Clar '88 
Richard E .  Clark '71  
Judy A. Cora1n '83 
Leo G. Cote ·93 
Adrienne M. Currin '87 
Charles Dobson '75 
Jean D. Evansmore '78 
Mary E. Faver10 '05 
Saralyn R. Fe1ge '92 
Christopher Ferreira '86 
Jeremy E. F1gue1redo 98 
Adam J. Finkelstein '84 
Michael L. Fisher '05 
Robert J. Gervas1m '73 
Howard A Ginsberg '72 
Mark A. Gr1mason '77 
Barbara L. Grota 
Christian H. 'OS and 
Lynne E. '05 Hanson 
Justin A. Herrin '06 
Jeffrey C. Honeck '86 
Anne E. Jardin-Maynard '85 
Daniel S. Kaplan '92 
Steven A Kent '05 
Shem A. Kleinschmidt '01 
Eric G. Koch '80 
Ruth N. Koch-Ashton '85 
Timothy 8. Lauder '89 
April K. Lawrence '95 
Marvin W. LaK '70 
David J. LeBlanc '02 
Monica M. Littler ·91 
Terrence P. Maguire "83 
Allan B. McKinnon '71 
Jennifer 0. McMahon '05 
lea A. Mora ·s7 
Matthew I .  Moniz '06 
Roy J. N1 rschel 
Alan O l iver ·71  
Mark L .  Porrss '92 
George C. Promades '80 
Susan M. Proto 
Kathryn C. Reilly '94 
Dennis I Revens '72 
Michael A. R1cc1ard1 '00 
Steve O Richmond 'Bl 
Ben1amm A Roseman "05 and 
Kayl1 T '05 Maxfield '05 
Stephen W Roy ·05 
Joseph A Ruszkowski '05 
David A. Serrecch1a '74 
Charles B Shaw '94 
Scott G Siwek '05 
Gary A Sorkin '84 
Sandra J. Souza 
Raymond J Stevens '75 
Shari Beth Susskind ·92 
Heather J. Thompson '84 
Karen M. Tucker '89 
OaY1d Upton '82 
Mary C. Valm '87 
Adam H Vercauteren '96 
Jonathan w Wallace '87 
Barry 8. Watson '77 
Mitchell A. Welsch '85 
Robert J White '76 
W1ll1am R. Wood '06 
John H.  Clark, Jr. 
Brian E. and Roni Bamforth 
Pamela Cohen 
Kim Pratt 
Newton H and Arlene L. Kershaw 
Chnstine Miller 
John D. Coyle 
Peter Fadgen 
William and Margaret McCabe 
Michael McCarthy 
Robert W McKenna 
Town of Winthrop, Mame 
Joseph E. Young 
Dianne E. Crowell 
El izabeth Carlin-Metz '76 
Ellen M. Monaghan '88 
Peter G Wright 
Deans and Faculty of the Gabelli 









Bruce A. Harwood 
Christine L. Miller 
Kim Hooper R1fk1n 
Jess and Lmda Shapin 
Meredith Seung Mee Buse and 
Jesse David Abrams-Morley 
Nathan H. and Yell e H W , , 
The Honorable Joseph R Weisberger 
'92H '97 (LS) 
Adler, Pollock & Sheehar 
Edward L. Blais 
Edith Blish 
Vincent J Chisholm 
John A. Davey 
Elizabeth DelPadre and 
Kenneth F1larsk1 
Robert M. Duffy 
Lergh-Ann Patterson Durant 
David Kellem 
Robert B Kent 
Darnel Kinder 
Richard 0. King 
Susan Leach Deblasio 
Paul J. Levenson 
Thomas W Madonna 
Richard P McMahon 
Roy J. N1rcshet 
W1 1am T. O"Hara "88H 
James O"Leary 
Law Office of David J. Olive,ra 
Vincent Pallozz1 
Lmda M. Palmateer 
Parnassus Realty 
Richard M Peirce 
David A Rice 
Charles S. Solove1tz1k 
Textron, Inc 
White, Carlin & Kelly 
James G and Marybeth White 
Winograd Shine & lacks, PC 
Gail I . Wrnson 
GIVING 
HIGHLIGHTS 
Every RWU Trustee made a gift 
to the University in 2007- 08. 
ROGER WI LLIAMS U N IVERSITY BOARD OF TR USTEES 
Richard L. Bready 
Chairman of the Board: 
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer, Nortek 
Timothy E. Baxter 
Executive VP of Sales and Marketing, 
Samsung Electronics America; RWU Alumnus 
Rodney A. Butler 
Tribal Council Treasurer. 
Mashantuckct Pequot Tribal Nation 
Gary R. Chapman 
Former Chairman, President & CEO, 
LIN TV Corporation 
Bradley P. Dorman 
Managing Partner, 
WhaleRock Capital Partners 
Mario J. Gabelli 
Chairman & CEO, Gabclli Asset Management 
Luis F. Gomez 
Executive VP & CEO, Promotora Inmobiliaria; 
RWU Alumnus 
Denise M. Jenkins 
Community Philanthropy Officer, 
Rhode Island Foundation 
Karen Johnson 
General Partner, Dunlop Investments, 
Hedge Fund 
Jerrold L. Lavine 
President & CEO, The Freeman Group 
Suzanne M. Magaziner 
Strategic Consultant & Philanthropist 
Sarni Nacaroglu 
Chairman & CEO, Okar 01omativ A.S.; 
RWU Parent 
Roy J. Nirschel, Ph.D. 
President, Roger Williams University 
Board of Trustees 
Pictured from left to right, front row: 
Cha irman Richard Bready, 
RWU President Roy Nirschel 
Second row: Wa lter Stone, Arlene Violet, 
Suzanne Magaziner, Jerrold Lavine, 
Helen Ostrowski , Marc Spiegel 
Back row: Rodney Butter, Den ise Jenkins, 
Bradley Dorman, Sarni Nacaroglu.  
Timothy Baxter, Hala Taweel, Gary Chapman 
Members not pictured include Mario Gabe/Ii, 
Luis Gomez, Karen Johnson, J. Lynn Singleton 
and Robert Stoica. 
Helen Ostrowski 
Chairman. Porter Novell i  International 
J. Lynn Singleton 
President, Providence Performing Arts Center 
Marc Spiegel 
President & CEO, Academic Centers Abroad 
Robert F. Stoica 
Chairman, President & CEO, The Robert F. 
Stoico/FIRSTFED Charitable Foundation 
Walter R. Stone, Esq. 
Senior Partner, Adler, Pollock & Sheehan 
Hala Taweel 
President, 
University of the Middle East Project 
Arlene Violet, Esq. 
Former Rhode Island Attorney General 
ROGER W I LLIAMS U N IVERS ITY BOARD OF OVERSEERS 
Daniel M. Asquino, Ph.D. 
President, 
Mount Wachusett Communiry College 
Charles W. Boos, AlA 
Chairman & CEO, Kaestle Boos Associates 
Joseph M. Brito, Jr. 
Vice President, C. Brito Construction 
Lisa G. Churchville 
President and General Manager, 
NBC 10 WJAR 
Patrick T. Conley, J.D., Ph.D. 
Attorney at Law 
Frank Davidson, J.D. 
American Co-Founder, Channel Tunnel Study 
Group; Founding Advisor, Center for Macro 
Projects and Diplomacy 
Nancie Dupier 
Managing Director and Head of Private 
Bank Investment Group for the Americas, 
HSBC Private Bank 
Rui Chancerelle de Machete 
President and Executive Counsel, 
Lusa-American Foundation of Development 
Ambassador Charles W. Freeman, Jr. 
Chairman, Projects International 
William J. Gilbane, Jr. 
President and COO, 
Gilbane Building Company 
Bernadette Haley 
Publisher, Arthur Frommer's Budget Travel 
Joanna Horobin, M.D. 
President & CEO, Syndax Pharmaceuticals 
Saul Kaplan 
Executive OireclOr, Rhode Island Economic 
Development Corporation 
Ricardo Legorreta 
Principle & Lead Architect, 
Legorreta Architects 
Richard A. Licht, J.D. 
Attorney at Law, Adler, Pollock & Sheehan 
David McGraw 
Donald C. McGraw Foundations 
G. Curt Oliveira, Jr. 
President, 
Gilbert C. Oliveira Insurance Agency 
Suha Ozkan 
Chairman, World Architecture Community; 
Former Secretary General. The Aga Khan 
Award for Architecture {Retired) 
Frank E. Rainieri, Jr. 
President, Punta Cana Group; 
RWU Alumnus 
George Sisson 
Chairman, The Bristol Statehouse Foundation 
Keith W. Stokes 
Executive Director, The Newport County 
Chamber of Commerce 
Binh Thy Nguyen Tran 
CEO, APU Educational Foundations, 
American Pacific University 
The Honorable Joseph R. Weisberger 
Chief Justice, Rhode Island State 
Supreme Court {Retired) 
Orin Wilf 
Vice President, Garden Homes Development; 
RWU Alumnus 
The Honorable Frank J. Williams 
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MISS ION & 
CORE VALUES 
Roger Wi l l iams University is an independent 
l iberal arts University that combines the 
unique strengths of sma l l  l ibera l arts col leges 
and those of larger comprehensive universities 
and where l iberal and professiona l education 
are enhanced by their integration and the 
recognition of their unity. 
At the foundation of the institution is a set 
of core va lues that play a central role in 
guiding a respectfu l , d iverse and intellectual ly 
vibrant university community: 
Love of learning as an intrinsic value 
Preparation for careers and future study 
Collaboration of students and facu lty 
in research 
Commitment to commun ity service 
Appreciation of globa l perspectives 
Promotion of civil discourse 
For more information about making a gift, 
please ca l l  the Office of Deve lopment at 
40 1 254-3410 or 800 458-7144 ext. 3410. 
You may ma i l  your gift to the Office 
of Development, Roger Wil l iams University, 
One Ferry Road, Bristol, RI 02809-2921 
or give online at www.rwu.edu/giving/. 
While every effort has been made to ensure that 
mformat1on 1s accurate and up to date, we're wr,tmg 
about a dynamic educational environment, and 
it is not possible to guarantee that all items will be 
accurate at all times. Please d1tect any editorial 
mqumes to ucomm@rwu.edu. 
Pos.tmaste,- PIH!<! w,nd ;tddress ch1nges to Un,,en,I)' Cc,mmun,a110II$ 
Ont 0'<! F� ROid. B«1tol. RI 02809-2921 
Product<! by llw O,i,�rl-nt of Uniffl'Sily Communlut,om 
De,s,gn, E lizabeth Eddins. wwwtdd•r>Sdn•iin.com 
Prmtmg Dyn,graf 
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Roaer WHliams 
Univer§ity 
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